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Vivendi,

the Best Emotions, Digitally
Vivendi is at the heart of the worlds of content, platforms
and interactive networks. Vivendi combines the world leader
in video games (Activision Blizzard), the world leader in music
(Universal Music Group), the French leader in alternative telecoms
(SFR), the Moroccan leader in telecoms (Maroc Telecom Group),
the leading alternative telecoms provider in Brazil (GVT)
and the French leader in pay-TV (Canal+ Group).
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Message from Jean-Bernard Lévy,
     Chief Executive Officer

Vivendi achieved good results in 2010. All performance indicators
were up. Our investments, particularly in video games, in Brazil and in
Internet access networks in France, were drivers of performance. Despite
difficult economic conditions and regulatory and fiscal measures that
weigh heavily on the Group’s investment capacities, 2011 should reflect a
slight growth in profits on a like-for-like basis, and a cash dividend maintained at a high level.
After the sale of our stake in NBC Universal, Vivendi has sole control
of all of its assets. The digital content consumer is more than ever the
central focus of the Group’s priorities. To meet consumer expectations,
Vivendi plans to develop opportunities to share know-how and common
projects between the businesses. Our objective is to stimulate innovation
and speed up organic growth.
Activision Blizzard, whose games Call of Duty, Starcraft and World of
Warcraft achieved record sales in 2010, will continue investing to seize
opportunities with online games around the world. These new developments include Blizzard Entertainment games, particularly Diablo, the next
Call of Duty® titles, and the development of a digital community around
this franchise. Scheduled for end 2011, Skylanders Spyro’s Adventure® will
combine the world of toys, video games and Internet in a novel way.
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“The digital content consumer is more
than ever the central focus of the Group’s
priorities.”

In the music market, Universal Music Group’s priorities are focused on pursuing creative investments. UMG will
continue to invest heavily in artists and to support and
develop new digital platforms and services. The success of
Vevo, the leading website for music videos in the USA, is
confirmed. Eminem’s Recovery album and that of Take That
were respectively number one in sales in the USA and the
United Kingdom in 2010.
SFR signed an agreement with La Poste to launch a
virtual mobile operator (MVNO) in the second quarter 2011,
which should become one of the leaders in this market.
The neufbox Evolution has been a success. It already had
over 200,000 customers by the end of February 2011.
Factors behind SFR’s good results include the explosion of
smartphone sales, the growing number of new broadband
Internet customers and the dynamism of the Business activity.
Maroc Telecom Group is in an exceptionally dynamic
phase. Its customer base has grown due to innovative
offers and services. The mobile park is steadily growing
in Morocco and also in its subsidiaries in Africa, where
the Group is continuing major investment. Because of its
long-term commitment to serving African economies and
businesses, it has the capacity to deploy digital infrastructures and services, which are the vectors for information
flow and the spread of knowledge, even to the remotest
areas.
GVT shows spectacular growth prospects. It will
continue its geographic expansion and it plans to cover
another 80 cities in the next five years. It has kept its competitive edge with ultra-fast bandwidth at very competitive
prices, by capitalizing on its network, which is the most
modern in Brazil, on its unrivalled quality of service, and on
the introduction of a pay-TV offering in 2011.
The very positive dynamic at Canal+ Group continues,
with a flurry of offerings based on new high-definition technologies, the move to all-digital, an offer launched in
Vietnam and a more international profile via its subsidiary,
Canal+ Overseas. The Group offers subscribers innovative
services to take full advantage of its programmes, at any
time, with mobility.

Vivendi’s good performance is accompanied by a
proactive and rigorous sustainable development policy.
Its results have earned the praise of non-financial rating
agencies and analysts. It is essential to share views or experiences with various representatives of civil society in this
digital revolution context.
Vivendi has a specific responsibility, which is to help
current and future generations satisfy their communication
needs, to feed their curiosity, to develop their talents and to
promote cross-cultural exchanges and open-mindedness.
Sustainable development criteria were integrated
into the senior executives’ variable pay in 2010 and tied to
Vivendi’s specific challenges, such as coaching youth on
digital practices, promoting cultural diversity or knowledge
sharing. Vivendi is the first company in the CAC 40 to integrate this type of social objective.
Vivendi is also continuing to develop its communication with individual shareholders. It increasingly seeks
occasions to meet and exchange with them. It has created
a Shareholders’ Club and Shareholders’ Committee,
which provide genuine links between Management and all
individual shareholders.
Vivendi is focusing on organic growth and innovation
in 2011, even if it means pushing the boundaries of our
activities. I really want to thank all of our teams who, I know,
will innovate to meet our customers’ expectations and
support the changes our businesses face, at the center of
the digital world.
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Key figures
Vivendi’s revenues for 2010 were €28,878 million, an increase of 6.4%, and the EBITA was
€5,726 million, up by 6.2%.

Activision Blizzard

Activision Blizzard’s revenues were €3,330 million, a 9.6%
increase, and its EBITA were €692 million, a 43% increase.
Activision Blizzard’s new releases Call of Duty®: Black Ops,
Starcraft II®: Wings of Liberty and World of Warcraft®:
Cataclysm™ were the driving force of this strong performance.
As of December 31, 2010, more than 12 million gamers
worldwide had subscribed to play World of Warcraft®1.
Call of Duty®: Black Ops has achieved more than 1 billion
dollars2 in retail sales worldwide. Revenues from digital
channels accounted for over 30% of the Activision Blizzard’s
overall revenues.

Universal Music Group

Universal Music Group’s (UMG) revenues were €4,449 million,
a 2.0% increase compared to 2009 (a 3.6% decrease at
constant currency) with the favorable currency movements
and growth in digital sales and merchandising more than
offsetting declining physical product sales and slightly
lower music publishing activity. Digital sales increased
13.8% year-on-year. UMG’s EBITA was €471 million.
Changes in sales mix, restructuring costs and write-downs
from underperforming investments offset operating cost
savings. UMG has launched a significant reorganization
plan leading to cost optimization, redeployment of resources
towards key initiatives, including a more global approach.

SFR

SFR’s revenues were €12,577 million, a 1.2% increase
compared to 2009, despite a more competitive market and
substantial tariff cuts resulting from regulatory decisions.
Mobile revenues3 were €8,930 million, a 0.6% decrease.
Mobile service revenues4 decreased by 1.1% to €8,420 million.
SFR achieved good commercial results, adding almost
1,288,000 new postpaid net adds, in particular due to the
success of smartphones and offers including an Internet
remote access. SFR’s total mobile customer base reached
21.3 million. Broadband Internet and fixed revenues3
were €3,944 million, a 4.5% increase, reflecting an excellent

commercial performance from the broadband Internet mass
market segment as well as a dynamic Enterprise segment.
The broadband Internet residential customer base totaled
4,887 million, a 10.0% increase year-on-year. SFR’s EBITA
was €2,472 million.

Maroc Telecom Group

Maroc Telecom Group’s revenues were €2,835 million,
up 5.2% year-on-year (+2.4% at constant currency and
perimeter5) due to the solid performances of its domestic
market and of its subsidiaries in Africa. Maroc Telecom
Group’s customer base was 25.8 million, up 19%. This evolution reflected a continuing sustained growth of the mobile
customer base in Morocco (+10.6%) and especially in the
African subsidiaries, where it reached over 6.8 million
mobile customers, up 58% year-on-year. Maroc Telecom
Group’s EBITA was €1,284 million, up 3.2% year-on-year
(+2.7% at constant currency and perimeter). Maroc Telecom
Group pursues a major investment program, both in Morocco
and in its subsidiaries.

GVT

Vivendi took control of and has consolidated 100% of GVT
since April, 2010. In IFRS, GVT’s revenues and EBITA, for
the full year 2010, were €1,029 million and €277 million,
respectively. Pro forma, the increase year-on-year was
respectively 71.2% and 143.0%. Due to GVT’s competitive
value proposition, the net additions of lines in service (LIS)
totaled 1.416 million, an increase of 54.6%, reaching
4.232 million. These changes were due to a better product
mix, including the widespread deployment of 10 Mb/s’ and
15 Mb/s’ broadband and continued cost optimization.
GVT expanded its coverage in 13 additional cities in particular in the States of São Paulo and Rio de Janeiro.
Since its acquisition by Vivendi, GVT has accelerated its
geographical expansion. For the full year 2010, GVT capital
expenditures were €535 million, compared to €238 million
in 2009. And in 2011, GVT’s capital expenditures reach
about €750 million.
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Canal+ Group

Canal+ Group reported full year revenues of €4,712 million,
which represents a 3.5% increase year-on-year (or 2.9% at
constant currency). Canal+ Group’s total subscription
base reached 12.7 million as of December 31, 2010, which
represents a net increase of 344,000 year-on-year6. Canal+
France revenues were up 3.1% to reach €3,956 million.
Canal+ France had 11.1 million subscriptions, which
represents a net growth of +335,000 year-on-year. Mainland
France saw a net growth of 151,000 subscriptions year-onyear, reaching 9.7 million mainly due to a reduced digital
subscriber churn rate, which was 11%. Average revenue per
individual subscriber was up 1.6 euro year-on-year, reaching
46.3 euro, due to the full effect of price increases, improved
cross-sell between Canal+ and CanalSat offerings, and
a higher penetration of content and service options. The
subscriber base in regions operated by Canal+ Overseas
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(French overseas territories and Africa) grew by 184,000 to
reach 1.3 million due to strong market dynamics, particularly in Africa. Canal+ Group’s EBITA was €690 million,
which represents a 5.8% increase year-on-year. All pay-TV
operations in mainland France and abroad contributed
to this growth. In addition, Canal+ Group continued to invest
in Vietnam.
1 According to Blizzard Entertainment internal data.
2 According to The NPD Group, Charttrack and Gfk.
3 Mobile revenues and broadband Internet and fixed revenues are
determined as revenues before elimination of intersegments operations
within SFR.
4 Mobile service revenues are determined as mobile revenues excluding
revenues from equipment sales, net.
5 Constant perimeter includes the consolidation of Sotelma,
as if this transaction had occurred on January 1, 2009.
6 Canal+Overseas subscription base at the end of 2009 has been
retreated under new calculation rules to include non-binding,
short term subscription offerings on a 12-month basis.

€28,878
million

€5,726
million
2010 EBITA (+6.2%)

2010 Revenues (+6.4%)

2,698
million
2010 Adjusted Net
Income (+ 4.4%)

51,300

*

employees in 77 countries
* As of December 31, 2010.

Dividend of

€1.40*

per share for 2010
* Submitted for the approval
of the Combined General Shareholder’s
Meeting on April 21, 2011.
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Governance

4

Supervisory Board
Vivendi is directed by a Supervisory
Board and a Management Board. The
Supervisory Board, chaired by Jean-René
Fourtou, defines major strategic orientations and supervises the management of
the Group as conducted by the Management
Board. It met eight times in 2010.

7

The Supervisory Board has created four committees – the
Strategic Committee, the Audit Committee, the Human
Resources Committee and the Corporate Governance
Committee – which examine and prepare for the Board’s
deliberations.
Vivendi’s Supervisory Board numbers twelve members,
from which ten are independent. The Consolidated Code
of AFEP and MEDEF recommendations constitutes the
corporate governance code to which Vivendi voluntarily
adheres.
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1	Jean-René Fourtou*

Chairman of the Supervisory Board

2	Henri Lachmann*

Vice-Chairman
Chairman of the Supervisory Board
of Schneider Electric SA

3	Claude Bébéar

Honorary Chairman of AXA Group

4	Daniel Camus

Independent Director of companies

5	Jean-Yves Charlier
Chief Executive Officer
of Promethean Limited

6	Maureen Chiquet

Chairwoman and Chief Executive
Officer of Chanel

7	Philippe Donnet
8

9

Member of the Supervisory Board
of Financière Miro

8	Dominique Hériard Dubreuil
Chairwoman of the Board
of Rémy Cointreau

9	Aliza Jabès

Chairwoman of Nuxe Group

10		 Christophe de Margerie
	Chairman and Chief Executive Officer
of Total

11	Pierre Rodocanachi

Chief Operating Officer of Management
Patrimonial Conseil

12		Jacqueline Tammenoms
Bakker

Member of the Supervisory Board
of Tesco PLC

* Not independent.
11

12
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Management Board
Chaired by Jean-Bernard Lévy, the Management Board
is currently comprised of six members, including three
French, one German, one Moroccan and one British
citizen. The Management Board manages Vivendi
and ensures the execution of its strategy. It met 14 times
in 2010.
A Financial Information and Communication Procedures
Committee ensures that the Group fulfills its disclosure
requirements with respect to investors, the public, and
the competent regulatory and market authorities.
A Risks Committee was created in 2007. It is chaired by
the Chairman of Vivendi’s Management Board and is
comprised of at least four members, including – in addition
to its Chairman – the Chief Financial Officer, the General
Counsel and the Senior Vice President of Internal
Audit and Special Projects. Its purpose is to encourage

exchange of best practices within the Group with
regards to risk prevention and management, and to
support the subsidiaries in their continuous improvement actions. It reports its main conclusions and
recommendations to the Audit Committee of Vivendi’s
Supervisory Board.

1 Jean-Bernard Lévy
Chief Executive Officer,
Chairman of Activision
Blizzard, Chairman
of the Board of GVT

2 Abdeslam Ahizoune

Chairman of the Management
Board of Maroc Telecom

3 Philippe Capron
Chief Financial Officer
of Vivendi

4 Frank Esser

Chairman and Chief
Executive Officer of SFR

5 Lucian Grainge

Chairman and Chief
Executive Officer of
Universal Music Group

6 Bertrand Meheut

Chairman of the Management
Board of Canal+ Group

1
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3

4
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General Management
Along with Jean-Bernard Lévy and Philippe Capron, Vivendi’s Senior Executives are:
1

1 Jean-François Dubos

2

3

4

5

Senior Executive Vice President, General
Counsel and Secretary of the Supervisory
and Management Boards

2 Stéphane Roussel

Senior Executive Vice President, Human Resources

3 Régis Turrini

Senior Executive Vice President,
Strategy and Development

4 Simon Gillham

Senior Executive Vice President,
Communications and Sustainable Development

5 Sandrine Dufour

Executive Vice President Innovation
and Deputy Chief Financial Officer

Focus

Inclusion of sustainable development criteria in senior
executives’ variable remuneration
In 2010, sustainable development
criteria were included in senior
executives’ variable remuneration.
This entails measuring their individual
contribution to Vivendi’s strategic
sustainable development issues –
namely protecting and empowering
youth, promoting cultural diversity,
and sharing knowledge. Vivendi is
the first CAC 40 company to integrate
performance objectives of this type
into the variable remuneration of
senior executives. Feeling a need

for accompaniment during this pilot
year, the Group called on the
extrafinancial rating agency Vigeo
to assess the achievement of goals
based on the indicators and supporting
documents provided by the business
units.
This external evaluation complements
an internal process of self-assessment
conducted by each business unit.
Among the goals chosen by them,
we can mention the actions conducted
by SFR and Maroc Telecom to reduce

the digital gap, notably by facilitating
accessibility to products and services
for disabled or vulnerable persons;
those of GVT in Brazil, which has chosen
to deploy ambitious programs to
accompany youth in their use of digital
technologies; those of the Canal+ Group
aimed at encouraging diversity in
the films it broadcasts; and Universal
Music Group’s commitment to promoting
local talent in the emerging countries.
Vivendi and its business units achieved
their goals in 2010.
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Strategy
Vivendi has a central position in the world of interactive content, platforms and
networks. The Group’s strategy is to strengthen its existing businesses, promote
the implementation of synergies between entities when they create value,
and expand into high-growth territories or related business activities with a high
growth potential.

Strengthening the businesses
Vivendi brands are well-known and appreciated by
consumers in both the telecommunications and media
sectors. They are associated with quality, innovation and
creativity. Drawing on the strength of its engineering teams
and the creativity of its artists, the Group plans to support
its business units to maintain customer confidence over the
long term and to propose new innovative offerings that take
full advantage of new technologies.
Against a general background of gradual change in
digital services and their distribution models, it provides
all of its operational entities with the stability and support
needed to lead change successfully. For instance, GVT,
the latest company bought by Vivendi, rapidly sped up
investments and growth thanks to the resources acquired
by joining the Group. In this way it has reinforced the innovative and competitive nature of its offerings by launching new
services in synergy with the other subsidiaries (see inset).

Content creation

Music

Video games

Furthermore, Vivendi aims to take exclusive control of
its operational entities and may acquire the corresponding
minority stakes when conditions are right. This strategy
allows the Group to concentrate its efforts solely on
controlled entities and explains the sale of minority interests,
such as NBC Universal and the re-acquisition of Vodafone’s
participation in SFR, which remains to be finalized.

Developing Vivendi’s leadership
in the digital world
The Vivendi Group business units all belong to the
digital and new technologies sector. The Group is present
throughout the digital value chain. It is a major player in
digital content from creation (games, music, films) up to distribution via various networks. At every stage of the chain,
the Group’s companies sell directly to the end consumer
via strong brands like Activision Blizzard, Universal Music,
SFR, Maroc Telecom, GVT and Canal+. This complementarity

Digital distribution

Broadband and
mobile networks

Satellite networks

Internet platforms
Video & TV

Consumption
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Vivendi is a major player in
digital content from creation up to
distribution via various networks.

results in competitive advantages for Vivendi that allow it to
develop strong skills, in particular in subscription management, distribution platforms, creation, and copyrights,
through a productive exchange of know-how and by anticipating technological developments.
The Group’s expertise is strongly linked to the attraction of subscribers, customer loyalty, and the optimization of
subscriber-related revenue. This subscription-based economic
model is a major strength because it provides a recurring and
therefore predictable revenue stream. Combined with the
close attention paid by the Group to its customers, it allows
its business units to create innovative new services in
response to a growing demand for mobility and high-speed.
Vivendi is convinced that content businesses should
gradually move towards subscription solutions. As a result,
the Group is the world leader in online subscription game
platforms like World of Warcraft, and it is developing offers
of unlimited access to music with Universal Music Group,
in partnership with operators in emerging countries (India,
Brazil, Africa, etc.), following the subscription-model example.

Greater presence in emerging countries
Vivendi plans to gradually strengthen its positions in
high-growth markets, while keeping a careful eye on the profi
tability of these operations. Its international growth strategy
is built around its four core businesses: video games, music,
telecommunications, and pay-TV. The Group concentrates
on developing actions via its subsidiaries. The sub-Saharan
Africa area, to give an example, is a priority development
target for Maroc Telecom Group and Canal+ Group. Furthermore, the Group increased exposure in high-growth
countries with the acquisition of GVT in November 2009.
Through GVT, Vivendi plans to take full advantage of the
growing Brazilian market in the years ahead.

AMos genish

Chief Executive Officer of GVT

lucian grainge

Chairman and Chief Executive Officer
of UMG

Beginning in 2010, GVT and UMG began a collaboration with the purpose
of proposing a music offer to GVT customers.

Focus

Examples of
cross-company projects
In the context of strengthening the cooperation
between Vivendi businesses, a certain number of
projects have already been completed and others
are in progress. In 2010, two important projects
in particular were completed: GVT worked with UMG
to set up the Power Music Club. This service offers
all Power GVT customers free unlimited access to
thousands of songs and video clips by UMG artists
from all over the world. This is the first time that GVT
is offering content distribution via high-speed
connections. Maroc Telecom Group launched the
Universal Music package, in partnership with
Universal Music Group and MTV. This plan gives
exclusive access to the entire catalogue of video
clips from UMG and to four MTV channels. In February
2011, SFR launched its offer of high-definition
television via satellite for all its ADSL customers
who could not benefit from television via ADSL. This
offer was designed thanks to the know-how of Canal+
Group. These new offerings, built on complementary
know-how, reflect Vivendi’s determination to
constantly improve the satisfaction of its clientele,
to diversify services, and to open up new
development prospects for the Group.
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Interview with Sandrine Dufour,
Executive Vice President Innovation
and Deputy Chief Financial Officer

What role does innovation play in Vivendi’s
growth strategy?
Vivendi has made innovation a central part of its development strategy.
While seeking to strengthen its position in emerging countries, the Group
also has an active policy of supporting organic growth in its business units
and of identifying future growth vectors. The ongoing launch of innovative
products and services, coupled with diversification initiatives, consolidates
the subsidiaries’ business and financial results and confirms their longterm position as leaders in the markets for content, platforms, and
interactive networks. Vivendi set up an Innovation Department in October
2010 to boost this effort.

What are the Innovation Department’s objectives?
Our objectives are to multiply internal initiatives, stimulate organic
growth, and identify new growth vectors. This approach is organized around
four main lines: launching ambitious new development projects, developing
cooperation between subsidiaries, increasing the visibility and speeding up
the success of existing internal innovation projects in each subsidiary,
and expanding openings for external innovation.

What are the development areas
of these new projects?
Initially, we want to launch ambitious new development projects
by drawing on the Group’s assets and competencies. By increasing the
number of innovative offerings for the general public, SFR supports its
customers in their digital lives on a daily basis. For several years now it
has committed to an active policy of expanding its operational scope to
activities related to its core business, like the new connected home
services (SFR HomeScope). With digitization and the improved capacities
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“The Group has an active policy
of supporting organic growth
in its business units and of identifying
future growth vectors.”
of networks and connection technologies, major sectors
of the economy are reinventing services by integrating
connections, remote access and interactivity. With its
mobile and fixed-line high-speed networks, SFR is central
to these developments and it is positioned as the favored
partner of these different actors to create new services.

What about the other Vivendi businesses?
Universal Music Group has successfully diversified in
the last few years, by entering into marketing agreements
with partners, signing “360°” contracts with its artists,
proposing a range of services and content directly to music
consumers, and investing in merchandising. Innovation is
also a core value of Maroc Telecom Group, which offers
services adapted to new practices – for instance Mobicash,
a mobile-phone money order and payment solution in
Morocco. Canal+ Group prolongs the customer’s experience
with an ever-greater range of premium content and interactive services, at a time when the number of Internet
connections and screens allowing access to programs
has risen sharply. Lastly, Activision Blizzard’s efforts are a
textbook case. Its studios have introduced development
processes of an incomparably high standard to produce the
most innovative games, both in terms of players’ participation
in social networks and of ergonomics. For example, the
use of movement-capture technology in the game Call of
Duty: Black Ops results in increasingly realistic facial
expressions.
Through this approach, Vivendi aims to capitalize
on all the Group’s assets and know-how to offer its
customers services that stand out and to position the Group
in new markets.

How important is the development
of greater cooperation between Group
businesses?
This is a key issue for the Innovation Department’s
objectives. We shall encourage the development of common
initiatives that can open up opportunities for growth or
differentiation in relation to its competitors for the Group.
We want to increase the sharing of know-how between our
businesses, which face similar technical changes, the same
emerging consumer needs, and even competition from
the same players in our markets. For example, GVT is
relying on Canal+ Group and SFR know-how to launch a

pay-TV offer in Brazil. Sharing know-how effectively speeds
up the operational implementation of projects while lowering
the risks involved.

How are you going to find innovation
projects?
Our objective is to find and promote the many internal
innovation projects that exist in the Group business units,
increase their visibility, and accelerate their success by
boosting resources.
We are also going to increase our openness to external
innovation. In our sectors, new services, platforms, and
technologies are frequently created in start-ups or in the
laboratories of our principal partners. The Vivendi business
units are constantly in touch with the start-up ecosystem.
For example, SFR Développement’s goal is to reward and
encourage innovation through close cooperation with
partners, such as innovative young companies, in which
it invests when appropriate. The subsidiaries have also
created strategic watch committees and formed strategic
partnerships with others to facilitate the take-off of new
activities. We shall build on these existing systems, in a
pragmatic way.

A final word?
This challenge is very motivating because it involves all
the Group business units and know-how. Everyone has a role
to play. Vivendi sells products and services to the general
public. We are at the dawn of a new world, with the prospect
of creating diversification activities and new services to turn
into tomorrow’s growth vectors.
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Sustainable
development policy
Vivendi’s contribution to sustainable development is its commitment to empowering present
and future generations to fulfill their need to communicate, nourish their curiosity, develop their
talent and encourage intercultural dialogue.

Vivendi conducts a stringent sustainable development policy that puts its economic, social, societal and
environmental performance into perspective with regard
to its business activities and its geographical locations.

Our main sustainable development issues
The sustainable development policy is founded on
Vivendi’s characteristics as a Group that produces and
distributes content, is at the core of the technological
broadband and mobility evolutions, is centered on the
subscription model, and gains new markets in countries
undergoing rapid growth.
The first of those characteristics implies that the
Group appraises the opportunities and risks its content and
services can represent for various audiences. That is why
Vivendi has defined three specific sustainable development
issues (see below).

The second characteristic involves Vivendi’s reconciling the digital revolution with recognition of the needs of
its stakeholders (employees, customers, artists, suppliers,
civil society, and others) and with regulatory requirements.
Managing human capital, leveraging content, vigilance
towards suppliers, and dialogue with partners are other
significant sustainable development issues.
The third characteristic, the subscription business
model, which accounts for 75% of the Group’s revenues,
raises the issue of collection and processing of personal
data of subscribers and customers of the Group business
units. In all countries where Vivendi operates, the expectations of subscribers with regard to content offerings and
services must be satisfied while at the same time keeping
to a stringent policy of personal data management.
The fourth characteristic requires an evaluation of
Vivendi’s contribution to local development in the countries

Focus

Sustainable development indices and guidelines
Vivendi is now integrated in the Dow
Jones Sustainability World Enlarged
Index (DJSI World Enlarged), founded by
Dow Jones in November 2010. Vivendi is
also included in the FTSE4Good Global
International sustainable development
stocks index drawn up by FTSE, in the
ASPI Eurozone index, compiled by the
Vigeo rating agency, and the Ethibel
Sustainability Index (ESI) drawn up
by the Ethibel consultancy, as well as

the ECPI Ethical Indexes (ECPI Ethical
Index Global, ECPI Ethical Index EMU,
ECPI Ethical Index Euro) compiled
by ECapital Partners. Vivendi
submits data each year to the
Carbon Disclosure Project (CDP –
an international organization that
publishes an annual report on
the integration of climate change
in the strategies of the world’s
500 largest companies).

Vivendi was ranked No. 1 ex aequo
in the FTSE4Good ESG Ratings
in April 2011. Vigeo ranked Vivendi
in first place in the European media
sector following its evaluation in
December 2010. Vivendi was classified
by Goldman Sachs among the five
worldwide best placed companies in the
media sector with regard to economic
performance and sustainable
development criteria (November 2009).
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Vivendi ranked first in the
European media sector by the
extrafinancial rating agency Vigeo.

where the Group operates – employment, investment
in infrastructures, development of local talent and
access to information and communication technologies,
which is one of the keys to success in the education of
young people.

Our specific issues
Through its business activities, Vivendi has a human,
intellectual and cultural impact on society.
In 2003, three sustainable development issues specific
to the Group’s content production and distribution activities
were defined: the protection and empowerment of youth, the
promotion of cultural diversity, and the sharing of knowledge.
These three societal issues are keyed to evaluation criteria
integrated into the Group senior executives’ variable remuneration (see p. 9).
It is Vivendi’s responsibility to accompany all segments
of the public, and young people in particular, in their cultural
and media practices, while working to build a more secure
digital universe. It must reconcile the development of content
and service offerings with protection of young audiences
from uses or behaviors that could be harmful to them. For
that issue to be taken into account groupwide, the business
units work in close cooperation with Vivendi’s Sustainable
Development team.
Vivendi aims to promote cultural diversity as a necessary manifestation of human dignity and a pillar of social
cohesion. Sharing the vision of UNESCO, whose Convention
on the Protection and Promotion of the Diversity of Cultural
Expressions, which entered into force in March 2007, states
that cultural diversity is “a mainspring for sustainable deve
lopment for communities, peoples, and nations,” Vivendi’s
ambition is to encourage artistic creation in all its diversity,
promote local talent, and sustain cultural heritage.
Encouraging the sharing of knowledge as a means of
strengthening a spirit of openness towards others and
mutual understanding is the third specific sustainable
development issue identified by Vivendi. The Group has
an obligation to promote pluralism of content, encourage
dialogue between cultures, facilitate access to the information and communication technologies and raise public
awareness of sustainable development issues.

Implementation of our policy
The Chairman of the Management Board regularly
includes sustainable development issues on the agenda of
meetings of the Management Board and the Risks Committee. Throughout the year, he brings together experts from civil
society to share analysis of the development of the Group’s
activities in the light of our sustainable development issues.
The Sustainable Development Department leads the
process, in close association with the head-office functional divisions and the business units.
• With the Investor Relations Department, it organizes
meetings with the financial community in order to present
the Group’s sustainable development policy. During these
special roadshows, nearly 40 investors and analysts
were met with in 2010 (in the United States, Canada, and
France).
• The department regularly works with the Internal Audit
and Special Projects Department for the Risks Committee’s examination of sustainable development topics, for
drawing up the risk map, or for more specific actions such
as a questionnaire for the business units that can be used
when dealing with their principal suppliers.
• In liaison with the General Counsel’s office, it contributes
to applying the Program of compliance with environmental, health and workplace safety standards adopted by
Vivendi in 2000. It also contributes to disseminating the
Compliance Program throughout the Group and to its various partners. It takes part in monitoring Vivendi’s policy
regarding collection and processing of personal data.
• In close cooperation with the Human Resources Department,
it monitors the integration of sustainable development
criteria into the variable remuneration of the Group’s senior
executives. It also conducts awareness raising actions for
employees and trade-union and personnel representatives.
• Since 2003, the Sustainable Development Department has
gathered a Sustainable Development Committee which
meets six times each year (see p. 57).
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Vivendi and its
individual shareholders
Vivendi maintains a privileged relationship with individual shareholders and it has an active
communication policy for their benefit. The Group continues to develop this communication
to share its know-how, strategic choices, and ambitions.

Individual Shareholders Information
department
Vivendi is committed to respecting a charter with
regard to its individual shareholders (available on the
www.vivendi.com website in the Shareholder section).
The Group aims to ensure true partnership and governance
to the highest standards: the principle of fairness; transparent, rapid, clear information; and listening, dialogue and
user-friendliness. It also proposes registered shareholding
to all shareholders. Shareholders can contact the Individual
Shareholders Information department from Monday
through Friday for any inquiries. This department will
rapidly answer specific inquiries, whether on share prices,
Vivendi’s financial results, prospects, dividends, the
Group’s strategic operations, General Shareholders’

Meetings, publications, or the Shareholders’ Committee
and Shareholders’ Club.

The Shareholders’ Club
Vivendi created a Shareholders’ Club in 2010 to
develop the meetings and events organized for its individual
shareholders. The Club is open to anyone owning at least
one share, whether registered or bearer shares. The membership form and the Terms and Conditions are available on
the Group website (www.vivendi.com, under the Shareholder section).
The Club gives direct access to publications such as
press releases, the Annual Report, the Activity and
Sustainable Development Report, the Shareholders’ Newsletter, and Essentially Vivendi (Vivendi in brief). The latter

Focus

How to contact the Individual Shareholder
Information department
You have many options. You can call
0 805 050 050, Monday through Friday,
if in France (Azur number, local-call rate
from a fixed line) or +33 (0)1 71 71 34 99
if abroad. A staff member will answer
all your inquiries and requests for
information about the Group. This
number can also be used to obtain the
share price trend in real time,

the highest and lowest price per
session, and the variation of
the CAC 40 index.
You may also write to the department
at the following address: Vivendi —
Individual Shareholders Information
department — 42, avenue de Friedland,
75380 Paris Cedex 08, France.

Lastly, you may consult the Vivendi
website pages devoted to individual
shareholders and leave a message in
the mailbox: shareholders@vivendi.com.
We undertake to answer all messages
within three business days. You can
log on to the website from a computer,
a smartphone or an iPad.
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Vivendi meets individual shareholders.

three publications are more specifically intended for
individual shareholders. All these documents are available
in hard copy or electronic format and members may ask for
an e-mail alert as soon as they become available.
Club members can also receive invitations to the
various information meetings organized in France. In 2010,
shareholders could choose to attend seven general
information meetings, three topical meetings called
Jeudi, c’est Vivendi (covering the Hadopi law, Vivendi’s
corporate social responsibility program Create Joy Fund
and Activision Blizzard), and four training sessions by the
École de la Bourse.
Lastly, shareholders were invited to the Actionaria trade
show, the Vivendi Trophy (an international golf tournament
where Vivendi is the title sponsor), the video-games trade
event Paris Game Week, previews of StudioCanal films, and
Canal+ television shows. All the events proposed are tied to
the Group’s activities.

The Shareholders’ Committee
The Vivendi Shareholders’ Committee met on several
occasions in 2010, and the discussions between the
nine members (including two employee shareholders
of SFR and Canal+ Group) and the Communication Depart-

ment were very fruitful. The Committee reflects the
diversity of the Group’s share ownership. It is a good
way to find out individual shareholders’ expectations and
needs and to check the relevance of the communication
policy implemented for their benefit.
The Committee meets two or three times a year
for a half-day session. Its members also attended the
General Shareholders’ Meeting on April 29, 2010.
Jean-Bernard Lévy, Chief Executive Officer, attends these
meetings. They are used to explain Vivendi’s financial
results, strategy, and communication policy. The members
then discuss a range of topics, such as the events
organized for individual shareholders by the Group, the
Shareholders’ Newsletter, the Activity and Sustainable
Development Report, the General Shareholders’ Meeting,
the creation of the Shareholders’ Club, the Individual
Shareholder Information department’s charter, digital
communication, and the new communication tools introduced.
On the Group website (www.vivendi.com, Shareholder
section), you will find the Committee’s charter, a candidacy
form (members are elected for two years renewable), and
a mailbox where you can ask questions or leave a
message for a Committee member.
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Our business units
Overview

P.  20

No. 1 worldwide in video games,

an independent publisher of online and console
video games, with leading positions in most segments
of the interactive entertainment industry.

Maroc Telecom Group
No. 1 in telecoms in Morocco,

P.  38

leading fixed-line and mobile telecommunications
operator and Internet service provider in Morocco,
with a presence in Burkina Faso, Gabon, Mauritania
and Mali.

Universal Music Group

P.  26

No. 1 in recorded music

with more than 1 in 4 records sold around the world
and the largest catalog of music rights.

GVT

P.  42

No. 1 alternative telecoms operator
in Brazil,

Brazil’s best-performing broadband operator
with innovative fixed-telephony, Broadband Internet
solutions and products.

© Hedi Slimane

Activision Blizzard
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Vivendi is at the heart of the worlds of content, platforms and interactive
networks. The Group creates, publishes, assembles and distributes
high-quality digital content for consumers and businesses and has expertise
in technologies, marketing tools, infrastructures and sales networks
throughout that value chain.

Vivendi, the Best Emotions, Digitally

zaOza, Digitick
and Wengo

SFR

Vivendi also owns 100%
of zaOza (a subscriptionbased community legal
sharing site), 93% of
Digitick (the French leader
of e-ticket), and 99.5% of
Wengo (the French leader
in telephone-based expert
assistance).

P.  34

No. 1 alternative telecoms
operator in France,

Europe’s premier alternative mobile and fixed-line
operator.

Canal+ Group

P.  46

leading French publisher of premium and thematic
channels, main actor in aggregation and distribution
of pay-TV offerings, and a major player in France and
the rest of Europe in film production and distribution.

© Canal+

No. 1 in pay-TV in France,
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Video games
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Activision Blizzard
Activision Blizzard is one of the largest video game publishers and online entertainment
companies in the world. It was formed in 2008 by combining Activision and Blizzard Entertainment,
two major players in the field of video games.

Headquartered in Santa Monica, California, Activision Blizzard maintains operations in the U.S., Canada, the United Kingdom, France, Germany,
Ireland, Italy, Sweden, Spain, the Netherlands, Australia, South Korea and
China.

Activision Publishing

Guitar Hero®: Warriors of Rock™

Activision Publishing Inc. (Activision) is a leading worldwide publisher
of interactive software products and peripherals. It develops and publishes
video games for various consoles, handheld platforms, mobile devices and
the PC through internally developed franchises and license agreements.
Activision Publishing is known essentially for its action and adventure,
sport, role-playing, simulation, music, and first-person action video games.
The latter have long experienced great success, in particular the Call of Duty
franchise, which Activision Publishing plans to continue developing. As of
today, it has produced some 4.8 billion in revenue and its online community
numbers approximately 20 million active players around the world.
The strength of the Call of Duty game online presence, its large
base of players, coupled with the growing installed base of Internetconnected game consoles, provides Call of Duty with a competitive
advantage that is difficult for competitors to replicate.
The latest game in the Call of Duty franchise, Call of Duty: Black Ops,
was launched on November 9, 2010 and became the biggest entertainment
launch ever in its first 24 hours, selling approximately $360 million in North
America and the United Kingdom*. This marked the second consecutive year
that Call of Duty set day one launch records across all forms of entertainment. The game also established an all-new five-day worldwide sell-through
record of more than $650 million, exceeding Activision’s previous five-day
worldwide sell-through record of $550 million* set by last year’s Call of Duty:
Modern Warfare® 2.
In 2010, in addition to Call of Duty: Black Ops, Activision Publishing
released the following games: Bakugan™: Defenders of the Core, Blur™,
Cabela’s Dangerous Hunts™, Cabela’s Monster Buck Hunter™; map packs for
Call of Duty: Modern Warfare 2™; DJ Hero 2™, GoldenEye 007™, Guitar Hero®:
Warriors of Rock™; How to Train Your Dragon™, James Bond 007: Bloodstone,
Tony Hawk®: Shred™, Spider-Man™: Shattered Dimensions, Shrek Forever
After™, Singularity™, Transformers: War For Cybertron™ and Zhu Zhu Pets™.
* Internal Activision estimates.
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7,695

World of Warcraft: Cataclysm

Blizzard Entertainment

© Activision Blizzard

Blizzard Entertainment is a development studio and
publisher of entertainment software of world renown, known
for creating some of the most popular games in the sector.
With the success of World of Warcraft, launched in 2004, it is
leader in the category of subscription massively multiplayer
online role-playing games (MMORPGs), both in terms of
number of subscribers and of revenue. Blizzard develops
internally and produces games for the Windows and Mac
platforms and manages Battle.net®, its proprietary platform
dedicated to its online games.
Blizzard Entertainment generates revenue throughout the world in different ways – via subscriptions (players
of World of Warcraft, prepaid cards and other auxiliary
online revenue), retail sales of game packs, and revenue
from licenses via distribution agreements with local
partners.

employees
in 2010

World of Warcraft, the most popular online
role-playing game
A massively multiplayer online role-playing game is a
video game played only online via an Internet connection
simultaneously with thousands of other connected players.
The player, after having purchased a copy of the game and
installed it on a computer, takes out a subscription for a period
of his or her choice allowing access to the game universe,
whose principal characteristic is constancy. As a result of this
principle, customer assistance is required 24 hours a day,
seven days a week. This service is provided by “game masters”
who step in at any time to help players overcome their
difficulties, whether they be technical incidents, or problems
related to the illicit behavior of other players.
Since its launch, World of Warcraft has experienced
strong regular growth. In August 2010, the company made
available its second extension, World of Warcraft: Wrath of the

The creative process at the core of success
Dave Stohl, Executive Vice President of Studios, Activision Publishing

At Activision, we recognize that the
creative process is at the root of our
success. Everything that we do calls
on the imagination, intellectual and
creative talent of the engineers, artists,
designers and producers at our studios.
It is their insight and innovation, their

passionate commitment to making great
games that is the reason why audiences
turn to us for their game experiences.
By attracting and retaining the best
creative talent in the industry we provide gamers with variety, quality and
originality that they can’t find anywhere
else. We are committed to nurturing
and supporting the creative spirit of

23

developers, both at our studios as well
as in the independent development community. To ensure that we have the talent
we will need for the future, we have
established the Activision Independent
Games Competition, which is designed
to foster creativity and innovation from
rising talents whose ideas need support
to reach their full potential.
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Call of Duty: Black Ops

Lich King®, for the Chinese players, and it broke new records
for participation. On December 7, 2010, it published World
of Warcraft: Cataclysm®, the third extension, in all countries
where game support is provided, excepting China. The launch
was an opportunity for Blizzard to create new content aimed
at all players and to update most of the existing content to
offer players an even more perfected and entertaining game
experience.
Today, World of Warcraft is available in North America,
Europe (including Russia), China, South Korea, Australia,
New Zealand, Chile, Argentina, and Southeast Asia and in
the Taiwan, Hong Kong and Macao regions. On the Asian
market, Blizzard distributes World of Warcraft either directly
through its local subsidiaries or via partnership and licensing
agreements.
In 2010, Blizzard Entertainment extended its digital distribution capabilities while developing the worldwide imprint
of its brand. On July 27, 2010, the company launched the new
opus of StarCraft, StarCraft II: Wings of Liberty simultaneously

throughout the world, and notably in North America, Europe,
South Korea, Australia, New Zealand, Russia, Brazil, Chile,
Argentina, Southeast Asia and the Taiwan, Hong Kong and
Macao regions. The game broke strategy game sales records.
In parallel, Blizzard launched a new version of Battle.net,
its online game service, and succeeded in making it the most
popular destination for Blizzard players. In addition to
StarCraft II: Wings of Liberty and World of Warcraft, Battle.net
will handle Blizzard’s upcoming new games. The platform is
designed to enable players to remain connected with their
friends, regardless of what Blizzard game they are playing. It
gives them perfected communication functions, a social network, and the possibility of contact between players and
makes digital content available, providing a unique online
experience to millions of players on multiple brands.

Activision Blizzard:
A portfolio of successful franchises
Activision Blizzard’s portfolio, made up of successful
franchises, is unparalleled in its sector. These franchises
should provide the company with a solid foundation for longterm growth. Activision Blizzard intends to grow its biggest
franchises, establish new online business models, expand
within Asia and into new geographies and continue to partner
with the industry’s best development talent.

Transformers: War For Cybertron™

total revenues in 2010
e3,330 million inmillion
e692 EBITA in 2010
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Activision Blizzard
leads game publishing in
North America and Europe
For calendar 2010, Activision Blizzard was the #1
publisher overall in North America and Europe. Call
of Duty: Black Ops™ was the #1 title in the market
overall in North America and Europe selling through
more than 20 million units in the calendar year.
In addition, Activision Blizzard was the #1 publisher
on the PC in North America and Europe and had
three of the top-five titles with Starcraft II: Wings
of Liberty™, World of WarCraft: Cataclysm™ and
Call of Duty: Black Ops.
(Source: The NPD Group, Charttrack and Gfk).

Call of Duty: Black Ops,
record-breaking launch
Call of Duty: Black Ops was released on November 9,
2010. In 24 hours, it became the biggest launch in
the history of entertainment. The game posted some
360 million dollars in sales in North America and
the UK. It also set a new five-day market record,
at more than 650 million dollars. It was the
second consecutive record-launch year for
the franchise.

Activision Blizzard

2010 Highlights
Activision partners
with Bungie studios
Activision entered into an exclusive 10-year
partnership with Bungie, the developer of
blockbuster game franchises including Halo,
Myth and Marathon, to bring Bungie’s next big
action game universe to market. Under the
terms of the agreement, Activision will have
exclusive, worldwide rights to publish and
distribute all future Bungie games
based on new intellectual property
on multiple platforms and
devices.

StarCraft II:
Wings of Liberty,
the fastest-selling game
StarCraft II : Wings of Liberty
was released on July 27, 2010,
simultaneously worldwide. Within
48 hours, 1.5 million copies had been
sold; more than 3 million units were
sold during the first month on sale.
StarCraft II: Wings of Liberty is
the fastest-selling strategy
game of all time as of
today.

World of Warcraft:
Cataclysm, a
phenomenal success
Activision Blizzard launches the latest
extension for its MMORPG World of
Warcraft. World of Warcraft: Cataclysm set
a new sales record with 3.3 million copies
sold the first day. It is the fastest-selling
game in history. The World of Warcraft
franchise also exceeded 12 million
subscribers worldwide in 2010.

© Simon Webb, Shervin Lainez, Dati Bendo, Uli Weber, Nigel Parry
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lucian grainge

Chairman and Chief Executive
Officer of Universal Music Group

Universal Music Group
Universal Music Group is the world leader in music* with global businesses in recorded music,
music publishing and merchandising. A pioneer in digital distribution of music, UMG offers
the world’s largest digital music catalog through the widest range of products and services.

© Meeno

The recorded-music business discovers recording artists and develops their
careers by marketing and promoting their music around the world, in all formats and
platforms. UMG continues to expand its participation in other activities associated with
its recording artists including touring, sponsoring and brands rights management.
In the music publishing business, UMG finds and develops songwriters, and owns
and administers copyrights to musical compositions (as opposed to recordings) for use
in recordings, public performances and related uses such as films and advertisements.
The merchandising business produces and sells artists and other brands products
via multiple sales points including fashion retail, concert touring and the Internet.

World’s No. 1 in recorded music

Black Eyed Peas

UMG is the world’s leader in recorded music* in most of the globes major markets
in its sector. It has particularly strong positions in the United States, the UK, France, and
Germany. The development of the digital market and new innovative business models
has enabled UMG to improve its performance in the BRIC countries (Brazil, Russia, India,
and China) as well as expand its presence into other emerging markets such as the
Middle East and Eastern Europe.
Thanks to their diversity and their locations, both worldwide and local, UMG’s labels
complement each other, through their focus on different genres and music segments.
UMG owns many labels, including pop-music labels such as Island Def Jam Music
Group, Interscope Geffen A&M Records, Universal Music Nashville, Mercury Records,
Polydor, and Universal Motown Republic Group, and classical music and jazz labels such
as Decca, Deutsche Grammophon and Verve.
UMG’s best-selling albums in 2010 include titles from a broad repertoire made up
of established artists as Eminem, Black Eyed Peas, Rihanna, Take That and Bon Jovi, and
new talents like Lady Gaga, Justin Bieber, Drake, and Florence + the Machine. The top
regional sales also include titles by Masaharu Fukuyama and Hideaki Tokunaga in
Japan, Mylène Farmer and Les Prêtres in France, and Unheilig in Germany.
* Source: Music Copyright.
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Ben l’Oncle Soul

6,967

Jon Bon Jovi

Catalog releases account for a significant part of UMG’s
recorded music each year. UMG’s recorded music catalog, the
largest in the world, features some of the greatest American,
British and world artists, including ABBA, Louis Armstrong,
Chuck Berry, James Brown, Eric Clapton, Elvis Costello,
Dire Straits, Ella Fitzgerald, Serge Gainsbourg, Marvin Gaye,
Bebel Gilberto, Johnny Hallyday, The Jackson Five, Elton John,
Herbert von Karajan, Bob Marley, Nirvana, Luciano Pavarotti,
Edith Piaf, The Police, The Rolling Stones, Michel Sardou,
Frank Sinatra, Caetano Veloso and The Who.
UMG markets its artists’ recordings and promotes them
via advertising in the media and at the points of sale. Public
appearances and concerts are important elements of its marketing policy. Television advertising also plays an important
role in marketing compilations and new albums. UMG is also

employees
in 2010

very active in developing new sources of revenue including
expanded rights arrangements, often described as “360°”
deals, advertising and sponsorship agreements and participation in theatrical and television production. In 2010, UMG
entered into a long-term agreement with 19 Entertainment
for the program ‘American Idol’. UMG’s Interscope label will
market, promote and distribute albums globally from ‘American Idol’s’ finalists and winning contestants across a broad
array of retail and new media platforms.

The digital music market
UMG plays a leading role in the expansion of the digital
music market. The Group encourages and supports innovation. In 2010, it entered into several strategic marketing
partnerships with major telecommunications companies in

Digital: A lever for local talent
© DR

Rob Wells, President Global Digital Business, Universal Music Group

Our business at Universal Music Group
– and our success – depends on the
extraordinary talent of our artists
worldwide. After all, today’s music fans
have access digitally to artists and
repertoire from everywhere – and
it’s clear they want to continue to be
offered this unique global menu.

We work hard to serve their appetite.
New technology has given us a unique
opportunity to break down geographic
barriers as easily as artists break down
– and cross – stylistic barriers. This is
particularly true in the less advantaged
countries, where young people need
to be recognized as actors of their
own cultural, artistic history, and
to be heard beyond their borders.

We can help to promote local talent
on the international scene in small,
practical ways through digital delivery,
and we do.
We can also continue to nurture an
environment in which everyone who
works for UMG sees value in making the
musical world a smaller place – so to
speak – and in helping artists to reach
audiences far away.
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Vanessa Paradis

emerging markets such as Reliance in India and Qtel in Qatar,
Kuwait and Oman. UMG has also partnered with Vivendi
owned GVT in Brazil, which will offer a music service to its
customers for the first time. UMG is also a participant in Vevo,
a US-based premium video service launched in the United
States and Canada in December 2009. Vevo was immediately
the number one Music/Entertainment network in the United
States. It will be rolled out across the rest of the world commencing in 2011.

No. 1 in music publishing
UMG‘s publishing subsidiary, Universal Music Publis
hing Group (UMPG), is the world’s leader in music publishing.
UMPG owns and acquires rights to musical compositions (as
opposed to recordings) and licenses their use. UMG enters
into agreements with composers and authors to acquire an
interest in the underlying copyrights so that the compositions
may be licensed for use in sound recordings, films, videos,
commercial, concerts and other public performances.
UMPG is also a global leader in classical music and
production music libraries, and controls publishing rights to
an impressive list of traditional classical composers including
Verdi, Puccini, Ravel, Debussy and Stravinsky. The production
music library business owns and controls a vast catalog
of original music and arrangements created for use in films,
television, advertising, and the new media.
UMPG’s catalog includes over two million titles, inclu
ding legendary songs such as Respect, American Pie, Strangers
in the Night, Copacabana, Born to be Wild, Good Vibrations,
I Want to Hold Your Hand, Sweet Dreams (Are Made of This),
I Will Survive, Smoke Gets in Your Eyes and (Sitting on) the
Dock of the Bay. UMPG also represents famous author-

composers and performers who rank among the finest of our
time, including ABBA, Jon Bon Jovi, Mariah Carey, Coldplay,
Eminem, Gloria Estefan, Jenifer, Juanes, Linkin Park, Andrew
Lloyd Webber, Maroon 5, Ne-Yo, Prince, André Rieu, The Beach
Boys, The Mamas & The Papas, Justin Timberlake, T-Pain and
U2. Among renowned composers represented are Leonard
Bernstein, Jimi Hendrix, Elton John, Henry Mancini, Paul
Simon and Bernie Taupin.
During 2010, UMG entered into publishing deals, inclu
ding agreements with Justin Bieber, The xx, Mumford & Sons,
Florence + the Machine, Darius Rucker, Sean Garrett,
Desmond Child, Alex da Kid, DreamWorks, Leon Russell and
Jamie Foxx. The company also acquired Maranatha and
Emack Music/Gotee, two seminal catalogs in the Contemporary Christian music genre.

Merchandising
Bravado, UMG’s merchandising division, is a leading
company in this business. Bravado is an artistic merchandi
sing service company that develops and markets its artists’
official products throughout the world. The products are
sold during tours, at sales outlets, and via online stores.
Bravado operates as a licensing agent for many of its artists
for products such as collectibles, footwear and sports gear.
Bravado’s roster of long term clients includes recording
artists Green Day, Michael Jackson, Led Zeppelin, Nickelback,
Katy Perry, Susan Boyle and Queen, and renowned brands like
Harley-Davidson, Sesame Street and WWE. The company
continues to leverage UMG’s artist portfolio with clients such
as Justin Bieber, Eminem, Elton John, Guns N’ Roses,
Kanye West, Lady Gaga, Mariah Carey, Metallica, Rihanna,
The Rolling Stones, The Who and Mylène Farmer.

in total revenues in 2010
e4,449 million million
e471 EBITA in 2010
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UMG asserts
its classical music leadership
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UMG is asserting its classical music
leadership as never before and is undertaking
a vast expansion program aimed at developing its
flagship labels, Deutsche Grammophon and Decca
Classics. During 2010, they have signed new talent
such as Polish soprano Aleksandra Kurzak and cellist
Alisa Weilerstein to Decca Classics, and Armenian
violinist Mikhail Simonyan to Deutsche Grammophon.
New artists will continue to sign with the labels.
Extension of the catalog and the appointment
of new directors are also contributing to this
development.

The Black Eyed Peas
post top digital sales worldwide

Vevo is the world’s
leading music site
Vevo becomes the world’s leading
music service, averaging 60 million
unique visitors across its network.
Vevo features the most extensive
catalog of premium music content
on the Web.

UNIVERSAL MUSIC GROUP

The Black Eyed Peas I Gotta Feeling is
the best-selling digital song ever. It is the
first to pass the bar of six million downloads.
The Grammy Award-winning album The E.N.D., from
which the song is taken, is the first in two decades
to yield five Top-10 hits: Boom Boom Pow (Number One
for 12 weeks), I Gotta Feeling (Number One for 14
weeks), Meet Me Halfway, Imma Be, and Rock That
Body. The album was at the top of the charts for
59 weeks, with 7.33 million copies sold around
the world.

2010 Highlights
UMG distributes B’In Music‘s
artists across China
UMG and B’In Music partner to promote
and distribute the label’s Taiwanese pop
artists in Taiwan and across continental China
and Asia. B’In Music, founded in 2006 and based
in Taipei, produces, markets, and promotes albums,
manages artists and merchandising, and produces
concerts. Its recognized artists in China include
Mayday, Rene Liu and Victor Wong. The label also
promotes the emergence of new talents like Della
and Yen J. UMG will help B’In Music broaden its
horizons and promote its artists on a grander
scale. This agreement is strengthening
UMG’s presence on the fast-expanding
Chinese music market.

UMG begins an exclusive
partnership with Indian operator
Reliance Communications
UMG signs the first-ever comprehensive
music deal with Reliance Communications,
India’s largest telecommunications operator.
Reliance has won the license to offer 3G services
in India. Under this agreement, UMG provides
access to its catalogue of artists to Reliance
Communication’s GSM, CDMA, 3G and broadband
mobile customers, offers musical services, and plans
to organize concerts of live music by successful
Indian and international artists. Together, they
will offer Reliance Communication’s customers
a complete musical experience on all
platforms including Voice, WAP, Web, etc.

UMG joins forces
with the top-ranking TV
show ‘American Idol’
UMG enters into a long-term strategic
agreement with 19 Entertainment and Simon
Fuller, creator of the popular American TV show
‘American Idol’, for the worldwide sale, promotion,
and distribution of albums by the show’s winners
and finalists. Since its debut in 2001, ‘American Idol’
has been responsible for selling more music than
any other TV show in history, with over 100 million
units in North America alone and over 120 million
songs on iTunes.
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Frank Esser

Chairman and Chief Executive
Officer of SFR

SFR
SFR is the largest alternative telecommunications operator in France. It is a global operator,
equipped to bring end customers and businesses the best benefits of the digital world.

Number one alternative operator in France
In 2010, SFR maintained its leadership with mobile subscribers and
achieved excellent results in ADSL. It is the Number One alternative operator
in France with 21.3 million mobile-phone customers and 4.9 million broadband Internet customers as of December 31, 2010, which represents
33.1% of the mobile-telephony market and about 23% of the French market
for high and very high-speed Internet (Source: Arcep – regulatory body
for electronic communications and terminals, and SFR data). SFR’s very
good performance in the fixed-line Internet market was boosted by the
launch of the new neufbox Evolution in November 2010, which brought in
over 200,000 customers at end of February 2011.
The operator also won a tender call for additional 3G frequencies,
which will allow it to support its customers in their new practices, notably on
smartphones, and to deal with the extra traffic generated by the widespread
use of new services like video and social networks. It also obtained a permit
from the French competition authority to create a new virtual mobile network
operator (MVNO) in partnership with the French post office.

Sharp growth of mobile Internet
Mobile Internet use continues to rise sharply, backed by booming
smartphone sales. At the end of 2010, 28% of SFR customers were equipped
with smartphones (compared to 15% in 2009). The voice and data bundling
offers, like the new Absolu 24/24 offer, plus the advent of touch-screen
tablets (SFR marketed the Samsung Galaxy Tab and the Apple iPad in 2010),
have also helped develop this market.

A global business approach
SFR Business Team is an entity dedicated to the business market. It
saw a sharp increase in smartphone sales in 2010. It has expanded its catalog of services to include merged communications and customer relations.
It also launched a Cloud Computing offer, which lets companies benefit
from huge computer processing and storage facilities via a virtualized,
shared platform hosted by SFR.
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Cloud Computing
communication

neufbox Evolution advertising campaign

An effective mobile network
At the end of 2010, SFR’s GSM/GPRS (enabling mobile
telephony) network covered almost 99% of the French population, the UMTS network (used for third-generation mobile
telephony known as 3G/3G+) 92%, and the EDGE/3G/3G+
network (standards permitting mobile data flows) 97%. On the
3G network, SFR has reached and even exceeded its coverage
objectives set for the period 2000-2010, and increased the
capacity to support new mobile Internet practices (the data
flow doubled in one year). The operator wants to offer the most
user-friendly mobile Internet experience to the greatest
number. This primarily means improving the network’s quality,
increasing the available capacity, and improving transmission
links. Furthermore, to offer the best 3G coverage to customers’

10,021

employees
in 2010

homes, it has continued to develop femtocell, with a new,
cheaper and more powerful version (SFR Home 3G). This
service uses the convergence of SFR’s fixed-line and mobile
networks based on high-speed Internet. All communications
(voice and data) sent from a mobile go through the fixed-line
network, thereby ensuring optimum coverage. Available in
Spring 2011, it comes with the neufbox Evolution to make it
simpler to use.

France’s leading alternative fixed-line
network
At the end of 2010, SFR had the largest alternative fixedline network in France, with a high-speed fiber optic network
of almost 57,000 km extending into neighboring countries like

Evaluating and accompanying SFR’s sustainable
development process
© DR

Blandine de Montlivault, Director, Internal Audit, SFR

In a context of growing expectations
in the area of sustainable development, SFR has adopted a process of
continuous improvement. It endeavors
to anticipate risks of different types,
be prepared to adapt to new challenges,
and, of course, monitor adherence
to the commitments it makes.
Concretely, audits are conducted

regularly by external providers
– for example in the context of
ISO 14001 certification – or by
our internal auditors. To strengthen
their expertise, they can take
special training courses or call
in specialists where needed.
The internal auditors work either
on cross-cutting audits, integrating
points related to sustainable
development, such as relations

with suppliers, or on specific topics
– for example in preparation
for obtaining the Diversity Label
or for monitoring specific action plans.
SFR’s Internal Audit Department
also works on these topics with
Vivendi’s Internal Audit Department,
in particular on the occasion of the
risks review presented to Vivendi’s
Risks Committee.
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SFR’s video-on-demand offering

Italy and Switzerland. This network links over 4,000 subscriber
connection units (SCUs). It can be used to offer high-speed
data services (ADSL 2+, fiber optics, etc.) at optimized prices to
the largest French population coverage of any alternative
operator. Development of the home fiber (FTTx) field continued
in 2010, enabling connection of some 500,000 potential
households with fiber optics (general-public customers).

Ever more fans of mobile TV-VoD
The TV-VoD (television on demand) offering on mobile
phones had over 5 million subscribers at the end of 2010,
compared to 3 million in 2009. It includes content adapted to
mobile phones (VoD, content loops, and about 100 TV channels
including the CanalSat bundle, the five channels in the Canal+
bundle, and 30 Pass TV channels) and over 20 thematic
channels accessible via mini-pass (Sports,
Music and News).

sessions, whether in pay, free, subscription, or Catch-Up TV
mode, compared to 17 million in 2009. The number of ADSL TV
subscribers rose to 2.7 million at the end of 2010, compared to
2.1 million at the end of 2009.

Over 3.3 million pay video games downloaded
SFR offers over 1,600 video games for download with
more than 60 games in High Definition. This offering has been
extremely successful, with over 3.3 million pay video games
downloaded in 2010.

Broader commercial coverage
SFR’s sales network includes over 7,000 sales outlets,
including over 800 espace SFR sales outlets. At the end of
2010, 80% of the French metropolitan population was less
than twenty minutes away from an espace SFR.

Strong growth of VoD on ADSL
SFR supplies over 10,000 programs
(films, documentaries, TV series, etc.) via
video-on-demand. Its VoD offer rose
sharply in 2010: it has recorded 58 million

total revenues in 2010
e12,577 million inmillion
e2,472 EBITA in 2010
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SFR Business Team has launched a
complete hosting offering for businesses and
computing service providers. Cloud Computing
is a major innovation for companies that
consists in outsourcing the digital resources
they usually store (computer applications and
servers, payroll software packages, business
or Web applications, etc.) with an innovative
economic model (payment per use, major
savings by pooling resources).

SFR: The first
operator to reward
well-equipped households

SFR is Number One for customer
relations among Internet and
fixed-line telephony operators

SFR is proposing Multi-Packs, a program
offering discounts on the plans of customers
from a given household who have or subscribe
to several of its services (mobile subscription,
ADSL, blocked plan, 3G+ Internet key). Any family
can now benefit from a monthly discount of up
to 20% if they have an Illimythics 5 Webphone
subscription and a neufbox, or two
Illimythics 5 Webphone subscriptions.

SFR was awarded first prize in the fixed-line telephony
and Internet sector at the 7th edition of the customer
relations competition called Podiums de la Relation Client
organized by BearingPoint and TNS Sofres*. This prize
recognized the company’s continuous investment in the
relationship with its Internet customers. Determined to offer
the best customer-relations experience and aware of the
efforts that still need to be made, SFR will continue to invest
in customer satisfaction, regardless of the channel involved
whether the Customer Service department, espace SFR sales
outlets, or the sfr.fr website.
* Annual survey conducted on 4,000 customers and users,
175 companies and organizations assessed in 11 business
sectors. This is the largest survey done in France in the
customer relations field.

SFR

2010 Highlights
SFR wins the
Diversity Label
AFNOR awarded the
Diversity Label to SFR.
This distinction is a sign
of quality recognizing the
entire company’s commitment to fight
discrimination and promote equal
opportunity. SFR is the first
telecommunications operator
to receive this label.

A brand new gameson-demand offering
on television
SFR is proposing the first games-on-demand
offering on television in Europe using Cloud
Computing. neufbox HD TV (ADSL and fiber)
subscribers can now access a catalog of nearly
30 games on demand on their television, without
download, and without buying a console or game in
physical formats, as with video on demand. This new
service offers many advantages, including simplicity,
affordable price, and easy access. To play, you
just use the remote control or a joystick. The
subscription has no time commitment and it can
be taken out monthly or per unit.

SFR launches
neufbox Evolution

This new offering represents another
advance for triple play because it offers a
brand-new experience in the high-speed market.
It combines the power of a latest-generation
box with a flexible 3D browser interface that
makes the most advanced functions accessible and
understandable. neufbox Evolution was ecologically
designed from the start, with the most energyefficient device of its type on the market, and it
complements the existing neufbox offer, which is
still available. The focus here is on the use of
services: SFR has taken great care to make
its innovations simple and easy to use
for everyone.
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Abdeslam Ahizoune

Chairman of the Management
Board of Maroc Telecom

Maroc Telecom Group
Maroc Telecom Group is the leading global operator on the Moroccan telecommunications market,
with a presence in fixed-line and mobile telephony and Internet access. Listed on the Casablanca
and Paris stock exchanges, the Group is firmly committed to its international expansion and is
currently established in five countries.

Number one for mobile telephony
in Morocco
Maroc Telecom Group is Morocco’s leading mobiletelephony operator, with a customer base that grew in 2010
(+ 10.6% over 2009), and 95% is prepaid customers. This
growth is due to the good performance in all segments,
both postpaid and prepaid. The prepayment system is in
line with customers’ need to control their communication
expenditures and avoid overruns. In an effort to expand the
clientele and build loyalty, while boosting the growth of the
mobile market, the Group continues to enhance its offerings
and introduce new innovative services.
In 2010, the prepaid service posted steady growth,
notably due to the lower price of the Jawal kit (Jawal SIM
card with a call credit worth 10 Dirham, plus a guide and
contact cards), the sale of plans with a GSM device at relatively low prices, and varied, recurrent promotional campaigns
on recharges and call plans.
For postpaid subscribers, Maroc Telecom continued to
promote unlimited offers, while reducing rat, offering longer call
plans and constantly proposing other new services. After gene
ralizing 3G+ Internet access to all its postpaid and prepaid
clients, the Group has implemented an aggressive policy of
acquiring and retaining customers by lowering rates, improving
connection speeds, and multiplying promotional offers.
In 2010, value-added services played an increasingly
important role in the Group’s activities. They are the focus of
special attention in development terms. The range of products
has been significantly enhanced by the launch of new
services at the cutting edge of technology, like Windows Live
Messenger, Blackberry® on demand, USSD Portal and the
information service 160.

A complete fixed-line telephony offering
Maroc Telecom Group offers the general public and
businesses all fixed-line telecommunication services (voice,

13,942

Jawal advertising campaign

data transmission, Internet, and ADSL television). It remains
the leader in the fixed-line phone market, open to competition
since 2007, with over 1.2 million lines at the end of 2010.
Despite heavy competition from mobile telephony,
Maroc Telecom’s base has stabilized thanks to marketing
and sales efforts made in 2010. It notably lowered the rates
for incoming foreign calls to fixed lines, thereby allowing
operators like SFR to launch unlimited offers to Morocco.
Marketed under El Manzil brand, the fixed-line
telephony offering aimed at individuals include call plans,
packages, and limited plans with top-up option. The Phony
unlimited call plans have been very successful since their
launch in 2006. They were complemented in 2009 by the
launch of the MTBox, a triple-play offering including unlimited
fixed-line calls, broadband Internet, and television via ADSL.

employees
in 2010

The Internet market continued to grow in 2010, with
a slight rise in ADSL and a significant increase in mobile
3G+ Internet. The Internet customer base grew by 5.4%,
in particular due to a doubling of bandwidth and the drop in
prices since 2009.
Thanks to a comprehensive offer (voice, data, Internet) and the introduction of new services, Maroc Telecom
has recorded steady growth in professional and business
subscribers, with a market share of 93.5% of lines at end
2010.
Public telephony comprises a network of public
booths and a broad network of phone centers. The total
number of lines at end 2010 was in excess of 181,000
(all operators and technologies taken together). Maroc
Telecom’s market share is 80.2% of lines (Source: ANRT*).

Sharing the quality culture
© DR

Selma Benslimane, Director, Quality and Safety Information, Maroc Telecom

Quality is among the priorities of
Maroc Telecom, which in 2004 was one
of the very first telecoms operators
to receive ISO 9001 certification for
the entirety of its activities. In 2010, the
Group decided to give a new dimension
to this quest for quality by including all
its sub-Saharan subsidiaries in its total
quality process. Sotelma, Mauritel,
Onatel, and Gabon Telecom have suc-

ceeded in obtaining their certification,
thanks to the sharing of best practices
and above all to the involvement of Human Resources, both in the subsidiaries
and at Maroc Telecom. This project,
launched in 2010, was completed
in a year’s time and involved all the
subsidiaries simultaneously for the
totality of their business activities.
The quality management system is a
means of implementing a common policy
for developing the quality of service

provided to the customers within a
single process of internal improvement,
and in that way, setting up an ongoing,
global management approach. Succeeding in bringing this project to fruition
has been a fabulous human adventure,
as well as a professional challenge.
The Maroc Telecom Group’s employees
are from different countries and
cultures, but they are all mobilized
around a single project, and today all
speak a common language: quality.
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Advertising campaign for mobile packages

A richer, affordable ADSL TV offering
Maroc Telecom customers receive three different ADSL
bundles and over 80 national and international generalist and
thematic channels. Thanks to this offer, enhanced by the
Canal+ option (Canal+, Canal+Cinéma, Canal+Family, and
Canal+Décalé), subscribers can enjoy more films, TV series,
news, documentaries and entertainment.

The country’s largest distribution network
Maroc Telecom has the largest distribution network in
the country, with a direct and indirect network of over 71,000
sales outlets. The direct network is in full development
and operates via 349 agencies. New agencies are opening
every year and old ones are being renovated. It also makes use
of an indirect network of national and regional distributors (mass
distribution, newsagents, tobacconists and post offices) as well
as independent shops bound by exclusivity agreements.

National coverage
Maroc Telecom’s network is based on an infrastructure
that meets the latest technological standards. Roaming
agreements signed in 2010 with partner operators based in
214 countries allow it to guarantee links to every country in
the world through two international transit centers (Casablanca and Rabat) and four underwater fiber-optic cables
including the Atlas offshore cable, financed out of own
funds. Its mobile-telephony network covers almost all of the
population (98.4% at end 2010).

range of offerings and innovative services to facilitate Internet
access for the greatest number. The Group has a very strong
position in the ADSL market, which represents over 26% of all
Internet access, with a market share of over 99% (Source:
ANRT*). It also owns 100% of the capital of Casanet, one of
the leading Internet access providers in Morocco.

Promising subsidiaries
One of Maroc Telecom Group’s strategic goals is to make
foreign expansion a growth vector. Leveraging its leading
position in its country, it has entered into long-term strategic
partnerships with a view of developing the telecommunications sector in Africa, owning 51% shares in the historical
operators in Mauritania (Mauritel, via the CMC holding
company), Burkina Faso (Onatel), Gabon (Gabon Télécom),
and Mali (Sotelma). The aim is to become a benchmark
operator in these areas and to develop new information and
communication technologies to reduce the digital gap.
Thanks to the modernization of these infrastructures
(close to 28% of the subsidiaries’ revenues are devoted to
investments) and the quality of services offered at competitive prices, Maroc Telecom Group’s subsidiaries in Africa are
achieving very satisfactory results. For instance, at end 2010,
they had over 6.8 million mobile-phone customers, represen
ting a 58% increase.
* The national telecoms regulatory body.

Morocco’s Internet access leader
Maroc Telecom is Morocco’s leading Internet service
provider, under the Menara brand. It has a 56% market
share in this sector, all access methods included.
It offers residential and business customers a broad

e2,835 million in total revenues in 2010

e1,284 million EBITA in 2010
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Maroc Telecom Group
launches the Universal
Music Mobile Plan
Maroc Telecom Group has launched
the Universal Music Mobile plan in
partnership with Universal Music Group and
MTV. With 60 minutes of call time and 300 SMS/MMS,
it offers exclusive, unlimited access to the extensive,
brand-new catalog of UMG video clips and to four
television channels from the MTV bundle (MTV France,
MTV Pulse, MTV Idol, and MTV Base), all for 99 dirhams.
This new offer based on the complementary know-how
of Maroc Telecom and Universal Music Group reflects
Maroc Telecom’s determination to constantly
improve the satisfaction of its younger clientele,
which is avid for communication and new
content, but concerned about staying
within budget.

New benefits for mobile plans
Since October 1, 2010, all customers with
mobile plans1 benefit from a free, permanent
call supplement of 30 minutes to 1 hour per month,
depending on the duration of their plan. The free call
minutes offered after the principal plan expires are now
valid to all national operators in the evening, on weekends,
and on public holidays. Furthermore, customers have Internet
access via a free 3G Internet connection2 and can place calls to
international fixed-line and mobile numbers under the plan at the
price of a national call3. Customers with General Public (Grand Public)
plans can also make unlimited4 calls to a Maroc Telecom mobile number
of their choice.
1 All General Public and Business mobile plans, except Liberty Plans (Forfait Liberté)
with no commitment.
2 The free service is limited to 512 Mb/s bandwidth.
3 International calls to fixed-line and mobile phones in Europe, North Africa and North
America are included in the principal plan at the rate of a local call – that is, first minute
indivisible, then per 20-second unit.
4 Within the limit of 30 dh/month.

Maroc Telecom Group

2010 Highlights
Launch of international
transfer service for Jawal
recharge from France
From now on, Moroccans and persons living
in France can credit the Jawal accounts of their
friends and family living in Morocco from France,
thanks to a new Maroc Telecom transfer service.
All they have to do is buy a “transfer ticket” in one
of the many sales outlets in France or from the
website www.transfertpays.fr. The top-up can be
activated from a fixed-line phone, a phone booth,
a mobile phone, or the Internet. This innovative
service will gradually be extended to other
countries like Spain and Italy.

Extending coverage
of isolated areas
Maroc Telecom Group signed an agreement
with ANRT (the national telecoms regulatory
body) covering the fourth and last section of
the PACTE (telecoms access program) that will
bring coverage to 1,573 districts by the end of 2011.
This section is part of a program encompassing 7,338
rural districts among the most difficult to reach, for
a total estimated investment of 2.8 billion Dirham.
The Group will have equipped 5,765 of them from
2008 to end July 2011. From now until December 31,
2011, the populations in these provinces will have
access to mobile telephones, will be able to call
for emergency services, stay in touch with
friends and family wherever they may
be and, generally speaking, end
their isolation.

Mobicash novelty:
international money orders
Mobicash is Morocco’s first
service to offer a payment facility
by mobile phone, now enhanced by
a new international money order
function so that Mobicash customers
can directly receive money sent
from abroad. Belgium is the
first country opened for this
service.
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AMos genish

Chief Executive Officer of GVT

GVT
GVT is Brazil’s leading alternative telecommunications operator. Boasting strong growth,
it offers innovative fixed-telephony, Broadband Internet solutions and products.

The leader in New Generation Services
GVT has undergone rapid and continuous development since its founding
in 2000. It is deemed a leader in New Generation Services such as high and
very-high-speed broadband, Internet services, VoIP (Voice over Internet Protocol), and – starting in the second semester of 2011 – pay-TV via satellite using
IPTV (television over IP) technology. It is the fastest-growing telecommunications service provider in Brazil. In 2010, its revenues increased by 43%. GVT
offers innovative rate plans at highly competitive prices. Fixed-telephony
and broadband services are offered in the form of monthly subscriptions.
They account for 74% of Retail revenues in the Retail segment, which attends
residential, professional, small and medium companies with the best quality.

Present on Brazil’s largest markets
Headquartered in Curitiba, in the State of Paraná in Brazil, GVT began its
business activities as a competitor to the local Incumbent, in the regions of the
Federal District and the States of southern and north-central Brazil and part of
the northern regions (corresponding to Region II as determined by the general
concession plan that divided the country for the provision of fixed-telephony
services). It operates in 97 cities in Brazil, all regions taken together, including
Region I (Rio de Janeiro and the Northeast) and Region III (São Paulo).
The company is pursuing its growth strategy by extending its network’s
coverage to new key markets outside Region II in order to be present in all the
country’s major population areas. In 2010, GVT launched business activities in
thirteen new cities from which ten with the commercial launch. The company
plans to locate in new cities in 2011, in particular in São Paulo, Brazil’s largest
market. Its results from operations in cities outside Region II represent
an increasingly significant portion of GVT’s overall results – including total
revenues and lines-in-service (LIS).
GVT is considered the alternative solution to the historical fixed-telephony
operators, with the best geographical coverage and the widest notoriety
in the country. This enables the operator to gain market shares from its main
competitors in its current areas of operation, as well as new areas where
it launches services. In 2010, GVT has captured an average market share of
22.2% of the voice and broadband market in the 97 cities where it operates.

© Daloia

Innovative products and advanced solutions
GVT offers a complete and diversified range of innovative products and
advanced solutions in both traditional telephony and Voice over IP, corporate
data transmission, broadband, Internet services, and, in the future, pay-TV via
satellite over IP. They are aimed at all market segments – private individuals,
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GVT advertising campaign

7,714
professionals, and small, medium-sized, and large companies.
This approach also allows the operator to offer all-in-one formulas for all of these services. These solutions respond to the
needs of customers who want a diverse range of products
within an integrated offering, at attractive rates, while enjoying
the best possible quality of service.
GVT’s presence across different markets with diversified
products and customer segments represents a competitive
advantage for the company.
In 2010, GVT launched the Premium family, offering more
than 11,000 minutes of local, mobile and long distance calls,

employees
in 2010

and Protect, a security package of services with back up online,
parental control, anti spyware and anti-virus.
GVT’s new broadband generation, unlike the one of the
Incumbents, delivers ultrahigh speeds of up to 100 Mbits/s at
affordable prices. As the market shifts dramatically towards
broadband, the company’s competitive advantages will continue to grow. In 2010, it reduced the price of its 15 Mb/s
broadband offering. Its share in GVT’s sales jumped from 7% to
almost 50%. Customers using bandwidths of 10 Mb/s and
above accounted for 64% of its customer base. The company
also increased the minimum speed of its broadband service

Protecting youth: A success factor for GVT
© DR

Alcides Troller, Executive Vice President, Marketing and Sales, GVT

We ended 2010 with 88% penetration
of broadband in our customer base.
We are, by far, the operator in Brazil
with largest broadband service
penetration. This is our strategy for
offering high quality, high performance
and excellent cost-benefit relationship.
On average, our clients browse at
a 8.2 Mb/s speed, against a 1.3 Mb/s

that is the average of the Brazilian
market. We released protective
services (Family Protect) with
antivirus, anti-spam, anti-spyware
and parental control.
In only eight months, we reached
a 13% penetration of these services,
which also puts us in a leadership position in Brazil in offering this service.
On the social front, we expanded
the scope of our campaign for the

Responsible Use of the Internet,
a project that teaches parents,
teachers and children how to make
good use of the Internet and warns
about the risks of the virtual world.
We reached about 300 thousand
people in 2010, almost twice of that
of 2009. The campaign material was
issued in printed and online versions
in addition to an online game that
makes learning easy.
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Power Music Club communication

from 3 to 5 Mb/s, making it the highest entry-level broadband
speed on the market.
The record usage rates for its products and services are
a result of the close ties the company maintains with its
customers. The company also offers them exceptional service
that strongly sets it apart from the other operators in the
country.

Residential customers and SMEs
GVT provides its residential and SME customers with
local and long-distance fixed telephony and broadband
services, long-distance services to customers holding lines
supplied by other operators in cities in which it does not have
local access presence, and Internet services under the POP
brand, its Internet service provider, with network connections via
the switched telephone network and via the broadband lines.
GVT also extends its offering with content services,
e-mail and other multimedia services such as blogs, photoblogs, and hosting services, whether or not customers are
subscribers to its Internet access services. The company also
offers Voice over IP services under the VONO brand to residential and SMEs customers, in Brazil and abroad, regardless of
the operator providing their broadband connection.

Corporate customers
GVT provides high-end, innovative products and services
to middle-to large companies. The company offers managed
services and integrated and personalized solutions from
conventional telephony to VoIP services, including Internet
services, private data networks and hosting.

Brazil’s most modern network
Designed with the aid of the most advanced technologies, the GVT network is Brazil’s most modern. With one of
the country’s most extensive local access networks and longdistance fiber backbones, the company is positioned as the
leader in New Generation Services and is able to extend its
presence nationwide.
Its network’s NGN architecture, unique in Brazil, is based
on FTTN (Fiber To The Node) technology. This allows GVT to provide its customers with integrated, flexible, unique services,
with very rapid deployment times. Proximity to its customer’s
premises allows the operator to supply the best quality
performance of any broadband Internet service on the market.
GVT’s ADSL speeds are faster than those of the majority of
its competitors. Thanks to the modernity and flexibility of its
network, it is the only Brazilian operator that can offer broadband speeds up to 100 Mbits/s to the general public. This
means that it is in a position to meet the growing customer
demand for a wide range of telecommunications, high-speed
broadband and multimedia services.

Big share in portability of fixed-line
numbers
GVT is the leader for portability of fixed-line telephone
numbers, with a 58% market share in the cities where it ope
rates. Since September 2008, thanks to portability, Brazilian
companies and residential subscribers can change their
telecommunications operators and still keep their telephone
number. More than 872,000 GVT lines are currently in service
thanks to this system.

e1,029 million in total revenues in 2010

e277 million EBITA in 2010
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New very-high-speed
offering

GVT extends
to new cities

GVT reduced the subscription rate for
15Mb/s broadband Internet, which includes the
wireless modem and security features, by 20%.
This decrease is in line with GVT’s strategy
of remaining the telecommunications operator of
choice for very-high-speed subscribers. The company
also increased the minimum broadband speed
service from 3 to 5 Mb/s, making it the highest
initial speed on the Brazilian market. GVT also
intends to be the leader on the Brazilian
market for multiservice broadband by
offering content, interactivity, and
broadband managed services.

In 2010, GVT extended its business
operations in thirteen new cities:
Fortaleza (Ceará), João Pessoa and
Campina
Grande
(Paraíba),
Olinda
(Pernambuco), Jundiaí, Sorocaba, Campinas,
Piracicaba, Guarulhos and Osasco (São Paulo),
Rio de Janeiro and Niterói (Rio de Janeiro),
and Valparaíso de Goiás (Goiás). In addition,
GVT began the preparation to start in the
second half of 2011 the operations launch
of São Paulo, Brazil’s main market.

GVT

GVT launches
the Power Music Club
GVT’s launch of the Power Music Club
(www.powermusicclub.com.br) is an important
stage in its trajectory. It is the first company
movement towards the content distribution over
broadband. Developed in partnership with Universal
Music Group, the service offers all Power GVT customers
free unlimited access to thousands of songs and video
clips by UMG artists around the world. Customers
can also create and share playlists, get exclusive
news, and participate in contests to win a visit by
their favorite group or concert tickets in Brazil
and abroad, with the possibility of a special
meeting with the artist in person.

2010 Highlights
GVT wins recognition
GVT was voted best broadband provider on
the Brazilian market for the second consecutive
year by the readers of Info Magazine, Brazil’s
leading technological publication. The company was
also awarded the Frost & Sullivan prize for excellence
in diversification of its data transmission products
in Latin America. Thanks to its management model
and unique corporate culture, for the second year
GVT is rated as one of the best companies to work
for in two major rankings – in the magazines
Você SA/ Exame and Época Negócios. In the
latter’s classification, GVT is also among
the 20 most innovative companies
in Brazil.

GVT launches
the game “Edu in
Responsible Internet Use”
GVT launches the game Edu, em o Uso Consciente
da Internet (Edu in Responsible Internet Use).
Developed in partnership with the CDI (Committee for
Information Democratization), which works towards
digital inclusion in Latin America, the game’s purpose is to
encourage children, teenagers, parents and teachers to
make better use of the technology. The game’s launch is part
of a wider campaign by GVT that includes the publication of a guide to responsible Internet use,
50,000 copies of which are in print and whose
online version has had over 100,000 visitors.
The guide is aimed at children, parents and
teachers. GVT employees also visit schools
during weekends to spread the use the
Internet responsibly. In 2010, 44 volunteers visited 50 schools and met with
1,000 students.
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Television
and cinema
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Bertrand Meheut

Chairman of the Management
Board of Canal+ Group

Canal+ Group
Canal+ Group is the leading pay-TV group in France. It is France’s leading operator in premium
and theme-channel publishing and in bundling and distributing pay-TV offerings. A pioneer
in the new uses of television, it is also a major player in film production and distribution.

Channels for every taste with Les Chaînes Canal+

© 2010 Twentieth Century Fox Film Corporation. All rights reserved

At the core of Canal+ Group’s offering, Les Chaînes Canal+ channels
offers five premium-content channels, each with its own editorial line
and identity: Canal+, Canal+Cinéma, Canal+Sport, Canal+Family and
Canal+Décalé. Their programs are based on exclusivity, innovation and
originality.
Canal+ is a premium generalist channel offering a unique programming format with recent films on an exclusive basis, sports, news,
American cult series, French fiction, documentaries, and entertainment.
Canal+’s strenghts are original creation, development of new talent, and
exclusivity.
TPS Star is a premium generalist channel that primarily features
films and sports. It will be merged with Orange Ciné Max as part of a
partnership with Orange. The latter is the flagship channel of Orange
Cinema Series and the idea is to create a new premium channel called
Orange Ciné Star. It will mainly feature films and TV series.
Canal+ Group also publishes a range of twenty channels covering
the most popular themes like films (CinéCinéma channels), sports (Sport+,
InfoSport), news (i>Télé), documentaries (Planète channels), lifestyle
(Cuisine TV, Seasons), series (Jimmy, Comédie!), and youth (Piwi, Télétoon).

Canal+, the cinema channel
Canal+ broadcast about 360 films in 2010. It offers all cinema
genres and all the major film industry events (the Cannes film festival, the
César and Oscar awards ceremonies) exclusively to subscribers.
24 serie

The benchmark for television sports
Canal+ Group has developed widely-recognized expertise in sports
coverage. Les Chaînes Canal+ cover over sixty of France’s top sports
events: League 1 soccer, the main foreign championships (including the
English Premier League, the Spanish Liga and the Italian Serie A),
the Champions League, the Europa League, and also the Top 14, Super 14
rugby in the southern hemisphere, tennis (including Wimbledon), golf
(Vivendi Trophy), boxing, and track and field events. Les Chaînes Canal+
offer an average of over 5,500 hours of sports per year, mostly live.

© 2009 EUROPACORP TF1 Films Production APIPOULAÏ PROD - Avalanche Productions
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4,534

Arthur and the Revenge of Maltazard

HD precursor

Canal+ continues to set the pace for entertainment
programming and news with its topical programs like Le
Grand Journal, Les Guignols de l’info, Le SAV des émissions, La
Musicale, La Matinale, Dimanche+, and Spécial Investigation.

A precursor of High-Definition (HD) via satellite in
France, Canal+ Group broadcasts Les Chaînes Canal+ in HD
on all equipped platforms, such as satellite, cable and ADSL.
CanalSat offers 19 theme channels in HD on satellite and
ADSL.

CanalSat is the leading multichannel offering in
France, with over 300 channels, 60 of them exclusive.
CanalSat is available by satellite, ADSL, DTT and catch-up TV.

At the leading edge of new uses of television
A pioneer of digital TV in Europe, Canal+ Group is
number one in new TV practices. It is at the leading edge of
pay-per-view TV, High-Definition and multiscreen distribution.

© Xavier Lahache/Canal+

employees
in 2010

Topical programming

CanalSat, the leading multichannel offering

Canal+ and CanalSat on demand:
watch when you want
Canal+/CanalSat on demand allows subscribers
to watch or replay their programs when they want.
This Catch-Up service, included in the subscription, is
available directly on TV, computer, and mobile phones
(smartphones and tablets). It has been very successful, with
over 5 million programs viewed every month.

Canal+ wants to be examplary
in protecting young audiences
Frédéric Mion, General Counsel, Canal+ Group

Canal+ made an impression from its
inception by offering its subscribers
programs reserved for adults – a type
of programming that had never been
common on French television before.
Taking that audacious step required
us to provide a challenging guarantee
– namely that only the appropriate
audience would have access to such
programming.
That requirement, which has in no
way become less stringent because
of the trivialization of sexually explicit
and violent content via different

distribution media, is more than ever
at the core of the Group’s concerns.
And it is forcefully underlined in
the Ethics Charter that applies to all
employees and which requires them
to “ensure protection of children
and adolescents and, to that end,
to apply the program rating in such
a way as to ensure the acceptability
of programming in terms of the
protection of children and adolescence” by displaying the symbols
signaling the ratings of its programs.
Concretely, the Group was an originator
of the principal protective measures
that are now part of the regulatory
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system, beginning with double
encryption. Today, the Group’s efforts
are concentrated on guaranteeing
that all new technical media
used in distributing its offerings
(connected TVs, computers, game
consoles, set-top boxes from thirdparty partners, cell phones, etc.)
apply the appropriate protection
measures upstream.
Aware that no one can take the parents’
place in ensuring the protection of
their children and adolescents, Canal+
works to inform and provide them with
tools to enable them to fully exercise
their responsibilities.
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CanalPlay: Legal downloading of video
CanalPlay is Canal+ Group’s video downloading
service. Available on computer and on cable, satellite, or
ADSL television, it currently offers one of the largest VoD
catalogs in France, with over 8,500 titles available, including
over 3,500 films. CanalPlay can also be accessed by game
consoles (PSP and Xbox 360), and on some televisions and
Blu-ray players from LG and Thomson.

+Le Cube for design and innovation
+Le Cube is a top-of-the-line HD set-top box with an
innovative design, launched in 2008. It comes with an Internet
connection and a hard disk and provides access to exclusive
services. Since September 2010, the Group sells an upgraded
version equipped with an Internet connection via Wi-Fi. It is
planning a massive rollout of this equipment to subscribers
to give them increasingly customized, top-quality offerings.
By the end of 2012, all satellite subscribers should be
equipped with a box with an IP connection so that they can
receive Les Chaînes Canal+ in HD, Catch-Up TV offerings,
and all the additional interactive services.

Canal+ Group internationally
Canal+ Overseas, a subsidiary of Canal+ Group, is
the largest French-speaking pay-TV operator in the French
Overseas Territories and in Africa. Its offerings provide access
to over 300 channels, principally in French, in the Caribbean
(French Antilles and Guyana), the Indian Ocean (Reunion,
Mayotte, and Mauritius), and the Pacific (New Caledonia
and French Polynesia). It is also present in 30 French-speaking
African countries and in Madagascar.
Canal+ Group is a major pay-TV player in Poland via its
subsidiary Cyfra+, in which it has a 75% stake, which publishes
the bundle of Canal+ premium channels and a bundle of over
100 TV and radio channels, 63 in Polish. Cyfra+ reported
1.5 million subscribers at end 2010. In January 2010, Canal+
Group launched K+, a new bundle of channels by satellite
operated by its subsidiary VSTV in Vietnam.

StudioCanal, a major player in European
cinema
StudioCanal, a subsidiary of Canal+ Group, is Europe’s
leader in film production, purchase and distribution on all
media, including movie theaters, video, television, and videoon-demand. It operates directly in the three largest
European markets (France, the United Kingdom, and
Germany). It owns the third-largest film catalog in the
world, with over 5,000 French, British, Italian, German and
American titles.
In parallel, StudioCanal is active in international film
production, particularly for remakes, where it can draw on
its extensive catalog. It has also set up special partnerships
with world-renowned independent studios like Working Title.
It is also present in animation and 3D through an agreement
with nWave, a Belgian production company that is number one
in Europe, which notably produced Sammy’s Adventures:
The Secret Passage.

Canal+ Régie
Canal+ Régie is Canal+ Group’s exclusive advertising
sales agency. A 100% Group subsidiary, it sells the advertising
for the unscrambled programming of Les Chaînes Canal+,
i>Télé, ten thematic channels published by the Group and its
seven websites.

Stronger presence in the sports world
Canal+ Group plays a role in organizing sports
events through its subsidiary Canal+ Events. Canal+ Events
notably organizes the French Open tournament, the
ATP tennis tournament in Montpellier, the Metz marathon,
the Vivendi Trophy (France) and the European Winter X Games
in Tignes.
It sells the foreign broadcast rights for the French
League 1 and League 2 soccer championships, the League
Cup, the Top 14 in France, OM TV, the French national
basketball team, and the French basketball championship.

e4,712 million in total revenues in 2010
e690 million EBITA in 2010
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Canal+ Group
at the cutting edge
of innovation
Canal+ Group is at the cutting
edge of innovation. In 2010, it marketed
the first DTT pay-TV set-top boxes for Canal
Ready-labeled television sets. It launched the
sale of the new HD and Wi-Fi satellite decoder.
For the 2010 Soccer World Cup, the Group
launched Canal+ 3D, an events-based channel
in 3D that broadcasts matches live. It also
switched its Canal+ Sport channel to HD,
allowing subscribers to experience this
event with even greater intensity.

Canal+ Group

Canal+ becomes
accessible to hearingimpaired audiences
The entire Canal+ station became accessible to
hearing-impaired audiences thanks to subtitling
adapted to all of its programs (films, fiction, and
documentaries, and live broadcasts too, such
as entertainment, news and sports shows). This
represents about 8,000 hours of viewing, including
2,500 hours of live broadcasts, now available with
subtitling. Other programs are custom-made for the
hearing-impaired, like the daily news program
in sign language produced by Infosport or
the edutainment program called Au pays
des signes on Piwi, which teaches this
language to children.

2010 Highlights
K+1, the first premium
pay-TV channel in Vietnam
Canal+ Overseas has launched K+1
(K+ One), the first premium pay-TV channel
in Vietnam, which further enhances the
K+ offering launched in January 2010,
made up of over 50 Vietnamese and
international channels. K+1 offers the
best of sports, movies, fiction and
documentaries.

Canal+ Group
moves to all-digital
Canal+ Group has stopped
analogue signal broadcasts.
All subscribers still with
an analogue subscription
have been switched
over to digital.

Canal+ and CanalSat
offerings available on
mobile phones and webTV
Canal+ Group allows for new television
consumption trends and offers customers
optional extra features on their standard
subscriptions with additional mobile services
(telephones, tablets), via an Internet connection
(3G/3G+ or Wi-Fi). It notably provides offerings
on iPad and Android systems. The Group is also
launching a webTV service that gives access
to Les Chaînes Canal+ and to CanalSat, as
well as its Catch-Up TV services, via a
broadband Internet connection.
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Our sustainable

Dialogue with
our stakeholders

© Elisabeth Carecchio - Orchestre des Jeunes du Festival d’Aix-en-Provence

© JFDeroubaix Gamma/Eyedea

development issues

P. 56

Vivendi conducts an ongoing dialogue with its
different stakeholders while taking every
opportunity for exchange with new partners.
This stance of openness stimulates discussion
of ideas and encourages innovation.

Our specific issues

P. 70

Protecting and empowering youth

in their cultural and media practices, while working
to build a more secure digital universe by evaluating
the opportunities and risks of the new uses of media
enabled by technological developments.

P. 70

Promoting cultural diversity

as a necessary manifestation of human dignity and
a pillar of social cohesion by encouraging artistic
creation in all its diversity, by strengthening local
production capacities and promoting cultural heritage.

Sharing knowledge

P. 74

to strengthen openness towards others and mutual
understanding by setting high standards regarding the
quality of content, encouraging dialogue between cultures,
raising awareness of sustainable development issues,
and facilitating access to information technologies.
P. 78

Our economic
issues

P. 58

In order to maximize its potential for innovation
and creativity, Vivendi must attract the best talent,
produce original, quality content, win and keep its
customers’ trust, and remain vigilant in its relations
with suppliers.
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Vivendi’s contribution to sustainable development is its commitment to
empowering present and future generations to fulfill their need to communicate,
nourish their curiosity, develop their talent and encourage intercultural
dialogue. With this awareness, Vivendi puts the economic, social, societal
and environmental performance into perspective with regard to its business
activities and its geographical presence.

© Guilherme Pupo

Vivendi has chosen a decentralized management
of its Human Resources. The Group’s strategic
issues include accompanying innovation, supporting
the company’s growth, fostering the professional
development of each and every employee. The Group is
also attentive to its contribution to the development
of the territories where it operates.

P. 66

While operating in business sectors where
exposure to environmental risks is relatively limited,
Vivendi conducts a proactive environmental policy
and maintains its vigilance in the area of health
and radiofrequencies.

© CANAL+ ANTILLES

Our environmental
issues

P. 62

A signatory
of the United Nations
Global Compact
Vivendi is committed to complying
with and promoting the ten Principles
of the United Nations Global Compact
concerning human rights, labor standards,
the environment, and anti-corruption.
Vivendi’s 2010 Communication on Progress
is available in the interactive version of the
Report and on Vivendi’s website. WWW.
.com
© Aaron Lee Fineman/UNAOC

Our social issues
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Interview with

Jacqueline Tammenoms Bakker,
    

Member of the Supervisory Board

What do you find interesting about Vivendi’s
sustainable development policy?
A successful sustainable development policy depends first and
foremost on the authenticity of the company’s ambitions in this area.
And then of course, on its results.
I find it particularly valuable that Vivendi has defined its sustainable
development policy in terms that are relevant to its main activities and
challenges. This approach makes it possible for sustainable development
to be an integral part of the Group’s strategy.
The three specific challenges identified by Vivendi – protecting and
empowering youth, promoting cultural diversity, and sharing knowledge –
demonstrate the Group’s ability to define its responsibilities in a way that
is relevant to current and future generations.
As a business, Vivendi must continue to satisfy millions of customers
by providing original and high-quality content, developing increasingly
sophisticated platforms, and investing in ever more advanced telecommunications infrastructures.
The three specific challenges link this business requirement to
Vivendi’s ambition to generate “The Best Emotions, Digitally.”
Also last but not least, Vivendi’s sustainable development policy  
represents a shared value for the businesses in the different countries
and strengthens a feeling of pride in belonging to the Group amongst
its employees.

How does Vivendi’s sustainable development policy
support innovation in the Group?
The three strategic challenges defined by Vivendi are in themselves an innovation because they broaden the concept of sustainable
development. They demonstrate that the Group has formulated its
ambitions positively and concretely, and not defensively or in a limiting
way. This approach creates real momentum.
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“The three strategic challenges defined by Vivendi
are in themselves an innovation because they broaden
the concept of sustainable development.”

The three challenges have also strengthened the
relevance of Vivendi’s sustainable development policy to
the Group’s innovation efforts. All the businesses feel the
need to consider the impact of their innovations on society,
in terms – for instance – of protecting young audiences,
respecting privacy and personal data, and reducing the
digital gap.
But perhaps most importantly, Vivendi’s vision for
sustainable development and the innovation objectives of
its businesses share a common starting point – the fact
that the digital revolution, in which the Group’s businesses
are major players, enables new forms of communication
and dialogue between individuals and cultures and that
brings new opportunities and responsibilities.

To what extent do these three strategic
challenges represent added value
for the different businesses?
The momentum I mentioned earlier, resulting from
the dynamism inherent in continuous sustainable development, nourishes the Group’s business strategy, which
combines inventiveness and responsibility.
Each business offers interesting examples: Activision
Blizzard’s communication with parents to help them guide
their children in responsible gaming practices; Universal
Music Group’s determination to discover and promote local
talent in developing countries; the support Canal+ gives to
young filmmakers; SFR’s initiatives like the Telephony and
Solidarity Program in partnership with Emmaüs Défi; the
special rates Maroc Telecom offers to students to facilitate
access to the Internet; and the programs GVT is carrying out
in cooperation with the Brazilian Ministry of Education to
reduce the digital gap.
Vivendi’s implementation of its sustainable development policy and the results achieved by the different
businesses in 2010 earned the Group the top score from
the extrafinancial rating agency Vigeo for the “societal
impacts of the Group’s products” criterion, which appears
to me to be a well-deserved result!

The Supervisory Board, through
the Human Resources and Audit Committees,
is directly involved in the governance of
sustainable development. What are the stages
for further progress?
Vivendi’s sustainable development policy is a “natural”
subject of reflection for the Supervisory Board. We are all very
conscious of Vivendi’s responsibilities toward civil society.
First of all, we want to make sure that Vivendi respects
its commitments regarding the three strategic challenges.

Furthermore, we know that continuous innovation in the
businesses requires continuous vigilance to ensure that
our products have a positive impact. And I use the word
“product” in the broadest sense of the term, including
relations with suppliers.
To reflect the importance of measuring the contributions of Vivendi’s and the businesses’ senior executives to
the sustainable development challenges defined by the
Group, part of their variable remuneration has been linked
– from 2010 onwards – to measurable objectives for evaluating the progress of their different initiatives. This means
that the Human Resources Committee and the Audit
Committee examine these objectives and the indicators
associated with them.
Vivendi’s commitment to sustainable development
and an associated set of objectives leads to a responsibility
for the Supervisory Board to ensure that procedures are
in place for evaluating the results. That means that commitments in the area of sustainable development are
subject to a similar discipline as that applied to financial
results.
This discipline illustrates perhaps most concretely
that when we speak of sustainable development we are
not talking of something that is optional. Independently
of the choices that a company makes to demonstrate its
responsibility towards civil society, more and more
investors are attaching significant importance to a
company’s commitment to sustainable development.
For me, a well-articulated and concrete sustainable
development policy with reliable implementation procedures and results is an essential indicator for the trust
that can be placed in the company.
As for the next stages, I would say that the businesses at the heart of Vivendi’s activities must continue
to be very agile in adapting to the ongoing challenges and
opportunities generated by creative individuals and
accelerated by technological developments. And that
they should be proactive in accompanying that transformation by working closely with all our partners.
For myself, I hope to contribute to Vivendi’s ambition
to be a business which adapts effectively to a highly
dynamic technological environment and continues to take
very seriously its responsibilities towards its customers,
its employees, its shareholders, and its other stakeholders
in the different countries where the Group operates.
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Dialogue with
our stakeholders
Vivendi conducts an ongoing dialogue with its various stakeholders while taking every opportunity
for exchange with new partners. This stance of openness stimulates discussion of ideas and
encourages innovation.
WWW.

Vivendi’s impact

In May 2010, Pascale Thumerelle, Vice President, Sustainable
Development, presented Vivendi’s contribution to cultural
diversity and dialogue between cultures at the United Nations
Alliance of Civilizations Forum.

© Aaron Lee Fineman/UNAOC

Through its business activities, Vivendi has a human,
intellectual and cultural impact on society. By choosing to
promote the diversity of artistic expressions and intercultural
dialogue at a worldwide level, Vivendi stimulates creativity,
strengthens social cohesion, and contributes to economic
growth.
Since 2008, Vivendi has included indicators related to
its specific issues in its Report. These indicators are aimed at
better measuring progress in knowledge, well-being, or social
ties encouraged by the different business units’ offerings of
content and services (see p. 84-85). The purpose of this is to
contribute to the effort being made at the European and
international levels to better evaluate the role played by culture and the information and communication technologies
(ICTs) in an innovation and knowledge society.
Vivendi was invited by the United Nations to present its
sustainable development policy at the Alliance of Civilizations Forum held in Rio, in Brazil, in May 2010. Following the
Forum, Vivendi and the Alliance of Civilizations formed a
working group whose specificity is to bring together representatives of international institutions (UNESCO, OECD, EU

Commission, ALECSO, etc.) and of the private sector (Global
Reporting Initiative, Reed Elsevier, Bertelsmann, etc.). The
Group has set itself two principal goals: promoting the role
of culture and intercultural dialogue in the sustainable
development agenda and endeavoring to define a few key
indicators at the macro- and micro-economic levels. In the
framework of the follow-up to the Stiglitz-Sen-Fitoussi
Report, Vivendi proposed a contribution to increase the
integration of culture into the measure of well-being and
economic and social progress.
Vivendi was also invited by the EU Commission, at the
Safer Internet Forum in Luxembourg in October 2010, to
present its commitment to empowering young people and
their parents in this constantly changing digital universe.

Sharing experiences with civil society
In this quest for innovation accelerated by the digital
revolution, it is important to nourish regular exchanges
with civil society’s various active participants so as to have
access to the richest and most diverse range of points of view
possible. Jean-Bernard Lévy, Vivendi’s Chief Executive Officer,
regularly brings together actors from civil society. The NGO
Poverty Action Lab Europe was invited to share its experience
about the relation between ICTs and the fight against poverty.
Vivendi, a partner of the EU Commission’s Safer Internet
program, supports Pan-EU Youth, an initiative led by European Schoolnet and the Insafe network. This online platform
provides young Europeans with a space where they can discuss the impact of the new media on their daily lives. Three
consultations are held on the following themes: Young people
in the media, Digital lives, and e-skills (see p. 70-73).
Vivendi took part in the Culture and University Commission put in place by Valérie Pécresse, France’s Minister of
Higher Education and Research, to create a synergy between
university and culture. Vivendi contributed to writing proposals
that have been presented to the presidents of universities
and Grandes Écoles in France.
As a founding partner of the Avignon Forum, which
brings together major players in the economy, culture,
media and public institutions, Vivendi contributed to the study
aimed at exploring the relation between culture, economic
performance, social cohesion, and territorial development.
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Fruitful dialogue with Vivendi
© DR

Christian Gautellier, Vice President, CIEME (Collectif interassociatif enfance et Media,
a French federation of NGOs working to protect children in the media)

In 2010, the CIEME continued its cooperation with the Vivendi Group to compare
analyses and proposals regarding the relations between young people and media.
Canal+’s decision to eliminate the babies’
channel Baby First from its offering
is the fruit of positive dialogue between

Vivendi, Canal+ and representatives
of civil society.
Due to my involvement with the group
of experts on protection of children
at the CSA (French broadcast authority),
I can appreciate the importance of this
process, which is the result of a desire
for shared responsibility and co-regulation between members of associations,
content publishers, and public authorities.

Exchange with the financial
and extrafinancial communities
The Investor Relations Department and the Sustainable Development Department organize meetings with
members of the financial community in order to present
the Group’s sustainable development policy during dedicated roadshows.
These meetings are highly constructive. Vivendi’s
three specific issues are discussed in depth, and other
issues are raised, such as the procedure for monitoring the
inclusion of sustainable development criteria in the variable
remuneration of the Group’s senior executives, Vivendi’s
contribution to human development in the emerging countries, and in particular in Africa, respect for human rights on
the part of suppliers and subcontractors, and the programs
put in place by the Group to promote women’s representation in decision-making bodies.
Targeting SRI (Socially Responsible Investment) analysts in particular, this communication is increasingly
shared by financial analysts, who integrate the table of
opportunities and risks brought into focus by the sustainable development process into their analytic approach (see
Philippe Capron’s point of view p. 59).
Vivendi is also continuing its exchanges with extrafinancial rating agencies. This contributes to better understanding its sectoral positioning and more efficiently
analyzing the progress to be made (see focus p. 14).

The sectoral network
Vivendi has moved forward in the necessary but delicate task of compiling indicators related to its specific issues
in the light of the Group’s specific footprint (see p. 84-85).
Vivendi, as a founding member of the Media sectoral
working group implemented by the Global Reporting Initiative
(GRI), contributes actively to working out sectoral indicators
applicable in 2012. GRI’s mission is to define guidelines to
help organizations account for their economic, social and
environmental performance. These guidelines meet the
requirements of the ten principles of the United Nations

I can also appreciate the value of
the regular meetings with Vivendi’s
General Management. At our last meeting,
we discussed several topics together
– actions to raise parents’ awareness,
representation of young people and their
parents in the Group’s advertising, and
consistency in protecting young people
throughout the process from product
design to marketing.

Global Compact and are broken down by business sector.
The GRI Media Sector Supplement working group includes
some twenty members (representing companies and NGOs).

Raising employee awareness
Vivendi’s first sustainable development Seminar in
Paris brought together 70 participants and speakers representative of civil society and the Group’s business units
around the world. The Seminar was an occasion for Vivendi’s
senior executives to recall the main axes of the Group’s sustainable development policy, then to listen to stakeholders
– investors, rating agencies, experts, academicians, representatives of NGOs – who shared their analyses and
expressed their expectations. The business units also
intervened, illustrating the integration of the sustainable
development issues in their particular business areas.
The sessions of the Sustainable Development Committee regularly bring in employees of Corporate Headquarters
and of the business units to exchange views and discuss several topics, including the role and actions of the CHSCTs
(Health, Safety, and Working Conditions Committees) in
the Group, a presentation of the French Grenelle laws that
reinforce the companies’ requirements for extrafinancial
reporting, relations with suppliers, and protection of personal
data. The Diversity Skills Network also met to discuss policy
regarding the employment of seniors.
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Our economic issues
In order to maximize its potential for innovation and creativity, Vivendi must attract the best talent,
produce original, quality content, win and keep its customers’ trust, and remain vigilant in its
relations with suppliers.
WWW.

Investing in creation and leveraging
our content
Vivendi leverages its assets, which hold leading positions on their respective markets, by maintaining a significant
level of investment in content (2.4 billion euros) and in its platforms and networks (3.4 billion euros). This ensures that our
business units have the necessary resources for encouraging
innovation and organic growth.
To continue meeting the expectations of tens of millions
of consumers looking for original content and attractive
services, Vivendi needs to attract and gain the loyalty of the
best creative talents (artists, directors, game developers, etc.)
and develop innovative content distribution offerings (see
Dave Stohl’s point of view p. 23).
Activision Blizzard has had unprecedented worldwide
success with games such as Activision Publishing’s Call of

© Chez Wam - StudioCanal

billion euros invested
in content in 2010

© DR

© Hannah Miles/DG

2.4

Duty® and Blizzard Entertainment’s World of Warcraft®
and online-gaming platforms like Blizzard Entertainment’s
Battle.net™ platform, with its outstanding performance and
appeal to gamers. The Canal+ Group is a benchmark player in
cinema creation and programming. Universal Music Group
has a remarkable capacity to discover talent and accompany
their careers.
In order to bring out maximum value from its investments, Vivendi works to ensure the respect of intellectual
property rights – a priority for the Group – while satisfying
consumers eager to explore new media and cultural practices.
To this end, the business units conduct awareness
raising actions, strengthen technical solutions for fighting
piracy, involve themselves in the regulatory field, develop new
economic models, and put together ambitious legal offerings
for distributing musical, audiovisual, and cinematic works.

The best talent at the service of creation: (above, from left to right) Michael Lang, CEO of Deutsche Grammophon, signs young
pianist Ingolf Wunder, winner of the Chopin competition; the graphical universe created by Blizzard Entertainment for the
game StarCraft II: Wings of Liberty®; Canal+ supports the documentary genre (Babies by Thomas Balmes).
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Finance and sustainable development go hand in hand
Philippe Capron, Member of the Management Board and Chief Financial Officer, Vivendi

A company’s financial performance also
relies on its sustainable development
policy, which enables it to understand
its extrafinancial risks as well as create
opportunities.
Vivendi is particularly exposed to reputation risks. The influence of our activities
on our customers in all the countries
where the Group operates is very strong.
Our brands are more and more at risk –
new media practices on the part of young

audiences; leveraging of our content;
management of personal data; relations
with our suppliers; large investments
to reduce the digital gap in a world that
is hard pressed to keep up with the
extremely rapid evolution of the infor
mation and communication technologies.
These issues are integrated into our
risk map and taken into account by
the international financial community.
Our company can erase much value if it
lacks vigilance, if it does not understand
its risks, and if it is unable to manage

Operating in an environment weakened by piracy and
forced to seek new growth areas, Universal Music Group is
under the guidance of new management and has defined as
its priorities growth in creative investments, development of
new platforms and digital services, and a more global
approach (see Rob Wells’ point of view p. 29).
To hold onto its position as world leader in recorded
music, UMG continues to rely on the relentless search for local
talent which can then be promoted at the international level.
In Korea, UMG has entered into a partnership with Play Cube
Entertainment, the benchmark Korean music label, to help
facilitate the discovery of new talents on the local scene, and
has also invested in groups featuring young, new artists, such
as 4Minute and Beast. Collaboration among artists from
different countries is one of the pillars of UMG’s approach in
the region.
In 2010 UMG – a shareholder in Vevo, the music videos
platform launched in December 2009 in the United States,
which has nearly 60 million unique visitors on the North
American continent – created OFF, the first webTV to be totally
integrated into a record company (see focus p. 60).

Ensuring the protection of personal data
For Vivendi, the security of personal data is of strategic importance. Any commercial relation is first of all one of
trust, and when payment for products and services is made
via subscription, that relation becomes even more demanding. Commercial activity also requires entrusting these data
to third parties. That being the case, Vivendi’s business units
must ensure that their commercial partners respect the
same obligations and demands regarding data protection
as they themselves do.
Consequently, the Group has put in place a certain
number of instruments for overseeing and securing the

them. And in fact it can gain value not
only by covering those risks but also by
arming itself with competitive advantages
over its competitors. And so the fact
that we have positioned culture and
intercultural dialogue among our priorities enables us to win market shares and
gives us legitimacy in the eyes of civil
society, the public authorities, and the
younger generations who want to be
involved in the information society and
in the cultural life of their own countries
and even beyond their borders.

collection and management of customer data. The Data and
Content Protection Charter, adopted in 2008, and the Guide
to good practices regarding sensitive data, distributed to all
the business units in 2009, strengthen the Group’s policy in
this area.
In 2010, the business units were called together at
the initiative of Vivendi’s General Counsel to revise the documents that make up the Group’s guidelines in this area and
strengthen the procedures in the light of the review of the
Directive of October 24, 1995 on the protection of personal
data. The Data and Content Protection Charter, the procedures, controls, and systems will be reviewed to take into
account European requirements regarding notification to
the competent authorities, mechanisms of control, the
responsibility of hosting providers located outside the European Union, and the principle of the “right to be forgotten.”

Strengthening customer relations
The Group business units are carrying out a continuous
reflection on customer relations with a view to improving
attentiveness to consumers and information feedback. The
subscription business model enables a privileged dialogue
with customers for guiding them in the use of products and
services and anticipating the development of new functionalities and new uses, in order to satisfy their expectations
as fully as possible.
For example, in April 2010 Canal+ created a Customer
Quality Department and implemented an action plan.
Efforts to identify weak points and set up cross-cutting
projects to deal with chronic malfunctions have already
shown significant initial results, including a 49% decrease
in complaints by mail. Canal+ Overseas has deployed
Click+, an innovative tool for responding optimally to customers’ expectations, in all the territories where it operates.
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SFR has partnered with DEAFI (French company specialized in enhancing employability of deaf and hearing-impaired persons)
to provide access to its customer service for persons with hearing deficiencies. Deaf video counselors handle relations with deaf
and hearing-impaired SFR customers by answering via a webcam in French sign language and via chat (see p. 80).

In 2010, the Maroc Telecom Group broadened its
quality approach to include all of its subsidiaries (Mauritel,
Gabon Telecom, Onatel, and Sotelma), which have been
ISO 9001 certified (see Selma Benslimane’s point of view
p. 39). The deployment of identical management tools
has resulted in a homogeneous and consistent quality
management system in all Maroc Telecom’s telecommunications networks.

Focus

OFF is the first webTV totally
integrated into a record
company. Based on a new
economic model based on
advertiser sponsorship, this new
platform gives artists a special
space where they can express
themselves (interviews, news
stories, backstage talk, and
off-the-beaten-path documents).
It gives the public access to
the remarkable diversity of the
Universal Music catalogue, from
the classical repertoire to pop,
rap, and jazz, and lets them
discover atypical talents,
like the ones spotted
by the No Format! label.
Opposite: Mika, Hélène Grimaud,
Chocolate Genius.

© Off Universal Music

Universal Music
France launches OFF TV

In Brazil, Anatel (the National Telecommunications
Agency) has established an index which measures the
performance of customer services (response time to
claims, reductions in the number of complaints, etc.)
and conducts audits of telecommunications operators.
The audit conducted at GVT showed conformity with
the regulator’s requirements as regards the quality of
customer service.
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Constructive cooperation between Audit
and Sustainable Development
Donald MacLeod, Vice President Audit, Europe & Asia, Internal Audit and Special Projects Department, Vivendi

For several years now, the Internal
Audit Department and the Sustainable
Development Department have worked
hand in hand on developing, implementing, and verifying initiatives within
the Group.

Gradually, year by year, this long-term
partnership brings new subject areas
into its scope. To give an example, in 2010,
an initial risk map related to sustainable
development topics was drawn up jointly.
A sustainable development auditing
module was included in some of our
field missions, where it was considered

Activision Blizzard and Universal Music Group have
Customer Services suited to the specificities of their products and to the diversity of their customers. For Blizzard
Entertainment, local teams in any country of the world
where the game World of Warcraft® is available include
“game masters” from diverse nationalities.
Thanks to the dialogue put in place with customers
and consumer associations, the business units have
improved the transparency of information and rate structures for their products and services. SFR, for example,
focused in 2010 on its ADSL offerings, working to harmonize
the contractual and pricing documents distributed via its
distribution network, providing customers with a single
pricing brochure.

to be most relevant. We are continuing
to strengthen this process in 2011, paying particular attention to the issue of
protecting and empowering young people
and to the implementation of the recommendations made in the French Grenelle
laws; these two areas have been included
in our annual audit plan.

make progress in responsible management of purchasing
(see Blandine de Montlivault’s point of view p. 35).
The Purchasing Department at Canal+ Group collects
information about its suppliers’ sustainable development
and certification processes via an e-sourcing platform
(Achats+) deployed in 2010. It is accessible to suppliers for
calls to tender and consultations and enables Canal+ to
evaluate their commitments in the area of sustainable
development. In Brazil, in 2011, GVT’s involvement with its
suppliers will take the form of the creation of a Suppliers
Development division within the Purchasing Department,
among whose tasks will be relaying GVT’s commitments
regarding responsible procurement.

Ensuring that suppliers respect
the Group’s commitments
Due to the nature of its business activities, Vivendi
essentially makes use of referenced national and international suppliers.
A joint effort was conducted by the Internal Audit and
Sustainable Development Departments aimed at including
in the audit process an evaluation of commitments to
human rights within the supply chain. A review of the sourcing
process, including provision of Tee-shirts and other merchandising products, was conducted at Bravado UK, a
subsidiary of Universal Music Group.
In 2010, the Audit Department of Activision Blizzard
inspected three facilities located in China to ensure that
international standards regarding employee working conditions (safety, health, wages) and product manufacture with
regard to consumer safety are adhered to.
As part of the process of responsible purchasing, the
Group business units are continuing the process of integrating the new sustainable development clause founded
on the principles of the United Nations Global Compact into
their supplier contracts. Furthermore SFR’s Purchasing
Department has launched a process of evaluation of its one
hundred principal suppliers on environmental, social and
ethical criteria. Improvement plans, followed by supplier
audits where indicated, are put into practice in order to

Focus

Key figures of digital
revenues in 2010
> Digital sales accounted for

32% of Activision Blizzard’s
sales, compared to 27% in
2009, i.e. an increase of 22%.
Blizzard Entertainment’s
online game World of
Warcraft® has approximately
12 million subscribers.

> Sales of recorded digital

music are up by 14% and
accounted for 29% of UMG’s
sales of recorded music.

> SFR’s total Mobile Data

revenues increased by 16%.
The fixed broadband
Internet total customer
base was up 10%, with
approximately 4.9 million
customers.

> Maroc Telecom Group’s

total Mobile Data revenues
increased by 25%. The 3G
broadband mobile Internet
customer base tripled
in a year, from 174,000
to 549,000 customers.

> Total NGS (New Generation
Services) revenues at GVT
increased by over 60%.
The broadband Internet
customer base practically
doubled in a year, to
1,095,000 subscribers.

> Canal+ successfully finalized
the switch of analog
subscribers to digital,
switching 197,000
subscribers.
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Our social issues
Vivendi has chosen a decentralized management of its Human Resources. The Group’s
strategic issues include accompanying innovation, supporting the Company’s growth, fostering
the professional development of each and every employee. The Group is also attentive to
WWW.
its contribution to the development of the territories where it operates.

Accompanying innovation
Since innovation is the main vector for acceleration of
organic growth, Human Resources supports it by encouraging
exchanges between the Group’s different business units.

Increased mobility
Internal mobility remains of major importance for the
Group. It needs to ensure that the talent of its employees
evolves to assure having motivated, skilled teams capable
of serving the best interests of its businesses.

That is why all the Human Resources teams remain
attentive to the mobility and career evolution processes – individual career interviews, succession plans, co-development
workshops, assistance with defining career projects.
At Group level, a new Internal Mobility Charter was put
in place and the tool for collecting job offers in the Group was
renovated to be aligned with best practices in that area.
E-learning modules have been made available to employees
on how to define a career project, change business units,
develop one’s internal network, prepare for internal recruiting
interviews, and for resume writing.

Focus

51,272

employees

Innovative training, adapted to local practices

36%

of women

Headcount breakdown by geographical area
Asia-Pacific
3%
Rest of Europe
9%

France
30%

South America
and Central
America
16%

Africa
28%
North America
14%

Headcount breakdown by business unit
Activision Blizzard
15%
Canal+ Group
9%

Universal
Music Group
14%

GVT
15%

SFR
20%
Maroc Telecom Group
27%
At December 31 , 2010
st

To deal with the rapid pace of technological change in
its business areas, the Group continues to go well beyond
minimum legal requirements in its expenditures on training
in order to see that its employees are as well qualified as
possible for the jobs they hold. Vivendi accompanies the
transformations related to new technologies and supports
the development of digital culture and its sharing by everyone. To this end, major training programs are dedicated to
the impact of digital technology on the Group’s activities.
Also considering training to be a strategic investment,
the business units orient their training plans towards
innovative programs that contribute to employees’ personal
development. Certain programs are at the leading edge,
such as Canal+’s philosophy course and SFR’s training
courses in diversity.
At the international level, practices and regulations
differ, of course, but training is seen as a major advantage by
everyone. At Maroc Telecom and GVT, training is dispensed in
internal training centers that are open to all, encouraging equal
opportunity. E-learning is in the spotlight at Activision Blizzard,
with over 500 interactive programs, some tailor-made.
Universal Music Group includes exchange of skills in its
traineeship offering: professionals accompany young people
in learning the skills of the music profession, and the trainees
contribute their expertise in the use of digital technology.

Accompanying the Company
in its development
Diversity and equal opportunity:
A long-term investment

Vivendi continues to view diversity as a lever for
performance. It is among the Group’s strong commitments
and takes the form of concrete actions: SFR was awarded

.com

+

vivendi.com

+

vivendi.com
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Collective bargaining agreements
at Maroc Telecom Group
© DR

Mouna Mellah, Director, Human Resources Organization and Management, Maroc Telecom

Maroc Telecom’s success, in again
exceeding its goals in 2010 despite
sustained competition, is due principally
to the mobilization of the women and men
who work there each day. Maroc Telecom,
fully aware of that fact, has placed its
human capital at the core of its concerns
and has adopted modern management
tools for developing skills and rewarding
performance. It is also for that reason
that our Group feels it is essential that

all its subsidiaries benefit from this
experience, and is providing all employees
with a similar management framework
to enable them to fulfill their aspirations
and grow in their careers. Mauritel in
Mauritania and Sotelma in Mali, with the
participation of their social partners,
have already implemented new
frameworks for Human Resources
management – the accord d’établissement
at Sotelma and the statut du personnel
at Mauritel. At Onatel in Burkina Faso,
a collective bargaining agreement is now

the Diversity Label (a distinction recognizing the company’s
commitment against discrimination and for equal opportunity). With the business school HEC, SFR organizes
the Université du droit d’entreprendre, whose goal is to
support young entrepreneurs in disadvantaged neighborhoods and help them make their projects take permanent
hold.
Apprenticeship is both a key to employment of young
people and an asset for the company, for which it is a
source of diversification of recruiting sources. In France,
Vivendi has continued its commitments, increasing the
number of alternating work-study (apprenticeship and
professionalization) contracts by 27%. At SFR, many
apprentices have been recruited by the Mozaïk HR consultancy, a specialist in diversity employment.
In Brazil, apprenticeship has taken on new breadth.
GVT has set up a program called Educar – Responsabilidade Social. Its purpose is to provide secondary school
students in disadvantaged environments with opportunities to enter the job world. Thanks to partnerships
created with educational institutions, GVT gives secondary
school students complete scholarships during their
final year of school to allow them to take university
courses. Students hired as trainees are accompanied by
a GVT tutor.

being drafted. While consolidating
existing social gains, its goal is to
implement new HR tools of which
the most important are the description
and classification of jobs to clarify the
roles and responsibilities of each
employee; the mobility process, which
gives employees new opportunities
for career development; management
of individual performance via an annual
assessment system; and finally the
implementation of a transparent and
fair remuneration system.

Surveys to measure employee engagement
Several Group business units seek out the opinions of
their employees by conducing satisfaction and engagement
surveys on a range of themes, such as the job environment
and company values.
The surveys identify employees’ aspirations and help to
define HR programs that will encourage fulfillment and
engagement with the Group, all of which are contributing
factors to global Group performance.

Health and safety: A core priority
In 2010, business units continued to stress workplace
safety. The frequency rate of workplace accidents was
2.58 in 2010. Since that rate is higher for workers in the field,
specific prevention programs exist, notably at SFR, GVT,
Maroc Telecom and Canal+ Group. Studies are conducted
by the different Group entities to enable the implementation
of training programs in the areas of prevention, workplace
safety, and proper working conditions. In 2010, 6,037 Group
employees were trained in health and safety.
Preventive measures that were set in motion well
before they were mandated by legislation have been implemented for dealing with problems related to managing
stress and psychosocial risks. Each business unit adapts
the tools that best suit its particular environment.

Focus

Activision Blizzard’s Call of Duty Endowment
To support the launch of Call of Duty:
Black Ops® in November 2010, Activision
Blizzard committed to recruiting
1,000 unemployed war veterans
and donated one million dollars to
the Call of Duty Endowment. The Call
of Duty Endowment is a not-for-profit
public company created by Activision

Blizzard in October 2009 to aid
veterans of the US army in rejoining
civilian life. According to the US Bureau
of Labor Statistics, there are some
one million inactive veterans in the
United States, and the unemployment
rate among the youngest veterans
exceeds 20%.

Through information and awareness
raising programs as well as financial
donations, the Call of Duty Endowment
supports vocational training and jobs
for veterans.
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Special attention is given to the quality of the work
environment and the proper balance between private life
and professional life, by offering flexibility in working hours
and telecommuting programs.
Besides they encourage their employees to become
involved in solidarity actions such as the status of citizenemployee implemented by SFR or the volunteer programs
offered to employees of GVT who choose to support educational programs in Internet use.

A strong social dialogue for building the future
together
In 2010, the Works Council and the European Social
Dialogue Committee were renewed, bringing in new elected
staff from the different entities for the four years ahead. The
meetings of these bodies are opportunities for trade union
and personnel representatives to discuss the Group’s financial situation and social policies with General Management.
In 2010, the two annual training days focused on strategic
issues related to the digital revolution, knowledge of
Vivendi’s business units, and financial techniques.
At the local level, dialogue with the social partners is a
genuine lever for improvement. The number of agreements
signed (91 in 2010, including 35 in France) in wage policy,
profit sharing, training, jobs and skills management, and
employment of disabled workers is an excellent embodiment of that fact (see Mouna Mellah’s point of view p. 63).
The CHSCT (Health, Safety, and Working Conditions
Committees) and workplace health services are key partners
for dealing with safety and health risks.

Accompanying each employee’s
development

rewards for collective results. There are also bonuses keyed
to the business units’ profits. Complementary pension systems (PERCO, PERE, etc.) have been developed in many
French entities operating internationally.

An ambitious employee shareholding policy
Vivendi is committed to ensuring that employee
contributions are rewarded equitably. The Group has implemented a profit-sharing system that goes well beyond legal
obligations and strongly encourages the development of
employee shareholding. The employee shareholding policy
has been strengthened since 2008 by the yearly launch of an
international employee shareholding program (Opus), in parallel with the annual operation reserved for employees of the
Group’s French entities. The goal of this leveraged operation,
with guaranteed capital and yield, is to enable employees in
the main countries where the Group operates to benefit,
risk-free, from the advantages of employee shareholding.
In 2010, the capital increase reserved for employees,
in which Brazilian employees of GVT participated for the first
time, attained a record adhesion level (98.5 million euros),
resulting in the creation of 7.1 million new shares owned
by employees. As a result, the percentage of capital held
by employees of Vivendi increased from 1% to 2.1% in three
years. In light of its success, the program will be renewed
in 2011 (see illustration below).

Contributing to territorial development
Vivendi contributes directly and indirectly to the development of the territories where it operates, by creating jobs,
developing local talent, and providing access to information
and communication technologies.

An attractive global remuneration policy

In France

All of the Group business units work to maintain
competitive positioning of the wages and benefits offered
employees, via surveys made with consultants specialized
in their business sector. In addition, in most of the French
entities, profit sharing agreements provide for substantial

In conformity with commitments made to public
authorities in 2004 and renewed for the period 2010-2012,
Vivendi enabled the creation of 4,084 jobs in regions   
affected by unemployment and industrial restructuring
selected by the French Ministry of the Economy, Industry,
and Employment.
SFR’s involvement in achieving digital coverage
remains an essential factor for the development of heretofore out-of-coverage territories. In 2010, as part of the “outof-coverage areas” program entered into with local
governments, SFR extended coverage to 993 localities and
deployed 514 Wi-Fi base stations.
SFR Collectivités, a subsidiary of SFR that operates
public-service delegations with local governments, took
part in the deployment of 9,300 km of fiber optics on French
territory.

© Agence Butterfly

In Africa

Vivendi renews its employee shareholding offer with Opus 11.

Vivendi’s various business activities contribute to
strengthening local cultural production capacities on the
African continent. The recognition of African artistic expressions, as a source of economic and human development, is
part of the Group’s promotion of cultural diversity.
Universal Music France signs and supports many
African artists on the local and international scene. Canal+
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GVT encourages its employees’ employability
© DR

Gustavo Pinto Gachineiro, Legal and Human Resources Chief Officer, GVT

In 2010 we hired over 5,000 people
and ended 2010 with more than
7,700 employees.
Among the actions carried out, we
emphasize the Program Talento Interno
(Internal Talent), which aims to provide
opportunity for career growth, development and retention to GVT employees
at all levels. Including all courses

available in the Corporate University, with
strong performance in Leadership and
Management, we achieved an average of
around 50 training hours per employee.
Specific programs were also developed
to distinguish and grant certificates to
employees with outstanding performance
in their functions. Among them are:
• Educar: selecting outstanding talents
and providing specific training programs
to enable employees to occupy

the Group is increasing connectivity in the countries where it
operates. Thanks to Internet technology specific to isolated
localities (CDMA – Code Division Multiple Access), it encourages development of the local economy and accessibility to
community services for the populations.

In Brazil
As Brazil’s leader in New Generation Services, GVT
is investing massively in developing its infrastructures.
With the country’s most modern LANs (Local Access
Networks) and long-distance fiber optics, the Group has
more than 43,000 km of cables in urban areas, close to
127,000 connected buildings and an intercity network
with 25,000 km of fiber.
Furthermore, GVT contributes to local development
by creating direct and indirect jobs and implementing
ambitious training programs (see Gustavo Gachineiro’s
point of view above).

© Maroc Telecom

Afrique, a major player in audiovisual co-production, is a key
partner of African cinema (see p. 74-77 and 78-81). Vivendi
also acts directly to encourage professionalization of the
local cultural sector (see p. 76).
With nearly 14,000 employees as of end 2010, the
Maroc Telecom Group has a strong impact on employment in
the countries where it operates. In Morocco it accounts for
some 120,000 indirect jobs via its call centers, cyber-cafés,
and subcontractors, and in Burkina Faso nearly 27,000. In
Mali, more than 15,000 indirect jobs have been generated,
partly due to procurement contracts, of which four fifths are
with local suppliers.
In addition to creating jobs, Vivendi’s business
units also contribute to developing their employees’ skills.
Canal+ Afrique continues training aimed at sales managers
(25 persons in 2010), and plans to train all of its sales staff
locally.
Under the Moroccan Pacte program for providing
coverage to most out-of-coverage areas by the end of 2011
(80% of which is funded by Maroc Telecom), the operator
now covers 4,414 rural localities, 1,866 more than in 2010.
Through major investments in deployment of transborder fiber-optic cables (see illustration below and p. 80-81),

relevant managerial positions such as
City Manager and Sales Manager.
• Edutec: attracting the top talent from
universities and technological schools
with a specific training program.
• Capaz: recruiting and training new
call-center operators and installers.
• PDE: contributing up to 50% of tuition
expenses for undergraduate, postgraduate, MBA, and language courses to
employees with high performance.

Maroc Telecom is substantially investing in digital development in Africa (above: deployment of the Atlas Offshore cable, see p. 85).
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Our environmental
issues
While operating in business sectors where exposure to environmental risks is relatively limited,
Vivendi conducts a proactive environmental policy and maintains its vigilance in the area of health
and radiofrequencies.

A proactive environmental policy
Reporting of environmental data

Vivendi has informed its business units about the future
regulatory framework resulting from the French Grenelle laws.
With GVT now integrated into the scope of reporting,
the Group’s reporting protocol was presented to our Brazilian
colleagues in order to coordinate data collection.
External verification of the environmental data has also
been stressed. Two regional directorates of Maroc Telecom
took special training courses in this area in preparation for the
verification work done by the Group’s Auditors.

Environmental compliance audits

© Maroc Telecom

As part of the Program of compliance with environmental, health and workplace safety standards, several environmental audits were conducted in the different Group business

WWW.

units. Ten new sites (out of a total of 117) were audited in 2010,
including one GVT site. These audits revealed no significant
issues of non-compliance with applicable regulations; the
main recommendations had to do with storage conditions for
hazardous materials and fire protection.

Certifications
Vivendi’s Corporate Headquarters and several Group
business units have deployed EMAS (Eco-Management and
Audit Scheme) or ISO 14001 programs for controlling environmental impacts related to their respective activities. In
conformity with the EMAS regulation, Vivendi’s Corporate
Headquarters conducted a verification audit to evaluate proper
operation of the procedures put in place (see Amata Nowik’s
point of view p. 69) and measure improvements in environmental performance.

All together for the Earth Day: Maroc Telecom’s Earth Day awareness raising campaign.
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Information and communication technologies
will play a key role in the Low Carbon Economy
Catherine Moulin, Director, Health and Environment, SFR

Preserving the environment is becoming
a key element of the digital economy.
For SFR, the challenge is twofold. It entails,
first, stabilizing energy consumption in
a context wherein uses are developing
explosively, and secondly the contribution SFR can make to reducing emissions
of greenhouse gases in French society
thanks to the massive distribution of ICTs*

in the sectors of transportation, health,
education, construction, energy,
etc. SFR is determined to deploy concrete
solutions to these issues for companies
and communities (remote meter reading,
remote repair calls, cloud computing,
video/telepresence, etc.). As for the
general public, the objective is to enable
customers to become eco-consumers.
Our Éco-avantage offer, our system for
recycling used cell phones, our displaying

SFR continued the process of ISO 14001 certification
of its Environmental Management System. This program,
started in 2005, now covers all the activities involved
with deployment and maintenance of the mobile network
(technical sites and masts), the principal tertiary sites, and,
since 2010, fixed-line operations and those of SRR (Société
réunionnaise de radiotéléphonie). SFR plans to meet the
most recent requirements for environmental performance
at its new headquarters in Saint-Denis, set to be built
in 2013.

Evaluation of suppliers and distributors
In 2010 Vivendi renewed its participation in the Carbon
Disclosure Project Supply Chain Program, which collects information on the environmental impacts of some 900 suppliers,
thus enabling better assessment of the environmental impact
of its supply chain.
Activision Blizzard and Universal Music Group are
continuing responsible packaging efforts with their principal
distributors (WalMart and Best Buy) and have implemented
new certifications and test programs with suppliers in order to
ensure that their products contain no substances that are
hazardous to consumers’ health.
SFR systematically includes its suppliers and subcontractors in its Environmental Management System, for example
by raising their awareness via a brochure called Mémento
ISO 14001 on its environmental policy. Maroc Telecom is also
strengthening this dimension in its purchasing policy.

The energy issue

Energy from renewable sources
The amount of renewable energy purchases is constantly increasing in the Group. Such forms of energy are
used, for example, when extending telecommunications
infrastructures in certain countries where the Group’s operators are established. At Maroc Telecom, solar energy
accounts for 15% of the energy supply to the base stations
installed under the Pacte program, in particular in southern
Morocco. The Group’s sub-Saharan subsidiaries use photovoltaic energy as an alternative solution for powering masts.

environmental information on mobile
devices, and the new, entirely eco-designed
neufbox Evolution are all examples of what
SFR is doing. This entire process is backed
by an ISO 14001-certified Environmental
Management System, which guarantees
control over the Group’s processes
and its impacts.
* Information and Communication
Technologies.

351,359

mobile devices
collected by
SFR in 2010

Solar energy supplies more than 50% of their installed base
in isolated rural areas (see p. 68), making it the leading
energy source.
SFR continued its experimentation with renewable
energy sources in 2010, mainly for masts in pilot trials with
photovoltaic and wind energy. Canal+ Calédonie is the first
Canal+ subsidiary to invest in photovoltaic to outfit its sites.
Finally, since 2005, seven Universal Music Group sites and
eleven Activision Blizzard sites in California have contracted
with energy suppliers who utilize renewable sources.

Control of energy consumption at Group sites
and product eco-design
The Group business units endeavor to optimize energy
consumption at their sites and develop environmentally innovative products. SFR signed the French Telecoms Federation’s
voluntary sustainable development commitment charter for
the telecoms sector with the Ministry of the Environment (see
Catherine Moulin’s point of view above).
Since 2009, Maroc Telecom has been deploying a major
energy diagnosis plan in its regional divisions, associating its
subsidiaries in its energy management policy. Canal+’s Happy
Planet program comprises several initiatives aimed at reducing
its environmental impact, and the network is now conducting
an energy diagnosis of its sites in the Île-de-France Region.
The diagnosis will give rise to an action plan for improving the
environmental performance of those sites.
Anticipating the requirements of the French Grenelle
laws regarding display of ecological prices, since April 2010
SFR has been informing its customers about the environmental impact of the cellular phones it markets by displaying information on terminals’ environmental performance.
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In order to develop environmentally sound CD packaging
solutions, as well as markings to inform consumers about the
environmental impact of its products, UMG is actively participating in a working group begun by two trade associations, the
Recording Industry Association of America (RIAA) and the
National Association of Recording Merchandisers (NARM).
UMG has provided information to all its labels about the use
of recyclable polypropylene cases.
All the Group business units also offer many paperless
services (phone recharges, customer bills, etc.) in line with a
responsible environmental approach.

© DR

The new neufbox Evolution
is entirely eco-designed. Its
main environmental impacts
have been reduced by 30 to
50% compared to the previous
generation. It consumes
an average 30% less energy
during operation.

Today, 100% of the terminals sold in the espace SFR sales
outlets and on the online store (except for Apple products)
show this information. This is a way for SFR to encourage
customers towards environmentally responsible purchases.
In the area of eco-design, SFR has been an innovator
with the launch of the new neufbox modem-router and is
extending the process to cover all its activities, including its
SIM cards, sales outlets, and events.
Maroc Telecom has been selling biodegradable telephone cards for several years now, and since 2010 has been
providing its customers with fully recyclable plastic bags.
Canal+’s renewal of its installed base of set-top boxes is
also prompted by energy-saving goals. In 2010, a third of the
total number of customer set-top boxes were replaced with
new equipment that consumes less electricity.

Health and radiofrequencies
Attentive vigilance

The Group attentively monitors the results of scientific
studies and changes in regulations regarding the effect of
radiofrequencies on health. The Management Board, of which
the Chairmen of SFR and Maroc Telecom are members,
includes this issue on the agenda of its meetings.
As part of its vigilance with regard to scientific research
in the area of health and radioelectric waves, SFR associates
itself with the research programs supported by the French
public authorities.
Internationally, 2010 was marked by the publication of
the consolidated results of the Interphone study, following
which the WHO (World Health Organization) updated Fact
sheet n°193, concluding that “To date, no adverse health
effects have been established for mobile phone use.”
SFR also maintains a high level of control regarding
measurements of electromagnetic fields near masts. In 2010
it asked independent laboratories to make 586 measurements of fields, all of which were in compliance with the
standards currently in force.

SFR includes a free
hands-free kit in its mobile
telephony packs that
improves user comfort
and reduces exposure
to radiofrequency waves.

Focus

Solar energy use in the Maroc Telecom Group
Maroc Telecom
• More than 18,000 solar
panels
•446 sites supplied

Mauritel
•165 sites supplied

Sotelma
• 10,359 solar modules
• 510 sites supplied

Onatel
•  327 sites supplied

Gabon Télécom/
Libertis
• 945 solar panels
• 92 sites supplied
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Amata Nowik, Director, Budget and Reports, Communications and Sustainable
Development Department, Vivendi

As EMAS correspondent at Vivendi’s
corporate headquarters, and being in
charge of the budget at the Communication and Sustainable Development
Department, I work to raise providers’
awareness of our environmental
commitments and reconcile budgetary
and environmental constraints for

our publishing and events activities.
Printing is done by printers who use
vegetable-based inks (Imprim’vert) and
paper from sustainably managed forests.
Publications are stored in a certified
facility and their distribution is handled
by a provider who controls CO2 emissions.
We also contribute to recycling paper
through our membership in Ecofolio.
When organizing events, we give priority

The GSM & Health Committee of Maroc Telecom works
in collaboration with the Moroccan telecommunications
operators’ association (MATI) and the Moroccan telecommunications regulation national agency (ARNT) to accompany
regulatory requirements regarding radiotelephony in Morocco.
Maroc Telecom complies strictly with standards for electromagnetic wave emissions defined by the ANRT, in accordance
with the recommendations of the WHO. In 2010, Maroc
Telecom stressed measurements of electromagnetic fields
created by masts, among other areas. A training program in
making test measurements was deployed in all the regional
divisions who have been equipped with devices for evaluating
emissions levels near masts. A measurement campaign at
approximately 250 GSM/UMTS sites was conducted following
this training course.

to certified venues, use of recycled and
recyclable materials for building exhibits,
and caterers who are involved in a sustainable development process (e.g. signatories
of the United Nations Global Compact).
Following a training course on environmentally responsible event design, we will be
able to systematically compensate
for the carbon footprint of the events
organized by Vivendi.

of charge and providing information on the absorption rate of
the devices and developments in the scientific research being
conducted. SFR has distributed more than 15 million copies
of the brochure My Cell Phone and My Health, published with
the AFOM (the French association of mobile operators), in the
past two years and in 2010 opened an informational website on
radiofrequency waves, health, and mobile telephony. The interactive website lets Internet users ask questions and engage
in dialogue with the operator about these topics.
In addition, in 2010 Maroc Telecom strengthened safety
for technicians who work on masts, with specific measures
regarding the precautions to be taken when preventive and
curative maintenance work is done.

An approach based on dialogue
For several years, SFR and Maroc Telecom have carried on
a constructive dialogue with stakeholders (consumers, residents’ associations, local municipalities) that contributes to
keeping the latter informed about work to extend their radiotelephony networks and increase awareness as to the proper use
of the operator’s services.
Operators are attentive to the concerns of the affected
parties (local authorities, residents, lessors) when programs for
deploying new masts are begun. SFR participates in informational meetings during which proposed installations of masts
are presented. In 2010, SFR took part in 316 such meetings.
Maroc Telecom associates the representatives of the different
regional divisions, as well as sales representatives, in dialogue
with residents who want information on the proposed work.
A file comprising regulatory measures, statements by equipment manufacturers as to the compliance of their equipment,
and the results of test measurements taken is presented during
meeting with residents.
Information is also available to customers and the
general public on various media. Websites, sales spaces, newsletters, and handbills provide information on the proper use of
mobile devices, encouraging everyone to reduce their exposure
to electromagnetic waves by wearing the earpiece available free

© CANAL+ CALEDONIE

© Olivier Roy

EMAS: A successful involvement
of headquarters employees

Solar panels deployed on the roofs of Canal+ sites
in New Caledonia encourage energy savings.
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Protecting
and empowering youth
In the midst of a digital revolution that is profoundly affecting uses, Vivendi has the responsibility
of protecting and empowering young audiences in their cultural and media practices.
The Group needs to evaluate the opportunities and risks inherent in its content and service
offerings for young people.

Promoting rules of professional ethics

© Romain Ricaud et Richard Cousin

Vivendi has adopted a Data and Content Protection
Charter in which the Group commits to promoting techniques for choosing or controlling content (filtering systems
and other selection methods), cooperating actively with
competent authorities working against the spread of unlawful material, promoting standards and guidelines on which
the Group builds its future, and promoting awareness by
parents and children of new technologies uses.  
The Charter serves as a guideline for the business
units in defining their own rules of professional ethics
appropriate to their business sectors. SFR applies the recommendations of the Mobile Multimedia Charter for mobile
operators, regarding supervision of inappropriate content
and strengthening the struggle against illicit content. Maroc
Telecom has defined a Moderation Charter applicable to

WWW.

discussion forums, and Casanet, its subsidiary that operates the Menara information portal, is guided by a code of
conduct.
The Canal+ Group outlines its commitments regarding
the rating of its programs for the protection of children
and adolescents in its Ethics Charter and displays the corresponding rating symbols. The same vigilance is applied to
the new media and equipment on which the Group’s audiovisual content is distributed (see Frédéric Mion’s point of
view p. 49).
The Universal Music France website refers to the Data
and Content Protection Charter to inform young people
about the proper rules of behavior on the internet.
Blizzard Entertainment (see Mike Morhaime’s point
of view p. 73) has defined gameplay policies aimed at promoting a positive online environment for World of Warcraft®

Young Internet users are invited to participate in online discussions on the Pan-EU Youth
platform supported by Vivendi, European Schoolnet, and the EU Commission.

.com

+

vivendi.com

+

vivendi.com
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Pan-EU Youth, a platform where young Europeans
can speak their minds
© DR

Niamh Carey, 17 ans, Irish ambassadress to Pan-EU Youth

Pan-EU Youth offers young people
all across Europe a voice. A voice to
express their ideas on issues relating
to citizenship. This voice is heard by the
European commission and doesn’t go
unanswered. I accepted to be a Pan-EU
Youth ambassador because I think it is
a very worthwhile project which offers
a place for the youth to discuss debate
and make friends. As an ambassador,

I approached, in my school CSPE (Civic
Social Political Education) teachers and
we began using the role play. I also
established an interview with girls in my
year about the topic ‘Young people in the
media’. I got an interview with the Irish
Times and they included this article in
a supplement about internet safety in
conjunction with national internet safety
day. I’m also a member of the national
youth advisory panel for internet safety
and discuss with the members about the

possibilities of Pan-EU Youth. It is also
important for young people to discuss
with the industry. Young people grew up
with technology and know how to use it
most effectively so by industry and youth
talking this ensures that the industry will
meet the needs of the consumer. Young
people are always looking for the latest
and newest technologies. The smaller,
lighter, faster, the better!

players. In order to maintain these rules of conduct, “game
masters” investigate player inquiries and monitor in-game
activity. Rules violations can be addressed with a warning,
temporary suspension, or permanent closure of the associated account. Thousands of accounts have been permanently closed following such violations.

Raising the awareness of young people
and their parents
Vivendi endeavors to provide teenagers with a safe
digital environment and give parents tools for better controlling content and uses related to the Group’s products
and services. Cellular phones, the Internet, games, films,
and chat rooms can be vehicles for harmful content or give
rise to inappropriate modes of consumption. The business
units therefore work to promote parents’ and young people’s
awareness of these dangers and offer tools for rigorous
parental control. Vivendi enters into partnerships bringing
together young people and experts (see Christian Gautellier’s
point of view p. 57) in order to better grasp the opportunities
related to digital practices.
Once again, Vivendi is participating in this year safer
Internet Day and is relaying the EU Commission’s video clip
Internet is more than a game, it’s your life! via its institutional
site and its business units. The video aims at encouraging
young Internet users to think about how they reconcile their
virtual and real lives.
Activision Blizzard is continuing its awareness raising
actions to promote the age and content guidelines drawn up
by industry organizations – PEGI (Pan European Game
Information) and PEGI Online in Europe and ESRB (Entertainment Software Rating Board) in the United States (see
illustrations p. 72). According to a survey commissioned by
Activision Blizzard, 82% of parents of players and 75% of
American children say they are familiar with the ESRB
guidelines; 70% of parents follow the ESRB rating symbols
when making purchases. The efforts deployed by the videogames industry to raise awareness are also proving just as
effective with merchants. In the United States, according to

Vivendi relayed the EU Commission’s Internet is
more than a game, it’s your life! video on the occasion
of Safer Internet Day.

the latest Federal Trade Commission study, retailers follow
the guidelines and denied 80% of underage shoppers
access to M-rated (age 17 and above) video games.
With the Canal Ready label, affixed to new TV equipment, Canal+ guarantees full compatibility of devices (TV
sets, set-top boxes, etc.) with the offerings and services
marketed by the Group. The label includes technical requirements that attest to the Group’s respect for rules regarding
protection of young people. Manufacturers receiving the
Canal Ready label are required to adhere to these commitments.
SFR, extremely vigilant when it comes to protecting
young people, offers its customers tools of supervision
and selection of content, accessible via the Vodafone live!
multimedia portal on cellular phones. A wealth of practical
use advice is available on SFR’s dedicated website, as well
as in its Guide to the use of mobile devices and the Internet
for young people. SFR also offers workshops for parents to
help them better understand the functionalities of mobile
devices, and makes specialized advisors available to answer
their questions, whether or not they are SFR customers.
In Brazil, to complement the third edition of its guide
to proper Internet use, Guia para uso responsável da Internet, distributed in schools and to several educational
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Adapting parental control
to the multimedia environment

GVT informs young people, parents, and teachers
about the risks of the Internet in a playful way through
an online game in the context of a national campaign.

© Activision Blizzard

organizations, GVT published ten new comic strips that
reach out to young people on the subject of responsible
online behavior. In partnership with the CDI (Comitê para
Democratização da Informática), the operator has also
launched an online game, Edu and Responsible Internet
Use, aimed at young people, parents, and teachers, to help
them to better deal with the risks they can be exposed
to when surfing the Web. Some forty GVT employees also
promote awareness messages by visiting young people in
the schools (see Alcides Troller’s point of view p. 43).

The business units make efforts to give parents tools to
help them accompany their children in their digital communication and entertainment practices.
Blizzard Entertainment makes available to parents of
players of World of Warcraft® several mechanisms that let
them configure gaming and break times, receive regular
reports on the amount of time their children are spending in
the game, and limit the use of in-game voice-chat functionality.
Aware that access to certain content can be inappropriate for young users, for several years SFR has offered a
free parental control system for cellular phones and mobile
devices at two levels – simple and strong. To respond to the
diversification of the operator’s Internet offerings on new
media (computers and television), SFR has implemented a
form of parental control suited to the user’s profile in order
to lock access to certain services and types of content. SFR
distributes a brochure, Parental control: A free, simple,
appropriate solution, and has developed a website to advise
parents and young people about the system’s proper use.
In Morocco, under a program called GENIE (Generalization of ICT use in Education) put in place with the Moroccan
Ministry of Education and the ANRT (National Telecommunications Regulatory Agency), Maroc Telecom has connected
nearly 400 schools to the Internet. It has also deployed
multimedia equipment with a built-in access filtering
solution to ensure that young Internet users are in a safe
environment.

Activision Blizzard has an information
campaign aimed at reminding parents and
children that the pictograms and the content
descriptions that appear on video-game packaging are intended to guide them in making
their choice. World of Warcraft: Cataclysm®
from Blizzard Entertainment is aimed at
players aged 12 and above.
Obscene language

Nudity or sex

Violence

Age 18 and above

Discrimination
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World of Warcraft® gives parents the means
to supervise their childrens’ gaming practices
Mike Morhaime, Chief Executive Officer and cofounder of Blizzard Entertainment

Blizzard recognizes that when played
responsibly, online games offer a positive
environment that’s fun and socially
diverse. In World of Warcraft®, players
around the world can see their own
culture reflected in the game, and they
can share cultural experiences through
their dialogue with other players. They

can also develop leadership skills when
organizing large numbers of their fellow
players during cooperative adventures
and other in-game social activities.
With all of our games, we’re committed to
providing a safe online environment for
our players. As an example, the parental
controls system we created for World of
Warcraft® helps parents manage their
child’s access to the game, including

In the context of its offerings, GVT also offers a parental
control solution called Protect Total that can be activated as
soon as children log on to the Internet.
For Canal+, the development of new reception media
required extending the rules on protection of television
content by building the same access restrictions offered by
set-top boxes into these devices. Parental control is built
into programs distributed via webTV on PC, Xbox, and Blu-ray
players. Canal+ has also defined rules that complement
existing standards for protecting young audiences, and each
new generation of set-top boxes includes innovative functionalities for parental control that go beyond legal requirements.

Empowering young people in their media
practices
Vivendi, a partner in the EU Commission’s Safer Internet program, participated in the second presentation of the
Pan-European Youth panel on online safety and supports
the Pan-EU Youth initiative led by European Schoolnet and
the Insafe network. This innovative platform provides young
Europeans with a space for discussing the impact of the
new media on their daily lives. They express their opinions
and expectations via blogs, polls, and forums. They may
also download interactive role-playing games especially
designed for the program (see Niamh Carey’s point of view
p. 71).
In order to evaluate the potential for online video
games to develop relational skills and foster socialization in
players, an experimental project based on Blizzard Entertainment’s World of Warcraft® was conducted by the Italian
Ministry of Education. 149 secondary school students aged
14 to 16 played for set periods over three months. The students were then assessed on their self-perception
and their degree of inclusion in the school environment.
The study showed that massively multiplayer games can
contribute to the prevention of negative behaviors such
as bullying, due to their ability to stimulate collaboration
and promote development of interpersonal relationships.
Also, Activision Blizzard has joined the Change The
Equation (CTEq) initiative, which is part of the Educate to

communication features such as voice
chat. It also offers parents a weekly
playtime report detailing when the
account was used and for how long.
In addition, we strictly adhere to the
ratings system in each region where
our games are sold, and we market our
games in an age-appropriate manner.

Innovate program launched by President Barack Obama in
the USA to encourage American students to get more
involved in the sciences, mathematics, and technology.
Through its association with this initiative, in which several
companies are participating, Activision Blizzard contributes
its expertise to exploring the role of video games in the
knowledge acquisition process.
Educating young Polish spectators and their teachers
in the media is a goal Canal+ Cyfrowy pursues through its
Mediastarter program. It is Poland’s leading pay-TV operator’s way of helping young people take a critical view of the
content that is offered to them and better understand the
influence of the media on society (see illustration below).
This initiative is sponsored by Poland’s Ministries of Education
and Culture.

© CANAL+ CYFROWY
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Canal+ Cyfrowy awards diplomas to young people who have successfully taken
the classes organized under the Mediastarter media education program.
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Promoting cultural diversity
Vivendi invests massively in creation (€2.4 billion in 2010) and recognizes culture as one of the pillars
of sustainable development because it stimulates creativity, facilitates dialogue between peoples,
and strengthens social cohesion. Encouraging diversity in music repertoires and cinematic
expressions, promoting local talent and sustain cultural heritage are all objectives shared by the
Group business units. Vivendi shares the vision of UNESCO, whose Convention on the Protection and
Promotion of the Diversity of Cultural Expressions, which took effect in March 2007, states that cultural
diversity is “a mainspring for the sustainable development for communities, peoples, and nations.” WWW.

Encouraging creation in all its diversity
Vivendi has the responsibility of producing and distributing its content in all its diversity. This content must respond
to the curiosity of present and future generations as well as
their desire to express their talent or to get involved in the
cultural industries. The latter are sources of jobs and wealth
creation. This diversity nourishes intercultural dialogue (see
p. 78) encouraged by our business activities – music, film, the
Internet, and video games.

Diversity in talent and music repertoires

+

vivendi.com

+

vivendi.com

business activities. With its fifty labels, UMG possesses a
vast catalogue made up of the full variety of musical genres
and local and international repertoires.
UMG’s prestigious classical-music labels signed many
new artists in 2010. Decca and Deutsche Grammophon
(which celebrated 111 Years of Excellence in 2010) signed
sopranos Aleksandra Kurzak (Poland) and Mojca Erdmann
(Germany), cellist Alisa Weilerstein (United States), violinists
Lisa Batiashvili (Georgia) and Mikhail Simonyan (Armenia),
and guitarist Milos Karadaglic (Montenegro). In 2011, UMG
will offer unique recordings to mark the 60th anniversary of
Daniel Barenboim’s performing debut.
Artists and their repertoires’ diversity remain a priority
for UMG, which finds and cultivates talent from all walks

A partner in international events, Vivendi is committed to promoting diversity in artistic expressions. Above, from left to right: Playing for Change,
invited by Vivendi to the Avignon Forum; one of the artists featured at the Paris, Capital of World Music event supported by Vivendi;
a master class at the Festival d’art lyrique in Aix-en-Provence, of which Vivendi is the principal private partner.

© Elisabeth Carecchio - Atelier de pratique artistique
- Festival d’Aix-en-Provence

© Marylène Eytier

© Forum d’Avignon

As the world leader in recorded music, music publishing, and digital music distribution, Universal Music Group
has made diversity a strategic axis of development for its

.com
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Cultural diversity, a challenge for the 21st century
© DR

Divina Frau-Meigs, media sociologist (Sorbonne Nouvelle University) and expert for UNESCO,
the European Union, and the Council of Europe

Cultural diversity is one of the
challenges of the 21st century, where
it will be necessary to invent a way of
living together globally despite the fact
that we don’t share the same culture,
and – to the possible extent – promote
reciprocity between cultures at
very different levels of creativity
and participation. This heavy task of
building cultural pluralism must not fall
solely on the shoulders of the public

authorities. It should also be shared by
public, private, and civic partnerships,
wherein the various participants
work for the benefit of young audiences
by offering them rich content to
support their need for expression and
creation with total independence. The
social and cultural responsibility of
major international groups, therefore,
is engaged; it consists in ensuring that
creative industries’ talent pool, made
possible by digital technology, provides
opportunities for expression, creativity,

of life, such as the successful Benedictine nuns of the Abbey
of Notre Dame de l’Annonciation in France, or the rock band
Unheilig in Germany.
As it does each summer, Maroc Telecom organized the
Jawla music caravan, an opportunity for some ten thousand
spectators to enjoy concerts by local and international
artists. Throughout the year, Maroc Telecom sponsors many
cultural events, as the exceptional Orient Music Express
Show in Casablanca that featured in March 2010 numerous
Lebanese, Egyptian, Moroccan, French, and American artists.
Finally, Canal+ promotes artists in all their diversity
thanks to its regular music broadcasts such as L’Album de la
semaine and La Musicale, which have featured such artists
as Hindi Zahra (2011 Victoire de la musique award in the
World Music Album category), V.V. Brown, Aloe Blacc, Féfé,
Morcheeba, and the national orchestra of Syria.

Diversity in audiovisual and cinematic expressions
The main contributor to the development of audiovisual and cinematic expressions in France, the Canal+ Group
also plays a significant role in Poland, Vietnam, the Overseas
Territories, and Africa through its subsidiaries (Canal+
Cyfrowy, VSTV and Canal+ Overseas).
In France, Canal+ actively supports creation, financing
60% of the French films approved by the CNC (the French
national centre of cinematography), including 65% of the
French-initiative films alone (133 films out of 203). Canal+
has also invested 28 million euros this year in films with
budgets of under 4 million euros, in conformity with its
commitments to film industry organizations.
Cinematic diversity is one of the pillars of the Canal+’s
editorial line; 90% of its subscribers say that the films it
offers are of varied genres, and 88% were satisfied with the
movie offering as of late 2010, compared to 60% in 2003. That
level of subscriber satisfaction is the result of a particularly
rich, innovative, and original programming – a strong point of
Canal+ for many years now.
The fully-owned Canal+ Group subsidiary StudioCanal
also promotes the expression of that diversity through its
demanding policy regarding production, distribution, and
promotion of cinema heritage. Through its subsidiaries in the
UK (Optimum Releasing) and Germany (Kinowelt), Studio
Canal finances and accompanies ambitious productions –

and employment for everyone. To play
their part in sustainable development,
the new generations need to understand
that culture is a means of promotion
that can benefit from the enlightened
facilitation by media professionals.
The latter will benefit from the returns
of a mode of cultural consumption that
will not be only guided by marketing, but
also by an educated curiosity sensitive
to the value of works of the mind in the
full richness of their manifold linguistic
and media facets.

More than of UMG sales were

60%
88%

accounted for by local artists
in a 59-country scope
of subscribers say they
are satisfied with Canal+’s
film offering

Focus

Breakdown of revenues from UMG
physical sales in France by music genre
2010

2009

French popular music

41.6%

42.7%

International popular music

24.2%

20.4%

Compilations

18.9%

19.6%

Classical

4.5%

4.7%

3%

4.6%

Rap

2.2%

2.9%

Movie soundtracks

0.8%

2.2%

Techno/Dance

2.2%

1.6%

World Music

2.6%

1.3%

Jazz

Breakdown of revenues from
UMG physical and digital sales
in the USA by music genre(1)
2010

2009(2)

Pop

26%

24%

Rock

17%

20%

Rap

17%

11%

Country

14%

12%

Urban/R&B

9%

11%

Latin music

4%

5%

Movie soundtracks

3%

5%

Classical

2%

2%

Jazz

2%

2%

Other

7%

9%

(1) Except for revenues generated by streaming services and non-music
videos.
(2) Due to a change in the calculation method for 2010 (extended scope)
and for better consistency, data for 2009 have been recalculated.
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like Brighton Rock, Attack the Block, The Awakening, and
Tinker, Tailor, Soldier, Spy – and co-productions. StudioCanal
is an essential partner for producers and directors around
the world; it has become the leading partner for independent
producers in the UK. In 2010, StudioCanal reviewed 550
screenplays and worked with twelve French and thirteen
foreign producers. During the year, StudioCanal also acquired
a significant share in the Belgian animation and 3D studio
nWave. That investment was crowned with success from its
very first year with the distribution of Sammy’s Adventures in
over 40 countries.
Canal+ Poland Cyfrowy was awarded the Special Prize
for the Patron of the Polish cinema by the Polish Film
Institute Board during the 35th Polish Feature Films Festival.
The prize recognizes the channel’s support for Polish cinema
through its investments (which have supported 150 productions, films, and documentaries in fifteen years) as well as
through its programming.

French initiative films pre-purchased by the channel, and
19 second films, or 14%). The channel also created the
label Tomorrow’s filmmakers to encourage art-house films.
In addition to its scouting program Repérages, Canal+
develops specific programs for spotting new talent. Special
emphasis is given to writing and directing television series
(La Nouvelle Trilogie) and short films (La Collection). In 2010,
Canal+ supported some forty audiovisual works for a budget
of some 1.5 million euros.
StudioCanal actively contributed to accompanying
young filmmakers by distributing many first films in theaters,
such as Une exécution ordinaire and L’amour c’est mieux
à deux in France, Four Lions, Gainsbourg (vie héroïque), and
Cracks in the UK, and Mount St.Elias and Die Zwei Leben
des Daniel Shore in Germany.
The Group’s other business units also participate in
discovering and promoting young talent (see Dave Stohl’s
point of view p. 23).  

Promoting young talent

Contributing to strengthening production
capacities in Africa

© Mustapha Moussaoui

Discovering, developing and building the career of
young talent is a key element of the Vivendi Group’s policy
aimed at encouraging creation in all its diversity.
Universal Music Group makes a point of promoting and
developing a new generation of artists. Throughout the world,
they have posted some of 2010’s best sales figures and have
won many awards and prestigious distinctions, in every repertoire (see p. 58 and 59).
The Canal+ Group makes special efforts to discover
talent and support young directors. In 2010, 114 first films
were shown on the Group’s channels (27% of the films broadcast). Canal+ supported more than 54 first and second
French films (pre-purchase of 35 first films, or 25% of all the

Since 2009, Vivendi has supported the Institut spécialisé dans les métiers
du cinéma in Ouarzazate, Morocco and is a founding partner of Rencontres
sous la tente. The Group contributes to finance training and accompanies
students in producing their film projects.

By choosing to promote diversity in artistic expressions
on the different continents where the Group operates,
Vivendi aims at strengthening local cultural production
capacities, in particular in Africa.
Universal Music France has signed some of the greatest African artists, including Salif Keita, Youssou N’Dour,
Souad Massi, and Tinariwen – all talents whom the launch of
OFF TV in 2010 has given a special new forum for expression
(see focus p. 60).
To accompany Malian author-composer and performer Salif Keita in his desire to promote talent in Mali and
the neighboring countries, Vivendi continues its professional
training program for sound engineers in Mali. Launched in
partnership with UNESCO in 2006, this long-term program is
aimed at consolidating professional cultural skills in Mali.
The seventh training session aims at developing the trainees’
skills in live sound recording. It takes place along with the
second edition of the Festival des jeunes talents (Young
Talent Festival) in Bamako (March 2011), of which Vivendi is
a founding partner.
During the summer of 2010, the Canal+ Cinéma
channel took part in the commemoration of the 50 th anniversary of African independence by giving African cinema
a place of honor in its programming. Some fifteen films
were broadcast, one title for each country, on the date
of the corresponding anniversary.
Canal+ Afrique, a subsidiary of Canal+ Overseas and
an official partner of the FESPACO (Panafrican Film and
Television Festival of Ouagadougou), regularly supports
African directors. In 2010, it co-produced several featurelength films such as Kabananko by Fatoumata Binta-Alpha
Bah (Guinea), Le Sanctuaire by Boubakar Diallo (Burkina
Faso), L’Enfant de rêve by Jean Roke Patoudem (Cameroon),
Dakar Trottoirs by Hubert Laba Ndayo (Senegal), and Le Poids
du serment by Daniel Kollo Sanou (Burkina Faso). Canal+

© Alex Bailey

© Daniel Bardou/i> TELE
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Vivendi promotes young talent: (above, from left to right) Georgian violinist Lisa Batiashvili, just signed by
Deutsche Grammophon; Sonia Chironi and Julian Bugier, the young journalists who host L’info sans interdit
on i>Télé; Brighton Rock, the first feature-length film by British director Rowan Joffe, co-produced by StudioCanal.

Afrique also supports many productions of fiction, documentary, series, and other programs, for example with the
launch of + d’Afrique in late 2010.

Promoting heritage
The diversity of cultural expressions is a common heritage of humanity that must be celebrated and preserved for the
benefit of all. Vivendi contributes to the transmission of that
heritage via its editorial programming and its ambitious policies of digitization of the content it produces and distributes.
Universal Music Group, a pioneer in this area, continued
its program of digital reissues in 2010 by making content
available that had disappeared from the physical catalogue
of its labels.
In January 2011, UMG donated a collection of more
than 200,000 recordings produced by its labels between
1926 and 1948 to the Library of Congress in Washington, DC.
The metal and resin disks and magnetic tapes are historic,
out-of-print recordings that have never been reissued, and
constitute a veritable treasure for lovers of jazz, blues,
country, and classical music. This priceless heritage, which
includes original recordings by revered artists like Billie Holiday, Louis Armstrong, and Bing Crosby, will be processed and
digitized, guaranteeing that the music and sounds that have
marked past generations will be remembered and available
to future generations.
Via its very rich digital offering, the Canal+ Group also
contributes to leveraging cinema heritage. With more than
8,800 content items – nearly half in High Definition – accessible via multiple media, CanalPlay can lay claim to having
the finest cinema offering on the French Video on Demand
(VoD) market.
StudioCanal contributes to promoting and extending
knowledge of cinema heritage through worldwide marketing
of its catalogues.
With more than 10,000 films and audiovisual works
covering more than a century of the cinema, StudioCanal

owns the most extensive catalogue of films in Europe. In
2010, 6% of investments were devoted to the preservation
and maintenance of the catalogue – restoration of works,
digitization of content to optimize viewing of films on new
media (VoD, mobile television, etc.), transfer of content to
High Definition (more than 1,000 films since 2003), and
internationalization of the catalogue (subtitling or dubbing
of films).
StudioCanal, conscious of its responsibility in preserving this heritage, successfully launched the StudioCanal
Collection, which gives new life to international treasures of
the Seventh Art by remastering them in High Definition. This
prestigious collection, distributed in nine countries, includes
The Third Man, The Graduate, Ran, and The Lost Honor of
Katharina Blum.

Focus

Vivendi’s promotion
of languages in 2010
> 36 languages sung

by artists in the Universal
Music France catalogue

> 51 films subtitled

in ten languages and 36 films
dubbed in six languages
by StudioCanal

> 100% of the foreign films

(270 in 2010) broadcast by
Canal+ were in multilanguage
versions

> 5 languages available
for the video game
Guitar Hero®: World Tour
from Activision Publishing

> 8 languages available
for the game World of
Warcraft® from Blizzard
Entertainment

> 11 languages available
for the game StarCraft II®:
Wings of Liberty from
Blizzard Entertainment

> 2 languages (Arabic

and Tamazight) available
in Maroc Telecom’s mobile
telephony offering

> 2 languages (Arabic

and French) offered by Maroc
Telecom’s portal Menara
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Our specific issues

Sharing knowledge
Setting high standards regarding the quality of content, encouraging dialogue between cultures,
raising public awareness of sustainable development issues, and facilitating access to information
technologies define this issue of sharing knowledge – a strategic one for Vivendi, whose business
units are major players in the digital revolution.
WWW.

Promoting pluralism of information
and quality of content
Respect for freedom of expression is set down in the
Group’s Data and Content Protection Charter. With more than
60 million customers around the world and an abundant and
diversified offering of content and services, Vivendi has a
strong human, intellectual, and cultural impact. Therefore
pluralism, quality, and rigorousness are a necessity, in particular for the Group’s business units who produce and distribute
content.
The Canal+ Group, which occupies a leading position in
the French pay-TV market, plays a major role in nourishing a
critical spirit in its audiences. The Canal+ Group’s editorial
policy, founded on respect for pluralism and independence,
clarity and realism in dealing with information, and inclusion
of international analysis of events, applies to all channels,
including the all-news channel i>Télé.
Canal+ Afrique, a Canal+ Group subsidiary, has implemented an ambitious strategy for the entire continent,

increasing African programming in its offerings and thus
contributing to the diversification of information sources. The
CanalSat Horizons bundle, distributed in more than twenty
African countries, comprises 19 public and private national
African channels, including four pan-African ones.
StudioCanal promotes its rich catalogue of more than
5,000 films through its Web portal, which references some
2,000 titles.
Casanet, a subsidiary of Maroc Telecom, participates
concretely in knowledge sharing with Menara.ma, the first
bilingual (Arabic-French) information and services Web portal
in Morocco. With a monthly average of 1.6 million visitors in
2010, Menara adapts to the evolution of Web use in each community of Internet users and provides them with information
services and content in phase with their concerns.

Encouraging intercultural dialogue
Through its geographical locations on the five continents
and its large investments both in content (2.4 billion euros)

Canal+ Group in the world

Poland

vietnam

caribbean

Africa

indian
ocean
pacific/
oceania

.com

+

vivendi.com

+

vivendi.com

© Thierry Gonzalez
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SFR and Emmaüs Défi launch
the Telephony and Solidarity Program
Charles-Édouard Vincent, Director, Emmaüs Défi France (Emmaüs charity’s dedicated program
supporting disadvantaged persons)

The Telephony and Solidarity Program
is aimed at persons in a situation of
precarity, oriented by social workers
in Paris. This is an authentic program
aimed at helping these individuals
reduce their mobile telephony
expenditures. It provides a helping hand
in emerging from a difficult situation,

and above all aids in recovering dignity
and autonomy. The program has three
parts – a mobile telephony offer at
solidarity rates, an instructional
program, and social accompaniment.
This program answers a genuine need
of our society. With telephony as in
other aspects of life, persons in great
difficulty suffer the effects of a double
impact – not only are their resources

and in networks (3.4 billion euros), Vivendi plays a major
role in building bridges between cultures and encourages
a spirit of openness between peoples and generations.
Vivendi has the responsibility of empowering its tens
of millions of customers, including those living in the least
advantaged countries, to participate in artistic, musical,
cinematic, and audiovisual expressions in all their diversity.
Universal Music Group relies on partnerships – including those with telecommunications operators such as Qtel in
Qatar, Sing Tel in Singapore, and Reliance Communications in
India – that make it possible for consumers in Asia and the
Middle East to discover the Group’s vast musical repertoire,
which includes artists under contract throughout the world.
These investments, like the creation of the local label DEsi
Hits!, devoted to Indian and South Asian artists, also benefit
Western audiences who gain access to heretofore unknown
works.
Activision Blizzard games are set in multicultural universes. The virtual architecture, clothing, food, and holiday
events of Blizzard Entertainment’s online game World of
Warcraft® include references to the cultures of different
regions of the world. Furthermore, the game enables much
exchange within the communities of players from different
countries, which can stimulate their desire to go farther in
their discovery of other cultures.
The Canal+ Group, through its editorial offering and its
international scope, provides its audiences with a veritable
window on the world. The Canal+ channel enables its subscribers to satisfy their cinema “appetite” by making available
programming that includes the greatest directors from
around the world, but also little-explored works or genres
(such as Italian political cinema and Australian film). In
Poland, Canal+ Cyfrowy’s Planete channel is a partner in the
Planete Doc Film Festival, which showcases the best documentaries from around the world.
Canal+ Overseas plays a key role in disseminating
cultural expressions from the countries of the southern
hemisphere and the Overseas Territories. In Africa, CanalSat
Horizons rebroadcasts some twenty public and private
national channels to the rest of the continent. As part
of a partnership with Thema, Canal+ Afrique created

extremely limited, but since they are
neither solvent nor properly informed,
they pay more for the same services.
And yet today, a cell phone has become
indispensable for finding work, a place
to live, or simply staying in contact with
friends and family. Beyond financial
support, the program’s development
relies on a commitment by several
employees of SFR via skills sponsorship.

Le Bouquet africain, made up of some twenty African channels,
and offers it as an option on ADSL TV in France. In the Overseas
Territories, CanalSat’s offerings include the major local channels,
which are made available throughout the geographical area.
Canal+ Afrique is a faithful partner of the African cinema
through its financial support and promotional actions. Films
that have won awards at the FESPACO (Panafrican Film and
Television Festival of Ouagadougou), like Ezra, by Newton
Aduaka, Bamako by Abderrahmane Sissako, and Il va pleuvoir
sur Conakry by Cheick Fantamady Camara have been broadcast on Canal+ in Africa. The French channel also gave Africa’s
Seventh Art a place of honor by programming L’homme qui crie
by Mahamat Saleh Haroun, the first African film to win the
Jury Prize at the 2010 Cannes Film Festival.
Maroc Telecom encourages intercultural exchange via
its Web portal Menara, its television via DSL and mobile offering, and the subscriptions to foreign news services proposed
to its mobile telephony customers.

Raising awareness of sustainable
development issues
Through its content production and distribution activities and via its corporate initiatives, the Group contributes
actively to raising its audiences’ awareness of issues related
to sustainable development of the planet.
Promoting human rights and the environment are at the
heart of Canal+’s documentary offering; the channel carried a
special World in Progress day devoted to more socially aware,
more responsible economic alternatives (Les Défricheurs by
Marion Claus and Changing the World by Steeve Baumann),
explored the issue of preservation of ethnic minorities and the
environment in Ecuador (Une idée simple et révolutionnaire,
by Laetitia Moreau), and covered the gang wars in El Salvador
(La Vida loca by Christian Poveda). Aside from such documentaries, the channel offers short films on such citizenship topics
as the assimilation of disabled persons into society.
Out of a concern for making the United Nations Millennium Development Goals better known, Canal+ is committed
to the eight association partners in the film 8 (which comprises eight short films from eight directors, each illustrating
one of the Goals) to paying back part of the revenue from
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The Maroc Telecom Group organized operations to raise
awareness of culture and environmental protection in the
context of the 40 th anniversary of Earth Day. The 2010 Beach
Festival, an event organized each summer by Maroc Telecom,
again used playful, interactive means to remind vacationers
of the importance of hygiene, preservation, and respect for
nature.
Universal Music Group regularly supports its artists in
their commitments to human rights (providing for persons living with the AIDS virus, denouncing the use of child soldiers,
assisting street musicians, etc.) and conducts solidarity
actions in favor of the victims of natural catastrophes such as
the earthquake in Haiti and the tsunami in Japan.

© Maroc Telecom
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Facilitating access to ICTs and to content

The Maroc Telecom Group’s subsidiaries
have devoted 41% of their revenues
to reducing the digital gap and improving
the quality of the networks in Mauritania,
Gabon, Burkina Faso, and Mali.

rental and purchase of their documentaries available via the
CanalPlay Video on Demand service.
SFR is committed to building a digital world where there
is more environmental awareness and solidarity. To achieve
this goal, the operator carries on many partnerships with civil
society. Encouraging its customers to recycle their cellular
phones via a “win-win” program (for each used mobile device
brought in, users get a purchase voucher and four euros are
given by SFR to not-for-profit partners like La Voix de l’Enfant)
is one of the operator’s initiatives, along with its association
with MailForGood, an innovative concept that generates a
contribution to several associations for each e-mail sent.

Vivendi is committed to facilitating access to information and communication technologies (ICTs) and to content
so that groups in isolation due to their place of residence,
age, or financial situation can share in the benefits of the
digital revolution. One of the constant concerns of the
Group’s business units is to fight the digital gap by developing specific offers and services. This is also a major guiding
principle of Create Joy, Vivendi’s solidarity program (see
Diane Emdin’s point of view below).
SFR puts its expertise at the service of society. In 2010,
the operator continued its actions aimed at facilitating
access to new technologies for the elderly (speciallyadapted mobile terminals; the SFR Family Connect pilot,
which encourages social ties), for disabled persons (the Pack
Gold for visually impaired customers; Customer Service
accessibility; the Jaccede Mobile application – see opposite),
and for disadvantaged persons (Telephony and Solidarity
program with Emmaüs Défi – see Charles-Édouard Vincent’s
point of view p. 79). Also, under the Out-of-coverage areas
program, 514 Wi-Fi base stations had been deployed and
993 localities covered as of end 2010.
In the countries where it operates, the Maroc Telecom
Group contributes to ending digital isolation (see Naoual
El Ouafay’s point of view, opposite) and facilitates access
to new technologies via specific services and initiatives.
For example, it made specific Internet and mobile packages
available to farmers at the International Agriculture Fair. The
operator provides students with PCs and Internet connections

© Olivier Roy

Create Joy, Vivendi’s solidarity program
Diane Emdin, Coordinator of the Create Joy program, Communications and Sustainable
Development Department, Vivendi

Under its solidarity program Create Joy,
Vivendi supports some twenty projects in
France, the United States, the UK, Africa
(Morocco, Mali, and Burkina Faso) and Brazil. The goal of Create Joy is to help disadvantaged young people achieve their full

potential by offering them entertainment
and skills related to Vivendi’s businesses –
video games, music, telecommunications,
the Internet, television, and cinema.
The struggle against the digital gap is
an integral part of our mission, our strategy, and of Create Joy. Young people’s
initiation into the new technologies is

a determining factor for their personal
development. Our ambition is to make
multimedia tools available to young people
as widely as possible; their future depends
on it. Create Joy supports Bibliobrousse
in Burkina Faso, Ateliers sans frontières
in Morocco, and CDI (Comitê para
Democratização da Informática) in Brazil.
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Maroc Telecom contributes to information
highways for development in Africa
© DR

Naoual El Ouafay, Responsible for Transmission Deployment Department, Maroc Telecom

For several years, Maroc Telecom has
been developing information highways
linking all the cities in the Kingdom
via broadband. With over 23,500 km
of fiber-optic cables with capacities up
to 1,200 Gb/s, its optical network
is Morocco’s most extensive.
It responds to growing Internet needs

and is reducing the digital divide. Maroc
Telecom is extending this investment
effort in its subsidiaries to modernize
and widen their transmission infrastructures and enable access to the
new ICTs for as many people as possible.
In 2010, the Group continued the project
to connect its subsidiaries via terrestrial fiber-optic cable to eventually link
Morocco, Mauritania, Mali, and Burkina.

and improvement of the quality of the minimum service
provided. Under the Educando GVT program, some ten institutions working to end digital isolation have been given
free Internet access or computer equipment. In addition,
in partnership with the CDI (Comitê para Democratização
da Informática), approximately 55,000 persons have been
trained in information technologies throughout the country.
Since January 2010, 100% of Canal+’s programs,
including live broadcasts, are subtitled for deaf and hearingimpaired persons. In France, StudioCanal has added specific
subtitling for deaf and hearing-impaired audiences to all its
DVD and Blu-ray discs published after January 2010.

© DR

at reduced rates. Since 2007, Maroc Telecom has also marketed
the first cellular phone with an interface in Tamazight language. Maroc Telecom Group’s subsidiaries share this ambition of investing in innovation and knowledge society.
Sotelma, in Mali, supports the Cyber-Édu project, which
facilitates interconnection of schools, the creation of cyberspaces, and training in the use of the new information and
communication technologies.
In Brazil, GVT is continuing its extension to the entire
country, thus participating in gradually bringing fixedtelephony and Internet access to many big, middle and small
cities. The deployment is accompanied by rate reductions

The cable, with a capacity of up to
800 Gb/s, will also serve neighboring
countries – Niger, Benin, Ghana, Togo,
Guinea, and Ivory Coast –, who will
benefit from fallout of the project. These
investments encourage the creation
of new business activities such as
community telephony (téléboutiques),
cyber-centers, and ISPs, and strengthen
the competitiveness of local SMEs.

The Jaccede Mobile application, developed in partnership with SFR, provides a collaborative
directory and guide to more than 15,000 places accessible to persons with reduced mobility.
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Progress in 2010 &
perspectives for 2011-2012
Corporate responsibility
Objectives 2010-2011

Progress 2010

Perspectives 2011-2012

Economic Issues
• Post a slight increase in EBITA in 2010

3

• Solid growth in EBITA: 6%
• Very strong generation of cash flow from operations
• High dividend maintained, at  €1.40 per share paid in cash

• Post a slight increase in adjusted net income
excluding NBC Universal* in 2011

• Monitor sustainable development issues
within the Risks Committee
• Draw up a map of sustainable development
risks with the Internal Audit & Special Projects
Department

3

• Risk map related to sustainable development drawn up
with the Internal Audit & Special Projects Department

• Monitor the risk map related to sustainable
development

See p. 58-61

• Continue integrating sustainable development
issues into the audits conducted in the field: continue
the deployment of the questionnaire and monitor its
results

• Continue integrating sustainable development
issues into the audits conducted in the field:
continue the deployment of the questionnaire
and monitor its results

>

• Monitor integration of the sustainable development clause based on the principles of the United
Nations Global Compact in supplier contracts in
the business units

3

• The Group business units have continued integrating
the new sustainable development clause based on the
principles of the United Nations Global Compact in their
supplier contracts

• Conduct an evaluation in collaboration with the
Internal Audit and Special Projects Department

• Continue dialogue with the financial community

3

• Nearly 40 investors met within the context of roadshows
on sustainable development (United States, Canada,
France) organized with the Investor Relations Department

• Continue dialogue with the financial community

• Raising awareness of the issue of protection
of personal data with the business units’ upper
management personnel

3

• At the initiative of the General Counsel of Vivendi, the
General Counsels of the business units met to anticipate
the measures in the future European Directive (see p. 59)

• Further develop Vivendi’s reference Guidelines
in this area
• Raise the awareness of the Group’s senior executives

Social issues
• Continue raising trade unions and personnel
representatives’ awareness of the sustainable
development policy

>

• Continue raising trade unions and personnel
representatives’ awareness of the sustainable
development policy

• Hold a meeting of the Diversity Skills Network on
the theme of maintaining employment of seniors

3

• The Diversity Skills Network, set up by the Sustainable
Development Department in 2007, meets each year.
In 2010, the theme was employment of seniors.

• Hold a meeting of the Diversity Skills Network on the
theme of young apprentices

• Continue our commitments to the public authorities to contribute to job creation in regions impacted by unemployment and industrial restructuring

3

See p. 64 and 90-91

• Continue our commitments to the public authorities
to contribute to job creation in regions impacted by
unemployment and industrial restructuring

• Make progress in evaluating the business units’
contribution to economic and social development
of emerging countries

>

See p. 64-65

• Make progress in evaluating the business units’
contribution to economic and social development
of emerging countries

• Renew the employee shareholding operation by
launching Opus 10 in the 1st semester of 2010

3

• Renewal of the operation (see p. 64)
• Record subscription amount (€98.5 million),
creation of 7.1 million new shares owned by employees
• 2.1% of capital held by Vivendi employees

• Renew the employee shareholding operation
in 2011

See p. 62

• Support GVT’s recruiting needs by developing
international mobility

• Strengthen inter-business unit mobility

>

• Encourage employee involvement in causes
supported by Vivendi

>

• Reflection underway to better involve employees in
Vivendi’s Create Joy solidarity program

Environmental issues
• Continue awareness raising and training activities for employees of Corporate Headquarters

3

• Awareness raising for employees at Headquarters
regarding environmental actions as part of the EMAS
Environmental Management System (see p. 66-69)

• Continue awareness raising and training activities
for employees of Corporate Headquarters

• Conduct a partial audit of the Environmental
Management System as part of renewal of EMAS
certification

3

• Follow-up of the certification audit

• Conduct an audit of the entire Environmental
Management System as part of the renewal
of EMAS certification

• Train GVT’s correspondents in charge of reporting
environmental data in the use of the Group’s
environmental reporting software application

3

• Training in the Group’s environmental issues
and environmental reporting

• Train GVT’s and Maroc Telecom’s correspondents
in verification of environmental data reporting

• Continue the internal compliance audits as part
of the Program of compliance with environmental,
health and workplace safety standards adopted
in 2000

3

• 10 new sites audited, including 1 GVT site

• Continue the internal compliance audits as part
of the Program of compliance with environmental,
health and workplace safety standards adopted
in 2000

• Postponed to 2012 in order to take into account
the new measures resulting from the French Grenelle laws

• Obtain approval of the Management Board
for the environmental performance objectives
specific to our business sectors  

• Obtain approval of the Management Board
for the environmental performance objectives
specific to our business sectors

x

* Adjusted net earnings excluding NBC Universal: 2,548 M€ in 2010.
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SPECIFIC ISSUES
Remuneration of senior executives
• Monitor the sustainable development criteria
integrated into senior executives’ variable remuneration

3

• Vivendi and its subsidiaries achieved their goals in 2010
(see p. 9)

• Strengthen this pioneering process while
maintaining, for the business units, the goal
of “developing actions regarding the strategic
sustainable development issues for the Group:
promoting cultural diversity; sharing knowledge;
and empowering and protecting young people.”

• Continue the Group’s contribution to the EU
Commission program

3

• Participation in the work of the EU Commission
and Vivendi’s and Activision Blizzard’s participation
in the Safer Internet Forum (Luxembourg, October 2010)
• Support for the Pan-EU Youth platform, an innovative
initiative offering young Europeans a place to express
themselves about the impact of the new technologies
in their daily lives (see p. 70-73)

• Continue the Group’s contribution to the EU
Commission’s Safer Internet program

• Continue exchanges with experts from the
academic, institutional, medical and professional
communities in France, the United States
and Brazil

3

• Meeting between Jean-Bernard Lévy and civil
society (see p. 56-57)
• Regular meetings between the Sustainable
Development Department and NGOs and experts

• Continue exchanges with experts from the
academic, institutional, medical, and professional
communities

• Contribute to defining sectoral indicators within
the GRI Media Working Group

3

• Participation in the three Group working meetings held
in 2010 (including one hosted by Vivendi)

• Contribute to defining sectoral indicators within
the GRI Media Working Group (publication planned
in late 2011)

Protecting and empowering youth

• Prepare the 2012 edition of the Sustainable
Development Seminar

>

• Prepare the 2012 edition of the Sustainable Development Seminar

Promoting cultural diversity
• Continue our support for events promoting
cultural diversity and intercultural dialogue

3

• Following the United Nations Alliance of Civilizations
Forum (Rio, May 2010), launch of a working group bringing
together international institutions and the private sector
to promote the role of culture and intercultural dialogue
in the sustainable development agenda and define
key indicators at the macro- and micro-economic levels
(see p. 56-57)
• Participation in the work of the Culture and University
Commission put in place by the French Minister of
Research and Higher Education
• Official partner in the third Avignon Forum

• Continue our support for events and initiatives
in favor of culture, cultural diversity and dialogue
between cultures in the International sustainabledevelopment agenda

• Continue programs aimed at strengthening local
production capacities

3

• Training for sound engineers in Bamako (Mali) postponed
to March 2011 to coincide with the Festival jeunes talents
supported by Vivendi (see p. 76)
• Renewal of Vivendi’s support for the 2nd Rencontres
internationales du cinéma in Ouarzazate, which includes
training for students of the Ouarzazate Institut du cinéma
(see p. 76)

• Continue the programs aimed at strengthening local
production capacities

• Contribute to defining sectoral indicators
within the GRI Media Working Group

3

• Participation in the three Group working meetings held
in 2010 (including one hosted by Vivendi)

• Contribute to defining sectoral indicators within
the GRI Media Working Group (publication planned
in late 2011)

• Prepare the 2012 edition of the Sustainable
Development Seminar

>

• Prepare the 2012 edition of the Sustainable
Development Seminar

Sharing knowledge
• Continue our discussion with the academic
community

3

• Discussion with the NGO Poverty Action Lab Europe
on the relation between communication and information
technologies and the fight against poverty

• Continue our discussion with the academic
community and NGOs

• Contribute to defining sectoral indicators
within the GRI Media Working Group

3

• Participation in the three Group working meetings held
in 2010 (including one hosted by Vivendi)

• Contribute to defining sectoral indicators
within the GRI Media Working Group (publication
planned in late 2011)

• Prepare the 2012 edition of the SustainableDevelopment Seminar

>

• Prepare the 2012 edition of the Sustainable
Development Seminar

3 Objective reached > Underway x Objective not reached

Sharing value among the Group’s principal stakeholders
Total revenues: 28,878 million euros
Number of subscribers: 81.5 million

States and
local governments
> Income taxes paid by the Vivendi
Group: 1,365 million euros
> Social security and other employment
charges: 633 million euros

Development of business
activities
> Total net investments
by the Vivendi Group: 5,138 million euros
• investments in content: 2,366 million euros
• industrial investments: 3,357 million euros
• financial investments: -585 million euros

Employees
> Total headcount: 51,272
> Salaries: 2,349 million
euros

Shareholders
> Dividends paid to shareholders:
1,730 million euros
> including employees: 2.05% of share capital

Economic partners

Financial Institutions

> Amount distributed to suppliers and service providers (distribution,
purchase of programs, royalties, subscriber management, etc.):
17,227 million euros

> Payments to banks (interest paid on loans, premium incurred
for early redemption of loans, etc.): 739 million euros

Nota bene: The graph shows an overview of the sharing of value produced by Vivendi among its principal stakeholders as of December 31st, 2010.
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2010 Sustainable development indicators

Indicators related to specific issues
Investments made by Vivendi

2.4

billion euros
in		
content

3.4

billion euros
in networks

Impact and audience
Activision Blizzard

• More than 12 million subscribers to World of Warcraft® from Blizzard Entertainment
• World of Warcraft: Cataclysm®, the fastest-selling PC video game in the world, with 3.3 million units sold in 24 hours
• StarCraft II: Wings of Liberty® from Blizzard Entertainment, the fastest-selling strategy game in the world with 1.5 million
units sold in 48 hours
• Call of Duty: Black Ops® from Activision Publishing, sales record in the entertainment industry with revenues in excess
of 650 million dollars in 5 days

Universal Music Group

• Market share for physical sales of music: 28.7% (+1.1 points over 2009)
• Share of digital sales: 28.5%
• UMG is present in 77 countries

SFR

• 21.3 million mobile customers
• 4.9 million broadband Internet customers
• 9.7 million 3G/3G+ customers
• 5 million subscribers to the mobile TV-video offering
• 58 million fixed VoD consumption

Maroc Telecom Group

• More than 26 million customers in Morocco and sub-Saharan Africa (Mauritania, Burkina Faso, Gabon and Mali)
• Close to 23.8 million mobile customers, including more than 16.8 million in Morocco and more than 6.9 million
in sub-Saharan Africa
• Close to 1.5 million fixed lines, including more than 1.2 million in Morocco and nearly 291,000 in sub-Saharan Africa
• More than 0.5 million Internet lines, including nearly 497,000 in Morocco and 77,000 in sub-Saharan Africa
• More than 32,000 Maroc Telecom MTBox Triple Play customers
• Close to 549,000 3G mobile Internet customers in Morocco
• Close to 2.1 million unique monthly visitors to Menara, the Maroc Telecom Internet portal

GVT

• More than 4.2 million lines in service
• More than 1 million broadband subscriptions

Canal+ Group

• 12.7 million subscriptions, including 11.1 in Metropolitan France, Overseas and in Africa, and 1.7 in Poland and Vietnam

PROTECTING AND EMPOWERING YOUNG PEOPLE (see p. 70-73)

Activision Blizzard
Universal Music Group
SFR
Maroc Telecom Group
GVT
Canal+ Group

Code of professional
ethics* including a specific
clause on youth protection

Implementation of tools
for parental control

Actions to raise awareness
of parents and children

3
3
3
3
3
3

3
3
3
3
3
3

3
3
3
>

* Or transposition of Vivendi Data and Content Protection Charter.

3
3
3 Objective reached > Underway
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PROMOTING CULTURAL DIVERSITY (see p. 74-77)
Musical diversity

Audiovisual
diversity

Promotion
of languages

Universal Music Group

• More than 50 music labels
• More than 60% of sales accounted for by local artists (scope encompassing 59 countries)
• Breakdown of total revenues from physical sales by music genre in France and the United States (see p. 75)

SFR

• SFR Jeunes Talents Music: 33,000 tracks and 16,000 artists online, 60 bands appearing at major venues and festivals
in France

Canal+ Group

• Financing of 68% of the French-initiative films approved by the CNC (138 films out of 203)
• Financing of 35 first films
• StudioCanal, Collaboration with 12 French producers and 13 foreign producers

SFR

• SFR Jeunes Talents Photo: 154,000 works and 12,000 artists online, Grand Prix 2010 winner present at Paris Photo

Activision Blizzard

• World of Warcraft® available in 8 languages
• Call of Duty: Black Ops® available in 8 languages
• StarCraft II: Wings of Liberty® available in 11 languages
• Guitar Hero: Warriors of Rock® available in 5 languages

Universal Music Group

• 36 languages sung by artists in the Universal Music France catalogue

Canal+ Group

• 51 films subtitled in 10 different languages and 36 films dubbed in 6 different languages by StudioCanal
• 100% of the foreign films (270 in 2010) broadcast by Canal+ were in multilanguage versions
• Programs for familiarization with sign language on the Piwi and Canal+ Family channels and adaptation of a cartoon
into sign language on Piwi

Maroc Telecom Group

• 2 languages (Arabic and Tamazight) available in Maroc Telecom’s mobile telephony offering
• 2 languages (Arabic and French) offered by Maroc Telecom’s portal Menara
• 7 languages represented on TV channels in Maroc Telecom’s ADSL TV pack

SHARING KNOWLEDGE (see p. 78-81)
Mobile coverage
rate

Internet
coverage rate

Deployment
of fiber optics

Reduction
of the digital
gap

Accessible
offerings
and products

SFR

• 99% of the French population in GSM/GPRS
• 97% of the territory in Edge/3G/3G+
• 92% of the population in 3G/3G+

Maroc Telecom
Group

• Mobile penetration rate in Morocco: 101.5%
• Mobile penetration rate in Burkina Faso: 28%; in Mali: 45%; in Mauritania: 91%; in Gabon: 111% (data as of end September 2010)

SFR

• 23% of the fixed broadband Internet market

Maroc Telecom
Group

• 99.4% of the ADSL Internet market share
• 42% of the 3G Internet market share
• Close to 2.1 million unique monthly visitors and 12 million pages viewed on Menara, Maroc Telecom’s Internet portal

GVT

• 88% of the market (the highest rate in Brazil)

SFR

• 9,300 km of fiber deployed in partnership with local governments: public sites, ZACs (private-public development site) etc.
• 250,000 unbundlings of NRAs (DSL connection centers) having less than 1,000 lines under public-service delegations

Maroc Telecom
Group

• Close to 23,500 km of fiber-optic cables deployed in Morocco
• Atlas Offshore Morocco-France (Asilah-Marseille) fiber-optic cable: 1,634 km
• Morocco-Mauritania fiber-optic cable: Agadir-Dakhla (Morocco): 1,150 km/Dakhla (Morocco) – Nouadhibou (Mauritania): 400 km/
Nouadhibou-Nouakchott (Mauritania): 500 km

GVT

• 43,319 km of cables deployed in metropolitan areas
• 126,767 buildings connected
• 25,000 km of long-distance fiber network

SFR

• 993 localities covered under the “out-of-coverage areas” program
• 514 Wi-Fi base stations deployed covering out-of-coverage ADSL areas
• High Definition via satellite TV for all ADSL customers: more than 98% of French households now have access to an SFR Triple
Play offering

Maroc Telecom
Group

• Morocco (Maroc Telecom):
- 3rd investment agreement with the State for an amount of 10.5 billion Dirham between 2009 and 2011
- 4,414 rural localities covered under the Pacte program, including 1,866 localities covered in 2010 (coverage of 7,338 localities
by end 2011)
- Total of more than 6,255 base stations (GSM network) and nearly 3,000 access points deployed (3G network)
- Responsibility for 70% of the financing for the Nafid@ program
• Burkina Faso (Onatel): coverage of all rural localities (2007-2010)
• Mali (Sotelma): doubling of the number of sites covered (GSM and fixed-line network) and 38 new localities connected
• Gabon (Gabon Telecom): tripling of the number of BTS in 3 years
• Mauritania (Mauritel): doubling of connectivity

GVT

• More than 4.2 million lines in service
• In late 2010, 64% of Internet customers had access at > 10 Mb/s
• Fixed-line broadband Internet:
- Up to 100 Mb/s: deployed in 82 cities as of end December 2010
- Up to 15 Mb/s: deployed in 12 cities as of end December 2010
For a total of 97 cities covered
• Educando GVT program (see p. 72 and 81)

SFR

• 14 offerings and services to disabled persons
• 20 services aimed at encouraging autonomy of persons in situation of fragility (disabled people, seniors, persons in situation
of precarity)
• 768 software applications adapted for visual disability made available free of charge to customers

Maroc Telecom
Group

• Offerings suited to the specific needs of rural, school and university populations
• Offering of a 3G Internet connection at 347 schools in Rhamna province as part of an e-learning program
• Mobicash offering in Morocco enabling transfer of funds without a bank account

GVT

• Offerings and rates adapted to customer profiles
• Rate reductions of R$10 for 15 Mb/s speeds, including a Wi-Fi modem and free security pack
• Increase of the minimum speed from 3 to 5 Mb/s without rate increase

Canal+ Group

• 100% of Canal+ programs is accessible to deaf and hearing-impaired persons
• StudioCanal: specific subtitling of all DVD or Blu-ray discs published in France after January 2010 for deaf
and hearing-impaired persons; and since late September 2010, of all new French films on the various VoD platforms
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Economic indicators
NRE Law

NRE
Law

GRI
G3

2010 data

2009 data

2008 data

Consolidated revenue

EC1

28,878 million euros

27,132 million euros

25,392 million euros

Breakdown of consolidated
revenues by geographical area

EC1

See below

See p. 84 of the 2009 ASDR

See p. 101 of the 2008 ASDR

Breakdown of consolidated
revenues by business unit

EC1

Corporate officers’ total
remuneration

¤

27 million euros (1)

23 million euros(2)

30 million euros

Determining criteria for
the corporate officers and senior
executives’ remuneration

¤

See Chapter 3, section 3.2.2
of the 2010 Annual Report
and p. 9 of the present Report

See Chapter 3, section 3.2.2
of the 2009 Annual Report

See Chapter 3, section 3.2.2
of the 2008 Annual Report

Number of stock purchase
options allocated

¤

5.3 million stock purchase
options(3) (or 0.42% of share
capital) including 1.329 million
to members of the Management Board and its President
and 980,666(4) (or 0.08% of
share capital) for the 10 largest
allocations, excluding members
of Vivendi’s Management Board

6.5 million stock purchase
options (or 0.56% of share
capital) including 1.24 million to  
members of the Management
Board and 876,000 (or 0.07% of
share capital) for the 10 largest
allocations, excluding members
of Vivendi’s Management Board

6.3 million stock purchase options
(or 0.54% of share capital)
including 1.46 million to the
members of the Management
Board and 860,000 (or 0.07% of
share capital) for the 11 largest
allocations, excluding members
of Vivendi’s Management Board

Number of free shares allocated

¤

1.08 million shares(3) of which
110,745 to corporate officers
(or 0.009% of share capital)

567,001 of which 123,336
to corporate officers
(or 0.01% of share capital)

526,496 of which 122,003
to the corporate officers
(or 0.01% of share capital)

Vivendi Group payroll and benefits

¤

EC1

3,269 million euros

2,956 million euros

2,688 million euros

Amount distributed to suppliers
and service providers (distribution,
purchase of programs, royalties,
subscriber management, etc.)

¤

EC1

17,227 million euros

16,986 million euros

15,458 million euros

Dividends paid to shareholders

EC1

1,730 million euros(5)(6)

1,721 million euros

1,639 million euros

Payments to banks (net interest
paid, bonuses paid in the context
of anticipated reimbursement
of loans, etc.)

EC1

739 million euros

425 million euros

320 million euros

Income taxes paid

EC1

1,365 million euros

137 million euros

1,015 million euros

(1) Total amounts booked by the Group under fixed and variable remuneration (including employer’s contributions), deferred remunerations, other advantages
(stock purchase options and free shares) and all retirement plans (see Chapter 3, section 3.2 of the 2010 Annual Report) granted to the members of the Supervisory
Board and of the Management Board as per IAS standard 24 Paragraph 16.
(2) Data for 2009 were corrected in 2010.
(3) Meeting of the Management Board on February 22, 2011 and of the Supervisory Board on February 28, 2011.
(4) Excluding members of the Management Board.
(5) Number of entitled shares at January 1, after deduction of cash held at dividend payment date.
(6) Pending approval of the General Shareholders’ Meeting of April 21, 2011.

2010 Revenues* by business unit
(in million euros)

Canal+ Group
4,712
GVT
1,029
Maroc
Telecom
Group
2,835

Activision Blizzard
3,030
Universal
Music Group
4,449

SFR
12,577

* Including non-strategic and other activities,
and elimination of inter-segment operations.

2010 Revenues by geographical area
(in million euros)

Brazil 1,084
Rest of the world  
1,965
Morocco
2,296
Rest of Europe
3,061

United States
3,375

France
17,097
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Corporate governance
indicators
Vivendi fully adheres to the consolidated AFEP and MEDEF code as regards corporate governance and remune
rations of its corporate officers. This document y constitutes the corporate governance code to which Vivendi
has voluntarily agreed to abide. For more information on corporate governance, see the 2010 Annual Report.

Independence
of the members of
the Supervisory Board

Presence of at least 50% independent members(1)
on the Supervisory Board(2), at least 50% on
the Remuneration Committee(2) and 66.66%
on the Audit Committee(2)

Maximum average term of office of five years
for members of the Supervisory Board(2)
of auditors in relation
to management

of members of the
Supervisory Board
towards each other

Publish a breakdown of the auditors’ audit
and consulting assignments

Supervisory
Board

Audit
Committee

Human
Resources
Committee

Corporate
Governance
and
Nominating
Committee(5)

Strategy
Committee

83%

80%

75%

60%

100%

The term of office of the members of the Supervisory Board
is set at four years (Article 7 of the by-laws)
See Note 29 of the Notes to the Consolidated Financial Statements
of the 2010 Annual Report, p. 270

Publish the number of meetings between auditors and
members of the Supervisory Board without presence
of the Management Board (2)

0

Publish the proportion of members of the Supervisory
Board who have no cross-holdings, who do not sit on
the same Boards and who have no common origins
(training, career, family)(1)(3)

100%

Involvement in decisions
of the members of the
Supervisory Board

Maximum of five terms of office cumulated
per member of the Supervisory Board
(excluding non-French companies)
Publish the number of meetings and average attendance rate of the Supervisory Board(3) and the different
Committees that make it up(2)

Evaluate the operation of the Supervisory Board every
three years(2)

of the members of
Management Board

Maximum of five terms of office cumulated
per member of the Management Board
(excluding non-French companies)
Number of meetings of the Management Board
Participation rate of members of the Management Board

of shareholders

Publish shareholders’ attendance rate in Annual
General Shareholders’ Meeting(4)

In compliance

Supervisory
Board

Audit
Committee

Human
Resources
Committee

Corporate
Governance
and
Nominating
Committee

Strategy
Committee

8 meetings
Attendance
rate: 95%

3 meetings
Attendance
rate: 100%

3 meetings
Attendance
rate: 92%

2 meetings
Attendance
rate: 100%

2 meetings(6)
Attendance
rate: 100%

Assessment carried out in 2009 (see Chapter 3, Section 3.1.1.12
of the 2010 Annual Report)
Existence of internal regulations for the Supervisory Board
and for each of its Committees  
In compliance

14
96%
Published the day of Annual Shareholders’ Meetings on the Group’s
website (www.vivendi.com)

Publish ballot results of the resolutions submitted
to shareholders(4)
of other stakeholders

Operations on company shares

Performance conditions related to stock options and
performance shares

Operations on shares are prohibited for  a period of 30 calendar days
preceding and including the day of publication of the company’s quarterly,
half-yearly and annual financial statements, as well as in the case of
awareness of information which, if made public, would have an impact on
the company’s share price. All hedging operations are prohibited
Yes, internal and external criteria (see Chapter 3, section 3.3
of the 2010 Annual Report)

Representation of employees by a member of the
Supervisory Board

Appointment of an employee member of the Supervisory Board, as defined
in the company bylaws, when employee shareholders represent at least
3% of the capital stock.

Percentage of questions on corporate societal
responsibility(3) at Annual Shareholders’ Meeting

53% in 2010

(1) Definition in the AFEP/MEDEF report: not to be or have been an employee or corporate officer of a group company during the previous five years; not to be under the
control of the executive of another company; not to have had commercial relations with one of the group’s customers or suppliers; not to have close family ties with the
CEO not to be a member of the board of the company for more than twelve years. Beyond the recommendations of the AFEP/MEDEF report, the extended definition
takes into account common university and professional origins, frequently encountered among French board members.
(2) AFEP/MEDEF consolidated report.
(3) Other issues put forward by stakeholders.
(4) Within 15 days following the General Meeting (Article R. 225-106-1 of the French Commercial Code).
(5) Nominations to the Supervisory Board are examined by the Corporate Governance Committee.
(6) Including a three-day seminar.
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Social indicators
Social data, along with the complete methodology and specifics of the respective reporting scopes, are detailed in
the separate document Sociographics and Environmental Policy – 2010, available on Vivendi’s website. Additional social
indicators (by subsidiary) are also available in the interactive version of the Report. Indicators identified by the
sign 3 were specifically verified by Salustro Reydel, a member of KPMG International, one of Vivendi’s Auditors.
Nota bene: Data include companies in which Vivendi owns a greater than 50% interest, as well as companies held at less than 50% over which
Vivendi has managerial control; they are consolidated as of December 31 of the reference year. Activision Blizzard data are those for Activision
Blizzard France, with the exception of data on headcount; 2008 data have been revised accordingly. For 2009, only data regarding headcount
is included for GVT, which entered Vivendi’s scope at year end.

NRE
Law

GRI
G3

Group
2010 data
(15,447
in France)
(8,705
in France)
(6,742
in France)

2009 data
(15,360
in France)
(8,677
in France)
(6,683
in France)

2008 data

Total headcount

¤

LA 1

3 51,272

Total headcount, men

¤

LA 1

3 32,846

Total headcount, women

¤

LA 1

3 18,426

Total headcount, permanent contract

¤

LA 1

42,112

35,007

39,292

Total headcount, fixed-term contract

¤

LA 1

2,012

1,905

3,916

Hires

¤

LA 1

9,489

5,091

5,891

Temporary hirings France

¤

LA 1

68%

65%

51%

Permanent hirings France

¤

LA 1

32%

35%

49%

Recruiting difficulties

¤

-

-

-

3 49,004
3 31,781
3 17,223

43,208
28,492
14,716

New hires

Headcount reductions
¤

LA 2

6,268

4,342

5,811

- Departures excluding economic layoffs

¤

LA 2

5,920

3,524

4,431

- Economic layoffs

¤

LA 2

348

818

1,380

Layoffs and departures

Aids in job transition and programs
related to redundancy plans

¤

Working hours
Average weekly duration – full time

¤

37.6

36.3

37.3

Average yearly duration – full time

¤

1,728

1,662

1,705

Average weekly duration – part time

¤

28.3

29.7

29.1

Average yearly duration – part time

¤

1,299

1,356

1,324

Days of absence by reason in the Group
- Sickness
- Family reasons
- Accident
- Other reasons

¤

LA 7

3.99
2.10
0.26
0.90

3.86
1.83
0.25
0.46

3.72
2.36
0.28
0.51

Days of absence by reason in France
- Sickness
- Family reasons
- Accident
- Other reasons

¤

LA 7

6.99
2.83
0.34
0.68

6.92
2.89
0.29
0.68

6.68
3.91
0.30
0.60

20,645

30,866

39,349

1.46

0.52

0.5

Overtime hours
- France
- International (in million hours)

¤

(3 15,717
in France)
(3 8,949
in France)
(3 6,768
in France)
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Comments

It should be noted these figures represent hirings of all types within the Group. In the United States, for example, summer jobs for students
or short-term jobs, are included in job hires.
The increase observable for 2010 corresponds to strong internal growth at GVT.

The Group has encountered no particular difficulty with recruiting. Over the last three businessyears, only SFR and GVT have met with such
difficulties locally, essentially in specific employment areas.

The increase in the number of departures in 2010 can be explained at least in part by the flexibility of the job market in Brazil.

In France, the reclassification and accompaniment measures offered to employees include the following: internal mobility through posting of
internal vacancies on the intranet throughout the Group, reclassification leave, training leave to enable employees to increase their qualification level,
assistance for employees starting their own business, and outplacement services. Vivendi established reclassification measures for employees outside
France where such measures do not exist. Elsewhere in the world, Vivendi managed employment terminations in accordance with the practices
of each country and in compliance with the rules of conduct of the Group’s Compliance Program.

Approaches in terms of working hours diverge from one country to another; consequently the number of hours worked varies. The variations in weekly
and annual work durations are due to a better understanding of the reality of work in certain countries, in particular the emerging countries where
the concept of annual duration is nonexistent.

In 2010, the majority of absences for “Other reasons” were in South America.

Hours worked beyond the number of contractual hours, resulting in additional compensation.
Hours worked beyond the number of contractual hours. Use is strongly related to the local culture, predominately in the United States and in South America.
They can vary considerably from one year to another depending on the needs of each company and modifications in the local legislation.
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Social indicators (continued)
NRE
Law

GRI
G3

Group

Employment rate of women

¤

LA 13

36%

35%

34%

Women in management

¤

LA 13

35%

35%

35%

Women in top management

¤

LA 13

35

-

-

Age breakdown
- Under 25
- 25 to 55
- Over 55

¤

LA 13

6%
89%
5%

n/a

n/a

2010 data

2009 data

2008 data

Equality and diversity in employment

Average age

LA 13

38 years

n/a

n/a

Average seniority

LA 13

10 years

n/a

n/a

¤

LA 13

307

234

228

¤

LA 4

91

74

89

LA 4
LA 9
LA 4

61%
8%
12%
4%
15%

39%
15%
12%
11%
23%

47%
15%
12%
3%
22%

1,156

1,285

1,582

Number of workers with disabilities
Industrial relationships and Collective
Bargaining agreements
Collective agreements
Breakdown of collective agreements by topic
- Remunerations
- Social dialogue
- Health and safety
- Restructurings
- Other topics
Number of personnel representatives

¤

Health and safety
Frequency rate of workplace accidents
with days lost

¤

LA 7

2.58

2.03

3.14

Severity rate of workplace accidents
with days lost

¤

LA 7

0.09

0.08

0.11

Employees trained in safety during the year

¤

LA 8

6,037

4,103

3,367

Training expenditures/payroll

¤

LA 11

2.4%

2.2%

Average training duration per employee

¤

LA 10

35.8 hours

27.7 hours

28.5 hours

Average duration of training per employee
trained in France

¤

LA 10

30.1 hours

30.6 hours

33.7 hours

LA 11

81%
19%

81%
19%

74%
26%

¤

10.86

11.77

10.22

Number of missions of temporary workers

¤

2,882

3,240

3,841

Subcontracting

¤

7,516

7,240

5,904

EC 1

3,981

4,333

3,558

EC 1

78
3,507
20
23
353

Training

Breakdown by training objective
- Adaptation to the work station
- Skills development

2.8%

Social and Cultural Activities
Social and Cultural Activities (in million euros)
External resources

Territorial impact
Partnerships and projects

¤

Breakdown of partnerships and projects
- Integration
- Education
- Environment
- Consumers
- Local residents/Solidarity
Contribution to job creation in France
in the context of the Group’s commitment
made to the public authorities
(excluding Group’s employees)

n/a: not available.

¤

EC 1

2%
88.1%
0.5%
0.6%
8.9%

5,243 validated jobs
and 4,084 jobs created

21
4,098
9
28
177

0.5%
94.6%
0.2%
0.6%
4.1%

4,854 validated jobs
and 3,203 jobs created

39
3,474
11
24
10

1.1%
97.6%
0.3%
0.7%
0.3%

3,874 validated jobs
and 2,535 jobs created
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Comments

Top management is defined as comprising the members of the Committees or Boards (Board, Executive Committee, Management Board)
in charge of strategic management of the company, supervision of its management and of decision-making bodies having responsibility
for accounting to the holding company and its stakeholders.
Moreover, there are four women on Vivendi’s Supervisory Board, or 33% of the Board.

The number of employees with disabilities increased by 13% at SFR in 2010.

For this indicator, each agreement or addendum signed counts as one. In accordance with the legal structure of French companies, agreements
signed within an UES – Unité économique et sociale – (SFR, Canal+ Group) are only counted one time. By contrast, at GVT (consolidated for
the first time in 2010) and UMG, subsidiaries established in countries without this legal structure, each agreement signed counts as one.
In 2010, the increase in the number of agreements concerning remunerations is due mainly to the annual negotiations on remunerations
held each year at GVT (or 22 additional agreements in this category in 2010 compared to 2009).
Scope: Metropolitan France, Overseas Territories and Departments, Maroc Telecom Group, Canal+ Group. Following the entry of Neuf Cegetel
into the scope of the Group in 2008, the number and scope of the Works Councils in the SFR UES were simplified, decreasing from 11 to 3.

In calculating indicators on workplace accidents, a slight difference in absolute values can result in considerable variation in relative values.

In 2010, 1,423 employees were trained in safety at GVT.

The strong increase in average training duration per employee in 2010 is due to GVT’s entry into the scope of social reporting (average 49.8 hours).

In 2010, at the request of France’s legislators, the headings “job evolution” and “skill development” were combined under the title
“skill development”. Data for 2009 and 2008 have been adjusted accordingly, Scope covered: Metropolitan France, Overseas Territories
and Departments, Maroc Telecom Group, Canal+ Group.

In France, the notion of œuvre sociale includes social and cultural activities established at company level mainly for the benefit of employees
and their family, This notion is difficult to formulate at a global level.
A person having had several assignments is counted the equivalent number of times.
Total number of assignments performed by subcontractors of minimum one-week duration.

The territorial impact of Vivendi’s business activities is difficult to measure due to the large number of countries where the Group operates.
A methodological clarification implemented in 2009 defines each trainee in the company as a project under the Education heading. Thus the
data show the number of institutions, individuals, or associations with whom Vivendi has relations, created partnerships, or participated in projects
in various sectors of the local or regional economy where the Group is present.
The significant reduction in the number of education projects between 2009 and 2010 is due in part to the revision of the traineeship program
in progress in the Maroc Telecom Group, where 275 trainees were hosted in 2010.
In 2004, Vivendi made a commitment to the French Public Authorities to contribute to the creation of jobs in areas impacted by unemployment
and industrial restructuring.
‘Validated jobs’ are defined as job creation under way corresponding to case files validated by Commitment committees, composed of the Prefect
or Subprefect, Vivendi’s representative and representatives of the State’s decentralized services.
The case files are prepared and presented by the industrial development consultant Vivendi has chosen.
‘Jobs created’ are full-time equivalent permanent employment contracts.
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Environmental indicators
Environmental data, along with the methodology, definitions, and threshold criteria are detailed in the separate
document Sociographics and Environmental Policy – 2010, available on Vivendi’s website, Additional environmental indicators
(by subsidiary) are also available in the interactive version of the Report, Data identified by the sign 3 were
specifically verified by Salustro Reydel, a member of KPMG International, one of Vivendi’s Statutory Auditors.
Nota bene: Data refer to the impact of the Group’s worldwide operations and are based on sites meeting criteria of significance in terms
of environmental impact (number of employees, water and electricity consumption, waste production, etc.) Environmental reporting for 2010 takes
into account data for GVT and sites of new acquisition made during the year and which meet threshold criteria.

NRE
Law

GRI
G3

Group

– of water (thousands of m3)

¤

EN 9

863.8

636.9

– of natural gas (million kWh)

¤

EN 3

10.1

13.59

9.26

– of heating oil (l)

¤

EN 3

677,252

108,482

81,255

– of diesel fuel(1) (l)

¤

EN 3

5,301,327

6,713,016

5,834,546

– of electricity
(million kWh)

¤

EN 3

944.8   

848

666

EN 4

5.98   

5.19

2.71

2010 data

2009 data

2008 data

Consumption

Use of renewable energy
sources (million kWh)

497.9

Emissions and waste
¤

EN 16

297   

248

209

¤

EN 16

91.79%
0.79%
0.67%
0.70%
6.05%

88.80%
1.29%
0.04%
0.04%
9.82%

90.90%
1.04%
0.03%
0.02%
8.01%

¤

EN 17

28,440
Train: 2%
Air: 98%

6,857
Train: 6%
Air: 94%

8,614
Train: 19.1%
Air: 80.9%

EN 23

1.63

n/a

n/a

EN 22

8,745.2

3,770.7

2,205

– Hazardous and special waste

EN 22

12
0.1%

34
1%

186.8
8.4%

– Non-hazardous waste

EN 22

8,173
93.5%

3,384
90%

1,842.6
83.6%

– Waste from electrical
and electronic equipment

EN 22

561
6.4%   

353
9%

175.6
8%

CO2 emissions (kt)
Breakdown of
CO2 emissions
by source
(in %)

Electricity
Natural gas
Heating oil
Steam
Diesel fuel

CO2 emissions associated with
business-related travel, by type
of transportation (t of CO2)
Emissions of refrigerant gases (t)
Waste production (t)
and breakdown by type of waste:

¤

n/a: not available.
(1) Only the diesel fuel consumption is taken into consideration, excluding that relative to company management vehicles.

88% of the Group’s electricity consumption is generated by Telecommunications activities and 12% is related to Entertainment activities.
• 0.7% of the Group’s electricity consumption is from renewable energy sources.
• Purchase of this type of electricity is in four Group business units:
- Activision Blizzard (12 sites);
- UMG (8 sites);
- Canal+ (1 site);
- Maroc Telecom (Agadir Regional Directorate).
 O2 emissions increased by 20% in 2010. This increase is due at least in part to the extension of telecommunications networks and the integration
C
of new sites into the scope of reporting (19 GVT sites, 9 Activision Blizzard sites, and 7 UMG sites).
• SFR collected 351,359 used cellular phones and implemented a program that offers customers purchase vouchers for mobiles taken back
to the sales outlet or with the eco-avantage offer, which entitles customers to a reduction in their phone bill.
• with the digital switchover by Canal+ Distribution, 204,000 analog set-top boxes taken back by subscribers, as well as 770,000 other types
of set-top boxes, have been reprocessed in keeping with regulatory requirements,
• Each quarter, Maroc Telecom’s Regional Directorates conduct inventories to identify equipment that is obsolete or not serviceable in their network.
They are auctioned to companies who then reprocess them.
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External auditor’s report

on certain social indicators at Group level and environmental indicators
for five Vivendi Group business units for business year 2010
As requested and in our capacity as Statutory Auditors of the Vivendi Group,
we performed a review to enable us to provide a limited assurance regarding
the following indicators:

- three selected entities of Maroc Telecom Group5 representing 31% to 45%,
depending on the indicator, of the consolidated data on Maroc Telecom
Group;

- social indicators at Group level: total headcount, total number of male
employees, total number of female employees, total number of women in top
management;

- two selected entities6 of Canal+ Group representing 36% to 83%, depending on the indicator, of the consolidated data on Canal+ Group;

- environmental indicators for Activision Blizzard, Universal Music Group,
SFR, Maroc Telecom Group, and Canal + Group: electricity consumption, diesel fuel consumption, water consumption;
hereinafter referred to as “the Data”. These Data were selected by the Vivendi
Group and are identified by the symbol 3 in the tables presented;
- in the present 2010 Activity and Sustainable Development report and on
Vivendi Group’s website for the social indicators;
- on Vivendi Group’s website for the environmental indicators.
These Data were prepared under the responsibility of the Group’s General
Management, in conformity with the “Protocol for reporting environmental
and social data for Vivendi Group companies”, hereinafter referred to as “the
Guidelines,” which may be consulted at the Group’s head office and a summary of which is given on p. 94.
It is our responsibility, based on the work performed, to express a conclusion
on the selected Data. The conclusions formulated hereinafter only apply to
the Data and not to the totality of the indicators presented.

For these sites and entities, selected in line with the diversity of their activities, their level of contribution to the Group consolidated Data, their geographical location, and the scope of work of our previous reviews, we
conducted interviews on the comprehension and application of the Guidelines by the persons concerned and, on a test basis, we verified the calculations, performed coherency checks and reconciled the Data with supporting
documentation.
- and conducted coherency checks on the consolidation of these Data.
The environment and sustainability specialists of our firm assisted us in the
completion of our work.

Information on procedures

We have the following comments on the reporting process:
Social reporting at Group level:
For the entities visited, the Guidelines are known and understood, the software for social reporting is properly used, and there is a strong data-control
environment.
Environmental reporting on five Group business units:

Nature and scope of work

We conducted our work in accordance with the ISAE 3000 standards, in compliance with applicable professional guidelines in France.
We planned and performed the assurance engagement described below to
provide limited assurance that the selected Data are free of material misstatement. A higher level of assurance would have required a more extensive
review.

The data collection software, which includes the definitions of the indicators
to be reported to the Group, is deployed and used in the entities we audited.
The individuals involved in the reporting are proficient in its use.
The documentation provided in order to attest the “electricity consumption”
and “water consumption” indicators for one business unit does not allow us
to give an opinion on these two indicators.

Conclusion

We have, for the selected Data:
- assessed the Guidelines with respect to their relevance, reliability, neutrality, understandability, and completeness;
- interviewed the persons in charge of implementing the Guidelines at
Group’s head office and at business units levels;
- performed detailed tests on the basis of the data available at:
For the social data:
- four selected entities1, representing 26% of the Group’s consolidated
headcount;
For the environmental data:
- three selected entities2 of Activision Blizzard, representing 22% to 87%,
depending on the indicator, of the consolidated data on Activision Blizzard;
- two selected entities3 of Universal Music Group, representing 17% to 100%,
depending on the indicator, of the consolidated data on Universal Music
Group;
- four selected operational entities of SFR4 representing 43% to 100%,
depending on the indicator, of the consolidated data on SFR;

Based on our review, we did not identify any material misstatements which
could call into question:
- the social indicators reviewed at Group level,
- the environmental indicators reviewed for Activision Blizzard, Universal
Music Group, SFR, and Canal + Group and the diesel fuel consumption for
Maroc Telecom Group,
mentioned pages 88-93 of the 2010 Activity and Sustainable Development
Report and on Vivendi Group’s website and identified by the symbol 3,
prepared, in all material aspects, in accordance with the above-mentioned
Guidelines.
1. Canal+ Group: Canal UES (France), GVT: GVT head office (Brazil) UMG: UMG Music/
Publishing/AS&M (USA) and Vivendi Corporate: Corporate headquarters in Paris (France).
2. Activision Blizzard Venlo (Netherlands), Activision Blizzard Birmingham Warehouse (UK),
and Activision Blizzard Irvine Alton Parkway (USA).
3. UMG Antony (France) and UMG Santa Monica (USA).
4. SFR: service sites (France) and strategic sites (France).
5. Maroc Telecom Group: Central services (Morocco), Rabat Regional Directorate (Morocco)
and Casablanca Regional Directorate (Morocco).
6. Canal+ Lumière (France) and Canal+ Cyfrowy (Poland).

Paris, April 7, 2011
Salustro Reydel.
Member of KPMG International
Philippe Arnaud
Partner					
Head of Department
Climate Change and
Sustainable Development

Frédéric Quelin
Partner

Nota bene: This is a free translation into English of the original report issued in the French language and is provided solely for the convenience of English-speaking readers. This report should
be read in conjunction with, and construed in accordance with, French law and professional auditing standards applicable in France.
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Contacts
and information
Shareholder Information
By phone:

• from France 0 805 050 050 (Toll-free number from a landline
in France),
• from outside France: + 33 (0)1 71 71 34 99 between 9:00 am.
and 6:00 pm., Monday to Friday (Paris time)
By e-mail: shareholders@vivendi.com

Sustainable Development
• Pascale Thumerelle, Vice President, Sustainable Development
• Françoise Le Crom, Director, Sustainable Development Studies
• Barbara Weill, Reporting Analyst
We appreciate your comments and remarks. Please send
them by e-mail to sustainabledevelopment@vivendi.com
or by mail to Vivendi’s Head Office.

Addresses

Vivendi (Head Office)
42 avenue de Friedland – 75380 Paris Cedex 08 – France
Tel.: + 33 (0)1 71 71 10 00 – Fax: + 33 (0)1 71 71 10 01

New York Office

800 Third Avenue – New York, NY 10022 – USA
Tel: + 1 212 572 7000

Websites

Vivendi: www.vivendi.com
Activision Blizzard: www.activisionblizzard.com
Universal Music Group: www.universalmusic.com
SFR: www.sfr.com
Maroc Telecom: www.iam.ma
GVT: www.gvt.com.br
Canal+ Group: www.canalplusgroup.com
The 2010 Activity and Sustainable Development Report is
available on Vivendi’s website (www.vivendi.com) or on request
to Vivendi.
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Vivendi – Communications and Sustainable Development
Department
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Vivendi supports projects dedicated to disadvantaged young people
through its Create Joy Fund. Its mission is to bring joy and help these
young people achieve their full potential through Vivendi’s activities.
In 2010, The Vivendi Create Joy Fund supported over 20 projects
implemented by associations and NGOs in the United States, France,
in the UK, Morocco, Burkina Faso, Mali and Brazil.

